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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 HDC1 and its role in chromatin dynamics 

1.1.1 Chromatin structure modulates gene expression 
DNA is packed in the nucleus in the form of chromatin, the basic unit of which is the nucleosome, consisting 

of 147 bp of DNA wrapped around an octamer of the core histones (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4)  (Ma et al., 

2013).  Additional to the canonical histones, variants of H2A and H2B have been identified, which are 

replacing their canonical equivalent under certain conditions (Jiang and Berger, 2017).  Chromatin does 

not only serve a structural role for DNA organization, but also a functional one, as its three-dimensional 

architecture heavily affects gene expression and thus downstream developmental processes. Chromatin 

at a highly condensed state (closed) is less accessible to the transcriptional machinery and typically  

transcriptionally inactive, which however may be altered upon chemical or conformational changes that 

affect chromatin structure (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001). Alterations in chromatin structure can have a stable, 

long-term transcriptional effect and may be even mitotically or meiotically heritable, known as 

“epigenetic” changes  (NIH “Roadmap Epigenomics Project 2013” , reviewed in Sudan et al., 2018). From 

the mechanisms that govern chromatin dynamics, the most well-studied are ATP-dependent chromatin 

remodeling, DNA methylation and histone modifications. 

One of the most characterized mechanisms that regulate plant chromatin is post-translational 

modifications (PTMs) of histone tails. These modifications usually occur at the C- or N-terminal end that 

protrude from the nucleosomes and they include acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, 

ubiquitylation, propionylation, butyrylation, sumoylation, ADP ribosylation, glycosylation, biotinylation, 

and carbonylation (Hildmann et al., 2007). Distinct combinations and distribution patterns of these marks 

are characterizing different chromatin states; for example, trimethylation of lysine 4 on histone 3 

(H3K4me3) and H3 and H4 acetylation are typical to promoters of transcriptionally active genes  (Barrera 

et al., 2008; Deckert and Struhl, 2001), while H3K27me3 is considered a repressive mark (Sequeira-Mendes 

et al., 2014).  The epigenetic code, comprised of the entirety of these marks, is established and dynamically 

regulated by the action of enzymatic writers and erasers, while it is functionally translated by its readers 

(reviewed in Tianyi et al., 2015).    

 

1.1.2 Histone deacetylases and their functions in plant development 

1.1.2.1 Histone deacetylation is catalyzed by members of three HDAC families in Arabidopsis 

Histone acetylation and deacetylation are two of the most well studied PTMs and have been correlated 

with gene activation and repression respectively. Histone acetylases act as the writer of histone acetylation 

by adding acetyl groups (CH3COO-) to lysine residues on the N-terminal tails of the core histones (Pandey 

et al., 2002; Sterner and Berger, 2000). In plants, H3 has been reported to be acetylated at lysine positions 

9, 14, 18 and 23 and H4 at positions 5, 8, 12, 16 and 20 (Fuchs et al., 2006). This modification has been 

correlated with expressive (open) chromatin; it is characteristic that transcriptional starting sites of active 

genes have been found to be enriched in histone acetylation (Kim et al., 2020). To explain this effect, it has 

been proposed that histone acetylation neutralizes the positive charge of the histones, reducing their 

electrostatic affinity for DNA and thus, resulting in an open chromatin state (Bauer  et al., 1994; reviewed 

in Kumar et al., 2021). Another theory suggests that acetylated residues on histone tails provide binding 
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platform on the nucleosome, recognized by proteins bearing a bromodomain, an acetyl-lysine-specific 

protein interaction module (Dyson, 2001; Shogren-Knaak et al., 2006). 

The reverse process is catalyzed by histone deacetylases (HDACs), which increase the interaction between 

DNA and histones by removing acetyl groups from histone tails, thus switching chromatin state to a more 

condensed status (Ma et al., 2013). Arabidopsis thaliana encodes 18 HDACs distributed across three 

families, namely HD2 (HD-tuins), SIR2-like (sirtuins) and RPD3-like. The latter family is homologous to RPD3 

(REDUCED POTASSIUM DEFICIENCY 3) in yeast and consists of 12 members, all of which contain a histone 

deacetylase domain (Interpro: IPR003084) (Pandey et al., 2002). The proteins in this superfamily are 

further subcategorized into three classes; class I typically includes HDA19, HDA6, HDA7 and HDA9, while 

additionally HDA10 and HDA17, which only have partially HDAC domains but high similarity to HDA9, have 

often been proposed to belong to this class (Chen et al., 2020; Pandey et al., 2002). The rest of the RPD3-

like HDACs are distributed across class II (HDA5, HDA15, and HDA18), class III (HDA2), while HDA8 and 

HDA14 remain unclassified (Hollender and Liu, 2008; Pandey et al., 2002). The members of this class have 

a curved-tubular shaped, Zn2+-dependent active site, where the catalytic Zn2+ ion is located at the bottom 

of the pocket adjacent to conserved histidine, aspartic and tyrosine residues (Porter and Christianson, 

2019; Ruijter et al., 2003). The catalytic activity of the Zn2+-dependent HDACs can be impaired 

pharmacologically with trichostatin A (TSA) or sodium butyrate application, which interfere with Zn2+ 

binding (Hollender and Liu, 2008). 

 

1.1.2.2 HDACs transcriptionally regulate a diverse array of physiological and developmental pathways 

Numerous studies have demonstrated the diverse functions of HDACs in the transcriptional regulation of 

a broad range of biological pathways, from developmental processes, including germination, flowering 

and hormone signal transduction, to abiotic and biotic stress responses (reviewed in Chen et al., 2020; 

Hollender and Liu, 2008). In Arabidopsis, HDA19 is one of the earliest identified and most well understood 

HDACs (Chen et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2000). Localized in the nucleus, HDA19 is expressed 

ubiquitously throughout all plant tissues and developmental stages (Fong et al., 2006). HDA19 seem to be 

having a global function, as the loss-of-function mutant hda19 shows deregulation of 7% of all genes (Tian 

et al., 2005). Additionally, genome-wide transcriptional analysis showed the upregulation of many stress 

response-related genes in hda19, suggesting a central role for HDA19 in transcriptional regulation of stress 

responses (Feng et al., 2021). Indeed, previous reports demonstrated HDA19-mediated tuning of certain 

phosphate (Pi) deficiency responses (Chen et al., 2015), while it has been proposed that HDA19 is positively 

affecting basal resistance to bacterial pathogens (Kim et al., 2008). The function of HDA19 seem to be 

shifted to specific pathways upon association with specific cofactors; SCARECROW has been shown to 

recruit HDA19 to specific loci participating in the cell fate determination of root cortical cells (Chen et al., 

2019), while interaction with MSI1 (MULTICOPY SUPRESSOR OF IRA1) seem to lead to repression of ABA-

responsive genes (Mehdi et al., 2016). Moreover, association of HDA19 with HDC1 (HISTONE DEACETYLASE 

COMPLEX 1) has a pivotal role in promoting plant growth (Perrella et al., 2013) as well as in flowering time 

determination (Ning et al., 2019). The interplay between HDA19 and HDC1 will be further discussed in 

section 1.1.3.1. 

Other members of the HDAC superfamily in Arabidopsis have been functionally allocated to several 

pathways. Both HDA6 and HDA9 have been implicated in flowering time regulation, through controlling 

the expression of the floral integrator FT (FLOWERING LOCUS T) (Kang et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2011). 

Additionally, HDA6 is a regulator of the circadian clock,  forming a repressive complex with a H3K4 lysine 
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specific histone demethylase (LDL1) to repress core components of this pathway (Hung et al., 2019, 2018). 

In parallel, HDA15 is responsible for the repression of light-responsive chlorophyll and photosynthesis 

related genes in dark conditions, via protein-protein interaction with PIF3 (PHYTOCHROME INTERACTING 

FACTOR3) (Liu et al., 2013).  

 

1.1.3 HDC1 and its role in transcriptional regulation 

1.1.3.1 HDC1 is a subunit of HDA19 and HDA6 Sin3-type HDAC complexes 

As described in section 1.1.2.2, association of HDACs with certain cofactors leads to specialized regulation 

of certain developmental and physiological pathways; such a cofactor with emerging significance in 

transcriptional regulation is HDC1 (HISTONE DEACETYLASE COMPLEX 1). Localized in the nucleus, HDC1 is 

encoded by a single-copy gene in Arabidopsis (AT5G08450), which has three splice variants that differ only 

at the 5’ prime end untranslated region. Homologs have been found in all sequenced plant species (Perrella 

et al., 2013). HDC1 has ubiquitous expression during all developmental stages and in all vegetative tissues, 

except anthers and stigmas, probably during reproduction-triggered silencing (Perrella et al., 2013).   

HDC1 has a length of 918 amino acids and can be structurally divided in the N-terminal part, which has no 

homologous sequences in organisms outside the plant kingdom, and a ∼300-amino-acid-long, C-terminal 

end. Between amino acids 603-645, this region shows high similarity with Rxt3 proteins, which are present 

in algae, protozoa and fungi, and specifically with the protein family domain “Histone deacetylation 

protein Rxt3” (InterPro ID: IPR013951) (Perrella et al., 2013). In yeast, Rxt3 is subunit of the large, Sin3-

type RPD3 complex (RPD3L) and is involved in histone deacetylation, acting as a transcriptional regulator 

(Carrozza et al., 2005; Ruiz-Roig et al., 2010). Although there is no sequence similarity with the catalytic 

domains of other HDACs, based on its homology with Rxt3 it has been proposed that HDC1 is implicated 

in histone deacetylation.  Indeed, protein extracts of HDC1 knockout (hdc1) plants show elevated 

acetylated H3 levels (H3K49K14), supporting the notion that HDC1 has a role in histone deacetylation (Ning 

et al., 2019; Perrella et al., 2013). Moreover, the importance of the C-terminal, Rxt3-like part of HDC1 is 

highlighted by the fact that, its expression as a truncated version of HDC1 in the hdc1 background partially 

rescues the growth and developmental defects of the mutants (Perrella et al., 2016). Additionally, a LCCL 

superfamily domain (InterPro ID: IPR036609) is predicted in the C-terminal end of HDC1, spanning 

between amino acids 587-597. The LCCL module has been mainly described in mammalian proteins and it 

has been suggested to participate in lipopolysaccharide binding (Liepinsh et al., 2001; Robertson et al., 

1998; Trexler et al., 2000).  

As mentioned above, the yeast Rxt3 is a component of the RPD3L complex, associated with the yeast HDAC 

RPD3 and the transcriptional repressor Sin3 (Carrozza et al., 2005). In Arabidopsis, HDC1 is interacting with 

two members of the RPD3-like HDAC family, HDA6 and HDA19, as part of their respective Sin3-type 

complexes as well as with the SIN3-LIKE protein SLN3 (Feng et al., 2021; Ning et al., 2019; Perrella et al., 

2016, 2013). The functional significance of these interactions is supported by the fact that the 

transcriptome of hdc1 mutants is highly correlating with HDA19 mutants (hda19) and to a lesser extent, 

with HDA6 mutants (hda6) (Feng et al., 2021). However, HDC1 is not necessarily always present in the 

HDA6/HDA19 complexes, as recent reports showed that the latter have the capacity to form SANT-/ESANT-

/ARID-type complexes, each with distinct subunit composition (Feng et al., 2021; Ning et al., 2019). This 

fact may explain why hdc1 mutants do not share all physiological phenotypes of hda19 and hda6 mutants. 

Additional interactions of HDC1 have been identified with the histone readers SHL1 (SHORT LIFE 1), ING2 
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(INHIBITOR OF GROWTH 2), MSI1 (MULTICOPY SUPRESSOR OF IRA 1) as well as with the transcriptional 

repressor SAP18 (SIN3 ASSOCIATED POLYPEPTIDE P18) (Perrella et al., 2016). Interestingly, Bimolecular 

Fluorescence Complementation (BiFC) assays indicated that HDC1 is associated with the linker histone H1 

and not with the core histones H3 and H4, which are the ones usually subjected to deacetylation (Perrella 

et al., 2016). Based on these data and the lack of a catalytic domain in its protein sequence, it has been 

proposed that HDC1 may act as a scaffold protein in the HDAC complexes, stabilizing the assembly of these 

multiprotein complexes and/or their association with chromatin (Perrella et al., 2013). 

 
Fig. 1 Proposed model for HDC1 function. 
HDC1 is proposed to aid histone deacetylation by stabilizing the HDAC complex and/or its association with chromatin. In absence 
of HDC1, the function of the respective HDC1 complex is impaired, resulting in differential histone deacetylation and gene 
expression. The opposite effect takes place during HDC1 overexpression, possibly due to increased binding of the HDAC complex 
on its target loci. From Perrella et al., 2013. 

 

1.1.3.2 Loss of HDC1 transcriptionally affects flowering determination, ABA sensitivity, plant growth and 

stress responses 

As described above, HDC1 seems to be an important component of at least two RPD3-like histone 

deacetylation complexes in Arabidopsis, with its absence severely deregulating transcriptional processes. 

The physiological importance of HDC1-mediated deacetylation has firstly been described from Perrella et 

al., who showed that hdc1 mutants produce less biomass than WT, while the opposite effect was observed 

in transgenic overexpression lines. In the same publication, it was also demonstrated that ABA treatment 

and less intensely salt stress are interfering with the germination of hdc1 mutants, a phenotype that can 

be attributed to higher expression of certain salt- or ABA-responsive genes in the mutant.  The same team 

also reported the late flowering phenotype of the hdc1 mutants, which was later mechanistically explained 

by Ning et al., 2019. This group showed the transcriptional upregulation of the floral suppressors GASA5 

(GIBBERELLIC ACID-STIMULATED 5) and GA2OX6 (GIBBERELLIN 2-OXIDASE 6) in hdc1 and hda19 in long 

day conditions, which leads to repression of the core floral integrator FT, suggesting a role for HDC1 in 

photoperiodic determination of flowering. This effect is reversed at short day conditions, when hdc1 
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mutants exhibit an earlier than WT transition from vegetative to reproductive stage, possibly due to the 

de-repression of an unidentified positive floral regulator (Ning et al., 2019). 

The role of HDC1 in transcriptional regulation of stress responses is further supported by the 

hypersensitive phenotype of hdc1 mutants during Pi deficiency, exhibited by exaggerated WT-like 

responses and specifically, uncontrolled root growth inhibition and Fe deposition (Xu et al., 2020). To 

explain this, it was suggested that Pi-deficiency is promoting post-translational degradation of HDC1, 

leading to abnormal induction of LPR1 (LOW PHOSPHATE RESPONSE 1) and ALMT1 (ALUMINUM-

ACTIVATED MALATE TRANSPORTER 1), two key genes in root tip-initiated low Pi responses. However, other 

studies are supporting that LPR1 is not transcriptionally regulated by Pi status, but rather by substrate 

availability or from the function of the P5A-type ATPase PDR2 (PHOSPHATE DEFICIENCY RESPONSE 2) by 

an unknown mechanism (Müller et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 2022). Nevertheless, the abovementioned 

phenotypes and the observation that, hdc1 transcriptome is enriched in genes involved in stress processes 

(Feng et al., 2021), emphasize the pivotal role of HDC1 in development and plant adaptation to changing 

environmental conditions. 

 

1.2 Mechanisms of plant adaptation to Pi starvation 

1.2.1 The importance of phosphorus for plant development 
Life greatly depends on the abundance and efficient acquisition of several macronutrients, like carbon (C), 

sulfur (S), nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P). The latter and its bioavailable form, inorganic phosphate (Pi), 

has a dominant role in biological processes, like photosynthesis, energy storage and signal transduction, 

as well as acting as a building component of nucleic acids, biological membranes and other important 

molecules (Bowler et al., 2010). For normal growth, plants require approximately 2000 ppm Pi per dry 

weight, which is acquired from soil by the root system in the form of H2PO4
− and HPO4

2–  (Vance et al., 

2003). However, Pi chemistry often restricts its bioavailability, due to the low diffusion rate and its 

retention by insoluble Fe/Al or Ca oxides at acidic or alkaline soil pH respectively (Hinsinger, 2001). 

Additionally, unlike N that continuously enters ecosystems through biological N2 fixation, soil Pi content 

depends also on its original P composition of the parental rock, rendering it a finite resource (Abel, 2017). 

The high biological demand for Pi in contrast with its low soil availability often force plants to initiate a set 

of physiological and developmental responses in order to avoid the repercussions of Pi deficiency. These 

phosphate starvation responses (PSRs) can be distinguished to systemic, aiming internal Pi recycling and 

conservation, or local, increasing Pi scavenging by the root system (Abel, 2017; Chien et al., 2018), and will 

be discussed in sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 respectively. 

 

1.2.2 Signaling of Pi deficiency responses 
Apart from its biological role, Pi has been proposed to be a signal, differentially regulating PSRs including 

the remodeling of root system architecture (RSA). External Pi supply defines RSA-related, local responses, 

driven by the sensing of Pi status from the root tip, while low internal Pi content triggers systemic 

responses, including Pi recycling and lipid metabolism (Svistoonoff et al., 2007; Thibaud et al., 2010). The 

notion that Pi can act as a signal is further supported by the non-metabolized Pi analog, phosphite (Phi), 

which suppresses PSRs, e.g., anthocyanin and starch accumulation, membrane lipid replacement and 

induction of several PSI (phosphate starvation induced) genes (Varadarajan et al., 2002; Kobayashi et al. 
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2006; Jost et al., 2015). Recent studies demonstrated that InsP8, a inositol pyrophosphate, is a messenger 

molecule for intracellular Pi status, acting as a ligand between SPX (SYG1/Pho81/XPR1) domain-containing 

proteins SPX1 and SPX2 and PHR1 (PHOSPHATE STARVATION RESPONSE 1), a key positive regulator of PSRs 

(Dong et al., 2019; Ried et al., 2021). At Pi replete conditions, high intracellular Pi content promotes InsP8 

formation and accumulation, which binds to SPX1 and promotes physical association with PHR1, inhibiting 

its transcriptional activity (Dong et al., 2019). At limiting Pi concentration, reduced ATP levels lead to 

insufficient InsP8 pools, causing dissociation of the SPX1-PHR1 complex and subsequently, PHR1-mediated 

activation of PSI genes (Dong et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2019).  

 

1.2.3 Systemic responses to Pi starvation enhance Pi recycling and conservation 
Upon Pi deficiency, plants trigger a set of metabolic adjustments to ensure conservation of internal Pi 

(Plaxton and Tran, 2011). Low Pi availability results in reduction of cytosolic Pi and adenylate pools, which 

are co-substrates of the enzymes participating in classical glycolysis. To ensure respiratory C flux and 

energy production during Pi stress, a metabolic shift occurs, to alternative reactions that do not require Pi 

or adenylates (Duff et al., 1989; Plaxton and Podestá, 2006). Additionally, photosynthesis efficiency drops, 

as an attempt to conserve the Pi pool, resulting in accumulation of non-Pi sugar, such as sucrose and starch 

(Giersch and Robinson, 1987; Rao et al., 1990). In parallel, increased anthocyanin content in shoots of 

plants grown at low Pi conditions is a typical PSR and is thought to prevent photoinhibitory damage in the 

chloroplasts (Takahashi et al., 1991; Zeng et al., 2010).  

Another mechanism of internal Pi conservation is the adaptation of membrane composition to low cellular 

Pi levels, by replacing phospholipids with sulfolipids and galactolipids, like sulfoquinovosyldiacylglycerol 

and digalactosyldiacylglycerol, respectively (Essigmann et al., 1998; Frentzen, 2004; Yu et al., 2002). 

Specifically, sulfolipids are synthesized by the action of SQD1/2 (SULFOQUINOVOSYLDIACYLGLYCEROL 

1/2), which are phosphate starvation induced, while sqd2 mutants have impaired growth during Pi scarcity 

(Benning, 1998; Yu et al., 2002).  

Among PSRs aiming more efficient Pi use is the mobilization of Pi from external and internal resources 

(Plaxton and Tran, 2011; Ticconi and Abel, 2004). One such external source could be the decaying organic 

matter in soil, where Pi is bound in the form of nucleic acids. Notably, Arabidopsis plants can normally 

grow in Pi deficient agar medium supplemented with DNA or RNA (Chen et al., 2000). This is possible 

because Arabidopsis root secrete an array of enzymes, including ribonucleases, nucleases, 

phosphodiesterases and acid phosphatases into the rhizosphere, that will degrade these compounds and 

release Pi for high-affinity uptake (Plaxton and Tran, 2011; Ticconi and Abel, 2004). Such enzymes have PSI 

expression, as was demonstrated by the induction of RNS1 and cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases upon 

Pi stress (Bariola et al., 1994; Abel et al., 2000). Similarly, Pi is recycled from intracellular sources, like 

expendable Pi monoesters and anhydrides or nucleic acid molecules (Vance et al., 2003).  

 

1.2.4 Pi limitation-triggered reorganization of root architecture  
Around 70-80% of all terrestrial plant species have the capacity to form symbiotic relationships with 

arbuscular mycorrhiza (AM), a heterogenous group of fungi (Barea et al., 2008). These interactions are 

beneficial for plants during Pi limitation as AM hyphal network scavenge Pi further into the soil and 

translocate it to the colonized roots (Schnepf et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011). Arabidopsis lacks the genetic 

symbiotic toolkit that would allow association with AM and is considered a non-host species (Delaux et al., 
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2014). Nevertheless, Arabidopsis enhances Pi uptake by extending the barrier between soil and root 

surface through remodeling of RSA (Abel, 2017; Sato and Miura, 2011). Specifically, Pi deficiency leads to 

a shallow root system, by attenuating primary root growth, while simultaneously promoting lateral root 

and root hair development; these adaptations result in extending the absorbing surface of the root system 

as well as better Pi scavenging from the topsoil, which is richer in this macronutrient (Abel, 2017; Giehl 

and von Wirén, 2014; Péret et al., 2014; Salazar-Henao et al., 2016).  

The mechanisms that govern primary root growth inhibition upon Pi deficiency have been extensively 

studied over the last years (Balzergue et al., 2017; Müller et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 2022). Short Pi 

stress (<2 h) inhibits cell elongation in the differentiation zone while prolonged Pi limitation (<2 days) 

negatively affects cell division in the root meristem (Balzergue et al., 2017; Müller et al., 2015). Continuous 

Pi absence effectively leads to stem cell niche (SCN) exhaustion, finally leading to primary root growth 

attenuation (Ticconi et al., 2009). Interestingly, local Pi sensing and inhibition of primary root elongation 

depend on external Fe availability, as it has been shown by the continuous growth of Pi-starved roots in 

absence of external Fe (Müller et al., 2015; Ward et al., 2008). Additionally, Pi starved root tips 

hyperaccumulate Fe localized at the root meristem (Müller et al., 2015; Svistoonoff et al., 2007). These 

phenotypic responses are related to the function of two modules, the ALMT1-STOP1 module (ALUMINUM-

ACTIVATED MALATE TRANSPORTER 1-SENSITIVE TO PROTON RHIZOTOXICITY 1) and the LPR1-PDR2 

module (LOW PHOSPHATE ROOT 1-PHOSPHATE DEFICIENCY RESPONSE 2) (Abel, 2017). ALMT1 is a malate 

efflux transporter, controlled by the transcriptional factor STOP1 (Liu et al., 2009; Tokizawa et al., 2015) 

LPR1 is a cell-wall resident, multicopper ferroxidase with Fe2+ oxidizing activity, the action of which is 

restricted by an unknown mechanism by the function of the ER-based P5-ATPase PDR2 (Müller et al., 2015; 

Naumann et al., 2022). According to the current model, upon Pi deficiency leads to STOP1 stabilization and 

induction of ALMT1, leading to malate exudation in the rhizosphere and mobilization of Pi from Fe–Pi 

complexes by Fe3+-chelation (Balzergue et al., 2017; Naumann et al., 2022). Ascorbate-mediated reduction 

of Fe3+ -malate triggers reactive oxygen species production (ROS), stimulating callose deposition in the 

stem cell niche (Naumann et al., 2022). This cell wall modification interferes with symplastic 

communication and results in rapid reduction in cell division in the SCN, thus impairing root growth (Müller 

et al., 2015). In parallel, Fe redox cycling is promoted by LPR1-dependent Fe2+ oxidation, exhibited as Fe3+ 

accumulation in the apoplast of SCN, alleviating ROS formation (Naumann et al., 2022). Overall, it is 

proposed that local Pi responses are governed by Fe-dependent cues, translated by LPR1-dependent 

processes in the root tip (Naumann et al., 2022). 
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Fig. 2 Important players of local phosphate deficiency responses. From Naumann et al. (2022). 
ALMT1 release malate into the rhizosphere as well as root apoplast, resulting in mobilization of Pi from Fe-Pi complexes by Fe3+-

chelation. Subsequent reduction of Fe3+-malate promotes ROS formation, while LPR1 dependent Fe2+ oxidation relieves from ROS 
production and possibly mediates ROS signaling in SCN. PDR2 counteracts LPR1 function by maintaining Fe homeostasis in root 
tips.  
Abbreviations: LPR1, LOW PHOSPHATE ROOT1; PDR2, PHOSPHATE DEFICIENCY RESPONSE2; ALMT1, ALUMINUM-ACTIVATED 
MALATE TRANSPORTER 1; STOP1, SENSITIVE TO PROTON RHIZOTOXICITY 1; PHO, PHOSPHATE REGULON; ROS, Reactive Oxygen 
Species.  

 

1.3 Glucosinolates biosynthesis and biological role 
Glucosinolates (GSLs) are sulfur- and nitrogen- containing compounds, occurring naturally in members of 

the Brassicaceae family, including the agriculturally important species cabbage, broccoli, horseradish, 

mustard as well as the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Harun et al., 2020). Typically associated with 

plant defense responses, they give a characteristic flavor to these vegetables and are thought to have 

health promoting effects for humans (Hecht, 2000; Possenti et al., 2017). 

Structurally, the basic core of all GSLs is comprised of a β-thioglucose residue, linked via a sulfur atom to 

a (Z)-N-hydroximinosulfate ester and variable side chain, deriving from a precursor amino acid (Fahey et 

al., 2001). Depending on the precursor, the biosynthetic pathways of GSLs are branched into aliphatic, 

deriving from methionine, aromatic from phenylalanine or tyrosine and indolic from tryptophan (reviewed 

in Harun et al., 2020; Blažević et al., 2020). This gives rise to a remarkable variety amongst the final 

compounds, with 137 suggested GSL structures, from which 88 are confirmed, while 36 have been 
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identified in Arabidopsis (Brown et al., 2003; Ivica Blažević et al., 2020). The biosynthetic pathway of 

aromatic GSLs is very similar to the one producing aliphatic GSLs, although  less comprehensively 

characterized (Harun et al., 2020); for that reason, only the pathways of aliphatic and indolic GSLs will be 

described, in sections 1.3.1.1 and 1.3.1.2 respectively. 

 

1.3.1 Glucosinolate metabolism 

1.3.1.1 Biosynthesis of aliphatic and aromatic glucosinolates 

The first stage in the biosynthetic pathway of aliphatic GSLs is the side-chain elongation of the precursor 

amino acid, in this case methionine; firstly, methionine is converted to 2-oxoacid by BCAT4-mediated 

deamination (Schuster et al., 2006), which is then transferred to the chloroplasts via bile acid transporter 

BAT5-mediated transportation (Gigolashvili et al., 2009). Next, 2-oxoacid is undergoing through a 3-step 

transformation, initiated by its conversion to a methylthioalkylmalate (MAM) intermediate via 

condensation with acetyl-CoA by MAM1-3 (Kroymann et al., 2001). Subsequent reactions are MAM 

isomerization by IIL1 and IPMI1/2 and oxidative decarboxylation by IMDH1-3 (Bones and Rossiter, 1996; 

He et al., 2011, 2009; Knill et al., 2009; Sawada et al., 2009); the resulting compound is a chain-elongated 

2-oxo acid, that can either enter the next biosynthetic stage or undergo more elongation cycles. Depending 

on how many such cycles will follow, this process will finally produce homomethionine or various chain-

elongated derivatives of methionine, corresponding to short or long final GSL compounds, with 3-5 or 6-8 

carbons number on their side chain respectively (Harun et al., 2020). From the enzymes mentioned above, 

MAM1 is involved in biosynthesis of GSLs via two elongation cycles, while MAM3 participates in side 

elongation of 2-oxoacid via one, five or six cycles (Field et al., 2004; Kroymann et al., 2001; Textor et al., 

2007). 

The next stage is the core structure synthesis of aliphatic GSLs, beginning with conversion of side-chain 

elongated amino acids to aldoximes, by CYP79F1/2; CYP79F1 has universal activity while the substrates of 

CYP79F2 are limited to long-chained elongated amino acids (Chen et al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2001; Miao 

et al., 2013). Aldoximes are oxidized to aci-nitro compounds by CYP83A1 (Naur et al., 2003) and later 

conjugated with glutathione (GSH) by GSTF1/20 (Czerniawski and Bednarek, 2018; Wentzell et al., 2007). 

These GSH conjugates are converted into thiohydroximates by cleavage, first from GGP1 producing Cys-

Gly conjugates (Geu-Flores et al., 2011) and then, by the C-S lyase SUR1 (Mikkelsen et al., 2004). 

Thiohydroximates are glycosylated into desulfo-GSLs by action of UGT74B1 and UGT74C1 (Gachon et al., 

2005; Grubb et al., 2014, 2004) and finally sulphated into intact GSLs by SOT16/17/18 (Klein and 

Papenbrock, 2009; Piotrowski et al., 2004).  

The last step in biosynthesis of aliphatic GSLs is the side-chain modification, which is essential for 

formulation the biological activities of the GSL hydrolysis products (isothiocyanates and nitriles) (Li et al., 

2011). Firstly, methylthiolalkyl-GSLs are metabolized to methylsulfinylalkyl-GSLs via S-oxygenation 

catalysed by seven flavin monooxygenases, FMO-GSOX1−7 (Hansen et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008, 2011). Side 

chain modification is continued by oxygenation mediated by 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases 

AOP2 and AOP3, converting methylsulfinylalkyl-GSLs to alkenyl-GSLs and hydroxyalkyl-GSLs, respectively 

(Burow et al., 2015; Jensen et al., 2015). Lastly, alkenyl-GSLs are converted into hydroxylated alkenyl GSL 

by GSL-OH and hydroxyalkyl-GSLs into benzoylated GSLs or sinapoylated GSLs by carboxypeptidase-like 

acyltransferase SCPL17 (Kliebenstein et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2012). 
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1.3.1.2 Biosynthesis of indolic glucosinolates 

Unlike the biosynthetic pathways of aliphatic and aromatic GSLs, indolic GSLs biosynthesis is initiated 

directly at the core synthesis stage, by conversion of tryptophan to indole-3-acetaldoxime by CYP79B2 and 

CYP79B3, omitting entirely the step of side chain elongation (Hull et al., 2012; Mikkelsen et al., 2003). Next, 

the acetaldoxime is metabolized to nitrile oxide compounds by CYP83B1 (Bak et al., 2001; Naur et al., 

2003), followed by sulfur addition through the activities of GSTF9, GSTF10 and GSTU13 (Hirai et al., 2006; 

Piślewska-Bednarek et al., 2018; Wentzell et al., 2007). The GSH conjugate that is formed in the previous 

step is converted to Cys-Gly conjugate by the glutamyl peptidases GGP1 and GGP3 (Geu-Flores et al., 2011; 

Malka and Cheng, 2017), which is transformed thiohydroximate via SUR1-dependent C−S lyase reaction 

(Malka and Cheng, 2017; Mikkelsen et al., 2004; Nintemann et al., 2018). The core synthesis of indolic GSLs 

is concluded by UGT74B1-mediated glycosylation (Grubb et al., 2004) and generation of 3-indolmethyl GSL 

(I3M) via subsequent sulfonation by SOT16 and SOT17 (Klein and Papenbrock, 2009; Sønderby et al., 2010). 

The first step of the ring modification is catalysed by members of the cytochrome P450 monooxygenase 

subfamily CYP81F; CYP81F1-4 metabolize I3M to 1-hydroxy-3-indolylmethyl GSL (1OH13M), while 

CYP81F1-3 to 4-hydroxy-3-indolyl-methyl GSL (4OHI3M) (Pfalz et al., 2011, 2009). The previous hydroxy-

GSLs are converted to the methoxy-GSLs, via the action of the O-methyltraferases IGMT1/2/5 or IGMT/1/2 

respectively (Pfalz et al., 2016, 2011, 2009). Methoxy-GSLs 1MOI3M and 4MOI3M are the final compounds 

of this pathway. 

 

1.3.1.3 Glucosinolate transportation, storage and catabolism 

In Arabidopsis, previous studies led to the identification of several GSL transporters. As mentioned above, 

one of them is BAT5, which is involved in the subcellular translocation of 2-oxoacids inside chloroplasts, 

during the side-chain elongation stage of aliphatic GSLs (Gigolashvili et al., 2009). Additionally, two other 

transporters, GTR1 and GTR2, have pivotal role in long-distance aliphatic GSL transportation to seeds and 

distribution of GSLs between shoots and roots (Andersen et al., 2013; Nour-Eldin et al., 2012). These high 

affinity transporters are expressed in cortex cells and vasculature and are involved in phloem-loading of 

GSLs, thus shaping the GSL distribution pattern (Andersen et al., 2013; Nour-Eldin et al., 2012). During the 

vegetative stage, rosettes are the main source and sink for short-chain aliphatic glucosinolates, while roots 

are the sink tissues for long-chained aliphatic GSLs; both rosettes and roots have the capacity for de novo 

biosynthesis of long aliphatic and indolic GSLs (Andersen et al., 2013). Transportation of long-chained GSLs 

can be directional between above- and below- ground tissues, however their retention in the roots and 

upward movement is GTR1/2-dependent (Andersen et al., 2013). 

Upon translocation to their sink tissue, GSLs are stored in the vacuoles of sulfur-rich, specialized cells, 

called S-cells, which are located in proximity to the vasculature (Koroleva et al., 2000; McCully et al., 2008). 

Additionally, in Arabidopsis leaves, GSLs are also found in long, longitudinal cells across the leaf margin, 

thus acting as a defense perimeter in the leaf periphery (Shroff et al., 2008). The biological relevance of 

nonuniformal GSL distribution is also underlined by the fact that there is higher GSL accumulation at the 

more vulnerable abaxial side of the leaf (Shroff et al., 2015). 

In the event of herbivory attack, GSLs are released and then hydrolyzed by thioglucoside glucohydrolases 

(TGG), also known as myrosinases (Bones and Rossiter, 1996; Thangstad Op et al., 2004); the Arabidopsis 

genome encodes 6 TGGs, while TGG1 and TGG2 were found to be involved in GSL degradation upon insect 

attack (Barth and Jander, 2006). Myrosinases are localized in different cells or cellular compartments than 
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GSLs and are in contact with GSLs only upon tissue disruption, e.g., through chewing (Halkier and 

Gershenzon, 2006; Thangstad et al., 2004). Depending on the plant species, pH and GSL side-chain, the 

hydrolysis products include a variety of isothiocyanates and nitriles, which have toxic effects (Wittstock 

and Burow, 2010); isothiocyanates and nitriles are degradation products of all types of GSLs, while 

epithionitriles are deriving only from aliphatic GSLs (Blažević et al., 2020). 

 

 

Fig. 3 Aliphatic and indolic GSL metabolic pathways and transcriptional regulation in Arabidopsis. From Harun et al., 2020. 
Biosynthesis and degradation pathways of methionine-derived, aliphatic GSLs (left) and tryptophan-derived indolic GSL (right) are 
depicted in this scheme. Main transcriptional players regulating the pathways are also shown to the far right. 
Abbreviations: AAO4, aldehyde oxidase 4; AOP2, 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase; APK, adenylyl-sulfate kinase; APR, 5′-
adenylylsulfate reductase; ATPS, ATP sulfurylase; BAT5, probable sodium/metabolite cotransporter BASS5; BCAT, branched-chain 
amino acid aminotransferase; BZO1, benzoyloxy GSL 1; BzH, benzaldehyde; BzOH, benzoic acid; BzCoA, benzoyl-coenzyme A; CHY1, 
3-hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA hydrolase 1; CYP79A, phenylalanine N-monooxygenase; CYP79B, tryptophan N-monooxygenase; CYP79F, 
cytochrome P450 79F1; CYP83B, CYP83B monooxygenase; FMOGS‑OX, flavincontaining monooxygenase; GGP1, γ-glutamyl 
peptidase 1; GSH, glutathione; GSH1, glutamate−cysteine ligase; GSTF, glutathione S-transferase F; GTR, GSL transporter; IGMT, 
indole GSL O-methyltransferase; IIL1, isopropylmalate isomerase large subunit 1; IPMI, isopropylmalate isomerase small subunit 
1; MAM, methylthioalkylmalate synthase; PAPS, 3′-phosphoadenosine-5′-phosphosulfate; SOT, sulfotransferase; SCPL17, serine 
carboxypeptidase-like 17. 
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1.3.2 Regulation of glucosinolate biosynthesis 
Expression of GSL core pathway genes is controlled by transcription factors of the myeloblastosis (MYB) 

and myelocytomatosis (MYC) families. Aliphatic GSLs are mainly regulated by MYB28, MYB29 and MYB76 

(Gigolashvili et al., 2007b, 2008; Hirai et al., 2006), while MYB115 and MYB118 were found to negatively 

control biosynthesis of benzoyloxy GSLs, Arabidopsis-specific methionine-derived GSLs (Zhang et al., 

2015). MYB28 is considered the master regulator of aliphatic GSLs metabolism, contributing to the 

biosynthesis of both long and short side-chain aliphatic GSLs, (Gigolashvili et al., 2007b; Sønderby et al., 

2010). Myb28 mutants show a strong reduction in transcripts of genes involved in the side-chain 

elongation stage of aliphatic GSLs (BCAT4, MAM1, MAM3, the IPMIs, and BAT5), as well as genes at the 

later stages (FMO-GSOX1 and FMO-GSOX3)(Sønderby et al., 2010); interestingly, chemotype of myb28 is 

almost devoid of long side-chain aliphatic GSLs, while two-thirds of the wild-type levels of short-chained 

aliphatic GLS are still present. MYB29/MYB76 are mostly involved in the biosynthesis of short GSLs, while 

an interdependency network of the three aliphatic GSL-related MYB genes has been proposed, where 

MYB76 is positively regulation MYB29, which is negatively regulating MYB28 (Sønderby et al., 2010). In 

parallel, the tryptophan-deriving indolic GSLs are under the control of MYB51, MYB34 and MYB122 

(Gigolashvili et al., 2007a; Malitsky et al., 2008). MYC2, MYC3 and MYC4 constitute additional components 

of the GSL biosynthesis regulatory machinery, physically interacting with GSL-regulating MYB factors to 

promote both aliphatic and indolic GSL biosynthesis (Schweizer et al., 2013).  

Several cues have been shown to be involved in the transcriptional regulation of the GSL biosynthetic 

pathways. One such internal cue is the phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA); previous studies demonstrated 

that the glucose-induced ABA signaling  positively regulates MYB28 and FMOGS-OX2/4 expression, through 

ABI5 and ABI1/2 regulation respectively (Li et al., 2021; Miao et al., 2013). A better studied case is the 

regulation of GSL metabolism through jasmonate (JA), which has been shown to be a major player in plant 

defenses against herbivory and a potent elicitor of glucosinolate biosynthesis (Mikkelsen et al., 2003; 

Wasternack and Hause, 2013). Upon JA treatment, indolic GSL accumulation is observed, coinciding with 

upregulation of several genes involved in their biosynthesis (Mikkelsen et al., 2003). In parallel, methyl JA 

is an elicitor of MYB29 expression, which promotes aliphatic GSL biosynthesis (Gigolashvili et al., 2008). 

Moreover, the GSL biosynthesis-inducing factors MYC2/3/4 factors are involved in JA signaling, promoting 

JA-mediated insect herbivory-induced defense responses (Fernández-Calvo et al., 2011; Schweizer et al., 

2013). In line with these findings, Ca2+/calmodulin (CaM)-dependent signaling in response to insect 

herbivory is involved in GSL metabolism, via IQD1 (IQ DOMAIN 1)/CAMTA3 (CALMODULIN-BINDING 

TRANSCRIPTION ACTIVATOR 3)-mediated regulation (Laluk et al., 2012). Another interesting module of 

GSL biosynthesis regulation is the light dependent tuning of the gene expression in this pathway. Huseby 

et al. proposed the diurnal regulation of GLS biosynthesis, by HY5 (LONG HYPOCOTYL5)-mediated 

induction of MYB34 and MYB122 and repression of MYB28/MYB29/76, which control the indolic and 

aliphatic GSL abundance respectively (Huseby et al., 2013). Moreover, overexpression of CIRCADIAN 

CLOCK-ASSOCIATED1 (CCA1), a well-studied central circadian clock regulator, increased the defense 

capacity of the transgenic plants against aphid infestation, due to enhanced indolic GSLs accumulation (Lei 

et al., 2019). Additional proof for the circadian control of GSL metabolism were provided by the work of 

Fernández‐Calvo et al., 2020; the authors demonstrated the repression of the GSL pathway during short 

days by the circadian integrators FRS7/12 (FAR1 RELATED SEQUENCE 7/12), through physical interaction 

with the corepressor Novel Interactor of JAZ (NINJA). Given the fact that NINJA is a corepressor of the JA 

signaling pathway and that there is a growing body of evidence that plant defenses might be synchronized 
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with circadian clock (Fernández‐Calvo et al., 2020; Goodspeed et al., 2012; Greenham and McClung, 2015), 

regulation of GSL biosynthesis might be an example of the interplay of these processes.  

 

1.3.3 Biological function of glucosinolates 
Typically, the biological role of GSLs is thought to be revolving around defense responses. As described 

above, the mechanical wounding of the tissue, e.g. through chewing, initiates their degradation through 

myrosinase-mediated enzymatic hydrolysis, hence rendering them an important weapon in plants’ arsenal 

against herbivores, like mammals, insects, birds and nematodes (Giamoustaris and Mithen, 1995; Halkier 

and Gershenzon, 2006). Their mode of action includes toxic effects, growth inhibition or general 

deterrence of the attacker (Agrawal and Kurashige, 2003; Burow et al., 2006; Kos et al., 2012; Newman et 

al., 1992), while it is interesting that herbivores have differential tolerance to different GSL species (Müller 

et al., 2010). For example, indolic GSLs have a stronger toxicity effect on aphids due to their potent post-

ingestive breakdown products, an attribute lacking from aliphatic GSLs (Kim et al., 2008; Kim and Jander, 

2007). Additionally, the antimicrobial properties of GSLs have been extensively studied; aliphatic 

glucosinolates have been shown to be involved in non-host resistance against bacteria (Fan et al., 2011), 

while several studies demonstrated the antifungal activity of indolic GSLs (Bednarek et al., 2009; Clay et 

al., 2009; Sanchez-Vallet et al., 2010). 

GSL metabolism has also been implicated with several development and physiological processes. A 

number of GSL mutants have growth defects, which can be attributed to impaired cross-talk between GSL 

biosynthesis and hormone signaling, including auxin or jasmonate (JA) (Burow et al., 2015; Mikkelsen et 

al., 2004). Specifically for auxin, an intersection of IAA biosynthesis with indolic GSL metabolism has been 

described by Fu et al., 2016;  they suggested that degradation of indolic GSLs by the root tip-specific 

myrosinases TGG4 and TGG5 leads to unstable aglycones, which are forming indole-3-acetonitrile (IAN), 

that can finally be converted to indole-3-acetic acid (IAA). Additionally, different types and severity of 

abiotic stresses seem to differentially affect GSL metabolism (Martínez-Ballesta et al., 2013). For instance,  

different Brassica species show increase or decrease of GSL abundance upon drought stress, depending 

on the severity of the stress (Martínez-Ballesta et al., 2013). Furthermore, potassium deficiency leads to 

GSL accumulation in Arabidopsis, probably through JA-signalling (Troufflard et al., 2010). 

A metabolic relationship between GSL and Pi starvation responses (PSRs) was demonstrated by metabolite 

profiling of Pi-starved roots and shoots of Arabidopsis seedlings, showing low Pi-induced accumulation of 

mainly aliphatic GSL compounds and upregulation of the expression of their respective biosynthetic genes 

(Pant et al., 2015). Another functional link between GSL biosynthesis and PSRs was provided by Hiruma et 

al.; their work indicated that Pi deficiency triggers colonization of Arabidopsis roots by the fungal 

endophyte Colletotrichum tofieldiae (Ct), enhancing plant growth via direct, Ct-mediated Pi transfer into 

the host. (Hiruma et al., 2016). However, this interaction was beneficial for the plant only if the indolic GSL 

biosynthetic pathway was intact, demonstrated by the deleterious effect of Ct colonization of 

cyp79B2cyp79B3 double mutant plants, depleted in indolic GSL and camalexin. Additionally, the growth 

promoting effect of low Pi-triggered Ct colonization was significantly reduced in mutants of PSR regulators 

PHR1 and PHL1. Moreover, another study proposed the co-ordination of plant PSRs with immune 

responses by PHR1, via negative regulation of salicylic acid (SA)-responsive defense response-related 

genes and positive regulation of PSI genes participating in GSL biosynthesis (Castrillo et al., 2017). The 

notion that GSL biosynthesis is responsive to Pi status via PHR1-mediated regulation is also corroborated 

by the fact that phr1 mutants fail to show enhanced GSL abundance during Pi deficiency (Pant et al., 2015).  
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1.4 Chlorophyll metabolism and regulation 

1.4.1 The biosynthetic pathway of chlorophyll 
Chlorophylls (Chls) are the most abundant tetrapyrroles in plants and they are best known for their pivotal 

role in photosynthesis, as pigments of light energy harvesting and transfer to the reaction centers (Masuda 

and Fujita, 2008). Tetrapyrroles are macrocyclic molecules, composed of four pyrrole rings, linked by 

unsaturated methine groups; the different properties these molecules are defined by their molecular 

structure of conjugated double bonds, the variation of substituted side chains and the chelation of their 

bound metal ions, such as Fe (e.g., in hemes) or Mg (in Chl) (Brzezowski et al., 2015). Chl shares the same 

biosynthetic pathway as other tetrapyrroles and metabolic flux towards them can affect its biosynthesis 

(Kobayashi and Masuda, 2016). 

The biosynthetic pathway of Chl has been extensively studied; in this section, it will be summarized 

according to Kobayashi and Masuda, 2016. In plants, algae and many bacteria, the first step of heme and 

Chl biosynthesis is the generation of 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA), the common precursor of all tetrapyrroles 

(Oborník and Green, 2005). This processes requires three enzymatic steps, starting from Glu-tRNAGlu 

formation from Glu and tRNAGlu within plastids and subsequent reduction to Glu 1-semialdehyde (GSA) by 

Glu-tRNA reductase (GluTR); the latter reaction is the first rate-limiting step in tetrapyrrole biosynthesis, 

as the rate of ALA synthesis is crucial for metabolic flow through the pathway (Klein and Papenbrock, 

2009). ALA is formed by a transfer of an amino group to GSA by GSA aminotransferase (GSAT) and finally 

two ALA molecules are condensed to form the monopyrrole porphobilinogen (PBG). Four PBG molecules 

are then sequentially polymerized and form the unstable linear tetrapyrrole hydroxymethylbilane (HMB). 

This will be metabolized to a series of macrocyclic intermediates, a process that will result in the generation 

of protoporphyrin (Proto) IX, which is the common precursors in the following biosynthetic pathways for 

Chl (Mg-branch) and the heme pathway (Fe-branch). 

The first step in the Mg-branch is the incorporation of an Mg2+ ion into the Proto IX macrocycle, to form 

Mg-Proto IX. This reaction is catalyzed by the Mg-chelatase, comprised of the three subunits CHLD, CHIH, 

and CHLI in plants, while GUN4 has a regulatory role in the complex stability and substrate and/or product 

channeling (Adhikari et al., 2011; Kopečná et al., 2015). Mg-Proto IX is converted to 3,8-divinyl-

protochlorophyllide (DV-Pchlide) by two consecutive reactions and then reduced by Pchlide 

oxidoreductase (POR) to form 3,8-divinyl-chlorophyllide (DV-Chlide), a step that is light-dependent in 

Angiosperms. Then, DV-Chlide is converted to 3-vinyl Chlide a (MV-Chlide a) by the function of DV-Chlide 

reductase (DVR), which is then esterified with geranylgeraniol or phytol by Chl synthase to form Chl a. A 

portion of Chlide a or Chl a is metabolized to Chlide b or Chl b, by Chlide a oxygenase (CAO)-mediated 

catalysis. Mature Chl a/b is then incorporated into chlorophyll binding proteins, including the members of 

the nuclear-encoded superfamily of light-harvesting complexes (LHC), the LHC-like proteins and the 

plastid-encoded structural components of PSII and PSI, D1, D2, CP43, CP47, PsaA, and PsaB (Wang and 

Grimm, 2021). 

 

1.4.2 Regulatory mechanisms of chlorophyll biosynthesis 
Cells have developed multi-leveled mechanisms for control of Chl biosynthesis, ranging from 

transcriptional tuning of biosynthetic genes to metabolic regulation. These mechanisms ensure the 

synchronization of chloroplast biogenesis with Chl biosynthesis, which is crucial for avoiding cell damage 

from reactive oxygen species generation from Chl intermediates (Triantaphylidès and Havaux, 2009). Key 
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metabolic checkpoints are located at the rate of ALA synthesis, at the branch point for proto IX which 

controls the distribution of this intermediate to heme or Chl or at the light dependent formation of Chlide 

(Papenbrock and Grimm, 2001). Below, the key transcriptional components and the external/internal cues 

governing Chl biosynthesis will be summarized. 

 

1.4.2.1 Dark-regulated expression of PORA/B is crucial for Chl biosynthesis upon illumination 

Light is one of the most important cues controlling Chl metabolism. As described in section 1.4.1, the 

formation of chlorophyllide from Pchlide is catalyzed by the POR enzymes. This step is of particular interest 

as in some organisms, including algae, cyanobacteria and some plant taxa, can take place in the dark, by 

the action of light-independent (dark-operative) DPORs (Kobayashi and Masuda, 2016). Angiosperms 

possess only light-dependent PORs (LPORs) and for that reason, Chl biosynthesis requires light for its 

catalysis, otherwise leading to Pchlide accumulation.  Arabidopsis encodes three POR genes (PORA,PORB, 

PORC), from which PORA and PORB are expressed during skotomorphogenesis (Matsumoto et al., 2004), 

while the proteins are accumulating in etioplasts, promoting the formation of prolamellar bodies (Franck 

et al., 2000; Paddock et al., 2010). This process is dependent on COP1 (CONSTITUTIVE 

PHOTOMORPHOGENIC 1) and also involves the ethylene-inducible transcription factors EIN3/EIL1 

(ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE3/EIN3-LIKE1) for the upregulation of PORA/B, thus integrating ethylene signaling 

in regulation of Chl biosynthesis (Sperling et al., 1998; Zhong et al., 2009). Additionally, DELLA proteins can 

enhance PORA/B expression in the dark, through gibberellin signaling (Cheminant et al., 2011; Feng et al., 

2008), while ABI4 (ABA INSENSITIVE 4) positively regulates PORA, probably through COP1 induction (Xu et 

al., 2016). The tight regulation of dark-maintained expression of PORs ensures that upon de-etiolation, 

Pchlide will be efficiently metabolized, thus avoiding the photo-oxidative damage of free Pchlide (not 

bound to POR) (Cheminant et al., 2011; Sperling et al., 1998). In parallel with these processes, the 

expression of most Chl biosynthetic genes is repressed in the dark by the action of PIFs or COP1, in order 

to prevent photodamage upon exposure to light (Kobayashi and Masuda, 2016; Matsumoto et al., 2004). 

 

1.4.2.2 Light signaling promotes Chl biosynthesis 

Light signaling is the driving force for initiation of Chl biosynthesis and photomorphogenesis. Light quality 

and quantity is monitored by photoreceptors, including phytochrome and cryptochrome families of 

photoreceptors, which translate the light cues into a signaling cascade in the nucleus (Chen et al., 2004; 

Leivar and Quail, 2011; Quail, 2002). Two groups of transcriptional factors are responsible for the 

transduction of the light signal, the PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTING FACTORS (PIFs) and ELONGATED 

HYPOCOTYL 5(HY5)  (Bae and Choi, 2008; Leivar and Quail, 2011; von Arnim and Deng, 2003). PIFs are 

negative regulators of Chl, biosynthesis by directly repression their expression in dark-grown seedlings 

(Huq et al., 2004; Moon et al., 2008; Stephenson et al., 2009). Targets of PIF-mediated regulation are key 

genes in Chl biosynthetic, like PORC, HEMA1, GUN4 and CHLH, controlling rate-limiting steps of the 

pathway (Moon et al., 2008; Stephenson et al., 2009). HY5 mediates far-red, red, blue, and UV-B light 

signaling and is a positive regulator of seedling photomorphogenesis and chloroplast development (Bae 

and Choi, 2008). HY5 promotes the expression of light-responsive genes by direct binding to their 

promoters of via recognition of the G-box cis-element (CACGTG), which is found in approximately 24% of 

the total genes in this category (Lee et al., 2007); CHLH, GUN4, PORC, CAO, CHL27 as well as HEMA1 have 

been suggested to be targets of HY5-mediated regulation (Lee et al., 2007; McCormac and Terry, 2002). In 

absence of light, HY5 is destabilized via the COP1/DET1-mediated ubiquitination degradation pathway (Lau 
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and Deng, 2012; Osterlund et al., 2000; Saijo et al., 2003). Another important group influencing chloroplast 

biogenesis and Chl biosynthesis are the GOLDEN2-LIKE (GLK) transcription factors (Fitter et al., 2002; Wang 

et al., 1997). In Arabidopsis, the GLK1/2 pair has been suggested to coregulate and synchronize the 

expression of a subset of nuclear photosynthetic genes, after direct binding on a putative GLK-recognition 

cis-element (CCAATC) (Waters et al., 2009). Interestingly, GLK gain-of-function can cause greening and 

ectopic chloroplast development in non-photosynthetic organs like roots or fruits (Kobayashi et al., 2012; 

Nakamura et al., 2009; Powell et al., 2012). 

Upon illumination, POR-dependent conversion of Pchlide to chlorophyllide takes place, while PORA and 

PORB expression drops, possibly to promote de novo Chl biosynthesis and plastid differentiation 

(Kobayashi and Masuda, 2016; Zhong et al., 2009). The rest of the Chl biosynthetic genes are derepressed, 

as phytochrome photoreceptors induce post-translational modifications of PIFs, resulting to their 

degradation via the ubiquitin–proteasome system (Chen et al., 2004; Leivar and Quail, 2011). Additionally, 

light-dependent inactivation of COP1 leads to HY5 accumulation and subsequent induction of GLKs and 

other Chl. biosynthesis-promoting transcriptional factors (Kobayashi and Masuda, 2016). The expression 

of the enzymes catalyzing Chl biosynthesis as well as the photosynthetic machinery is also undergoing 

circadian regulation, thus coordinating photosynthesis with the day–night cycle (Matsumoto et al., 2004; 

Papenbrock et al., 1999). 

 

1.5 Previous work of the group on HDC1 loss-of-function mutants 
As an attempt to identify new components of the local Pi sensing pathway adjusting root meristem activity, 

a simplified genetic screen was performed, aiming to isolate mutant lines with the characteristic low Pi-

hypersensitive root phenotype, similar to pdr2 mutants. Towards that, 50,000 M2 seedlings from a 

population of ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenized M1 plants of the Columbia (Col-0) accession 

were screened on medium without Pi supplementation for the characteristic short-root phenotype that 

can be rescued upon transfer to +Pi condition. From this screen, the mutant line pdr3 was isolated; pdr3 

mutants showed strong primary root growth inhibition upon transfer to low Pi conditions (Fig. 4A), an 

effect that was specific to Pi starvation and not upon deficiency of other elements like S, N or Fe (Fig. 4B). 

In line with the hypersensitive root phenotype, pdr3 mutants also exhibit exaggerated systemic responses 

to Pi scarcity, displaying 2.5-fold higher than WT, low Pi-induced accumulation of anthocyanins (Fig. 4E) 

and intense starch staining (data not shown). Additionally, Pi-starved pdr3 roots have higher free Pi 

concentrations than WT, although free Pi and total P content of roots and shoots are similar to WT at +Pi 

conditions (Fig. 4. F-G). 

Genetic analysis of the pdr3 mutant revealed that it is a novel allele of HDC1 (HISTONE DEACETYLASE 

COMPLEX 1, AT5G08450), showing a transition from CAA to TAA, resulting in a premature stop codon 

(Gln263*, Suppl. Fig. 1A). Additional analysis of total histone acetylation levels in pdr3 demonstrated 

elevated AcH3 content in root and shoot tissue as well as cell cultures, confirming that the pdr3 mutation 

disrupts the normal function of HDC1 (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, loss of HDC1 in pdr3 mutants causes 

physiological defects irrespectively of Pi nutrition. Specifically, root tips of the mutants emit 

autofluorescence, which can be attributed to ectopic chlorophyll accumulation (Fig. 4D). Analysis of pdr3 

root extracts with high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) revealed higher accumulation of 

Chlorophyll A in comparison to WT (data not shown). Moreover, in accordance with previous reports, pdr3 

mutants show photoperiod-dependent alteration of flowering time, delaying the transition to the 
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reproductive stage when the plants are grown in long day conditions. Another distinctive phenotype is the 

partial loss of apical dominance, exhibited as development of multiple stems (“bushy” phenotype). 

 

 

Fig. 4 Pdr3 mutants demonstrate 
hypersensitive responses to Pi deficiency, 
as well as Pi status-independent 
physiological defects. 
(A) Representative photos of 8-day-old 
seedlings of WT (Col-0), pdr3, 
GABI_054G03, SAIL_1263 and pdr3 
complemented with 35S:PDR3, grown on 
+Pi and -Pi media.  
(B) Root length measurements of 8-day-old 
seedlings of WT and pdr3, grown on 
standard growth medium and on medium 
without supplementation of Pi, S, N or Fe.  
(C) Western blot for the detection of 
acetylated histone H3 with a-acetyl. H3-
IgG (Abcam) in total protein extracts of 
leaves, roots and cell cultures of WT and 
pdr3 background (upper panel). As control, 
total H3 levels were detected with a-H3-
IgG (lower panel).  
(D) Confocal microscopy-based detection 
of chlorophyll-derived autofluorescence in 
root tips of pdr3 seedlings, grown at 
standard conditions. BF:brightfield 
channel; Chl.: Autofluorescence channel.  
(E-G) Quantification of anthocyanin (E), 
free Pi (F) and total Pi (G) content in 8-day-
old WT and pdr3 seedlings, grown on 
medium with or without Pi 
supplementation.  Bar plots represent 
mean contents (±SD) (n = 3 independent 
extractions of 100-150 plants).  Asterisks 
denote statistically significant differences 
between the means of the groups (p < 
0.05).  

The data presented in this figure were 
generated by Dr. Silke Richter. 
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1.6 Aim of the present work 
Evidence from the literature and previous work from our group support the hypothesis that HDC1 has a 

role in regulation of phosphate deficiency responses, probably at the transcriptional level. Root tips have 

a central role in perceiving external cues of Pi availability and translating this signal to a set of adaptive 

responses. Therefore, it is of high interest to identify changes in the root tip transcriptome that lead to 

root-specific adaptations to low external Pi supply and their connection with HDC1-mediated regulation. 

Additionally, the plethora of developmental and physiological phenotypes in loss-of-functions mutants of 

HDC1 indicate that the function of this protein extends beyond phosphate starvation responses, to other 

regulatory pathways e.g., chlorophyll biosynthesis. Based on these facts, the present study has the 

following objectives: 

 

• Analyze which genes are transcriptionally responding to Pi scarcity in the root apex and how their 

function might be related to the local Pi deficiency adaptations. 

• Identify low Pi responsive genes that are potentially subjected to HDC1-dependent regulation. 

• Understand how the function of HDC1 is implicated in regulation of chlorophyll biosynthesis. 

• Investigate how loss of HDC1 affects global transcriptome in a tissue-specific manner. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Overview of biological processes that have been shown to be affected by loss-of-function of HDC1. 
Available studies demonstrating the role of HDC1 in the indicated processes are shown in parentheses.  The pathways that will be 
the focus of this work are highlighted with dashed lines. 
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2 Results 
2.1 Phenotypic assessment of pdr3 mutants under different Pi regimes 
As described above, loss of HDC1 interferes with normal plant development, in terms of biomass, flowering 

time and root physiology. To further investigate the mechanisms underlying these phenotypes, two 

mutant lines were used, the pdr3 mutant, which carries a nonsense mutation in the first exon, established 

in our group (section 1.5) and secondarily, the T-DNA insertion line hdc1 (GABI_054G03). Hdc1 line has 

been characterized by Perrella et al. as a knockout mutant of HDC1 (Perrella et al., 2013), which was also 

validated by RT-qPCR (Suppl. Fig. 1). Similar to other mutant alleles of HDC1, adult pdr3 plants exhibited 

stunted growth compared to WT, showing smaller rosettes and delayed flowering (Suppl. Fig. 2); hdc1 

plants also displayed smaller rosettes and later flowering onset, but these phenotypes were less 

pronounced than for pdr3 mutants. Additionally, adult plants overexpressing HDC1 under control of the 

35S Cauliflower Mosaic Virus promoter in the pdr3 background (pdr3/35Sp::HDC1 or abbreviated OxP3) 

did not show obvious phenotypic differences compared to WT. The same was observed for lines expressing 

GFP-tagged HDC1 under the control of the endogenous HDC1 promoter in the pdr3 genetic background 

(pdr3/HDC1p::HDC1-GFP or abbreviated HDC1-GFP). Next, root development under Pi replete conditions 

was assessed in hdc1 mutant plants and compared to WT. Young (9-days-old) pdr3 and hdc1 seedlings 

exhibited constitutively shorter primary roots than WT, showing 25-30% reduction in primary root length 

(Fig. 6A). Additionally, seedlings from both lines showed root skewing, deviating from the vertical (gravity) 

vector, approximately 12 degrees right wise for pdr3 and 7 degrees for hdc1, in contrast to WT, which is 

slightly slanted to the left (Fig. 6C). On the contrary, no significant difference in root angle or length was 

observed in OxP3 or HDC1-GFP seedlings. Overall, these observations indicate that loss of function of HDC1 

is affecting normal root growth in terms of size and gravitropic development, while its overexpression does 

not have a visible phenotypic output. 

As described in section 1.5, pdr3 plants show a hypersensitive response in comparison to WT when 

germinated on media without Pi supplementation, which manifests as rapid root growth inhibition and 

anthocyanin accumulation. To test whether low Pi supply can also trigger an exaggerated root growth 

phenotype in HDC1 loss-of-function mutants after germination at Pi replete conditions, 5-days-old 

seedlings were transferred from Pi sufficient to Pi deficient growth medium and their root growth was 

assessed 4 days after transfer (Fig. 6B). Although pdr3 and hdc1 mutants had shorter primary roots than 

WT already at standard +Pi growth conditions, this difference was more pronounced when seedlings were 

exposed to low Pi availability, exhibiting approximately 75% and 68% reduction of their initial primary root 

length respectively, in contrast to approximately 48% reduction in WT seedlings. Moreover, OxP3 seedlings 

demonstrated 41% reduction of their root length upon Pi deficiency, which was comparable to WT, 

indicating that overexpression of HDC1 rescues the hdc1 phenotype and does not seem to additionally 

influence the low Pi-induced root growth inhibition. Seedlings from the HDC1-GFP line showed reduced 

sensitivity when exposed to -Pi conditions, demonstrating only 27% root growth reduction.  Furthermore, 

we tested whether the exaggerated root phenotype of pdr3 upon Pi deficiency is related to deregulation 

of callose deposition in the root tip. Preliminary results (one biological experiment) from aniline blue 

staining of WT and pdr3 root tips revealed low Pi-specific callose deposition around the SCN in both 

genotypes, although with higher intensity in the pdr3 background (Fig. 6D). Moreover, low-Pi triggered 

callose accumulation was also observed in the stele of pdr3 root tips. These findings indicate that hdc1 

mutants respond differentially to Pi limitation in terms of root growth, showing pronounced inhibition of 

root development, a phenotype that coincides with uncontrolled callose depositions.  
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Fig. 6 Loss of HDC1 interferes with normal root root growth depending on Pi supply. 
(A-B) Primary root growth inhibition of indicated genotypes. 5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi agar plates were transferred 
to +Pi or -Pi conditions; 4 days after transfer (4 DAT) photographs were taken (A) and primary root length was quantified (B). The 
boxplot shows medians, depicted as solid line inside the box, and interquartile ranges, representing data from 1 out of 3 biological 
experiments (n=25-30). Outliers (> 1.5x interquartile range) are shown as a black dot. Single data points are depicted with small 
grey dots. Letters denote statistically significant differences among samples (two-way ANOVA,  followed by Tukey’s HSD test, p < 
0.05). Horizontal black lines mark the root length after 5 days post germination and the onset of the elongation measurement. 
Percentages (B) indicate the low Pi-induced primary root growth reduction ratio of each genotype. 
(C) Boxplot depicting the skewing angle of the primary roots of the indicated genotypes. 5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi 
agar plates were transferred to +Pi and the root angle was quantified 4 DAT. Roots of pdr3 and hdc1 seedlings were slanted to the 
right (positive values), as viewed from above the plates. Data represent 1 out of 3 biological experiments (n=25-30). Single data 
points are represented by black dots. Letters denote statistically significant differences among samples (one-way ANOVA,  followed 
by Tukey’s HSD test, p < 0.05). 
(D) Representative images of callose deposition in root tips of seedlings grown in Pi replete of deficient conditions. 5-days-old 
seedlings germinated on +Pi agar plates were transferred to +Pi or -Pi conditions and low Pi-triggered callose accumulation was 
monitored 1 DAT by anniline blue staining (n=8-10). Scales: A, 0.5 cm; D, 50 μm. 
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Several studies reported the interplay between external Fe availability and Pi starvation responses, during 

which the PDR2-LPR1 module regulates apoplastic Fe3+ accumulation in a root cell type-specific manner, 

followed by a ROS burst and callose deposition, predominantly in the SCN (described in section 1.2.4). In 

parallel, previous work showed that mutants with impaired function of HDC1 hyperaccumulate Fe3+ in the 

SCN area (Xu et al., 2020). To test how external Fe availability affects low Pi-triggered root growth 

inhibition, the root length of WT and pdr3 seedlings was assessed after transfer to Pi-deficient media 

supplemented with increasing doses of Fe, ranging from 0 µM to 500 µM (Fig. 7). As reported previously, 

WT seedlings display a triphasic response to increasing Fe availability during Pi limitation, where low Fe 

supply (2.5–25 µM) gradually decreases root growth, with the response peaking at 25 µM, in which 

inhibition reaches approximately 54%  (Naumann et al., 2022). Intermediate Fe doses (50–100 µM) have 

less inhibitory effect and higher Fe concentrations (>100 µM) leads to inhibition due to toxicity (Fig. 7, 

upper panel and Naumann et al., 2022). Like WT, low Pi-induced root growth inhibition of pdr3 seedlings 

showed the same triphasic response to increasing Fe doses. However, the root growth inhibition phase is 

extended in the mutant, which shows a hypersensitive response in Fe concentrations ranging from 10-50 

µM (Fig. 7, middle panel). Furthermore, overexpression of HDC1 does not seem to alter the triphasic 

response, as OxP3 showed the similar growth trend as WT for most Fe concentrations that were tested at 

both Pi regimes (Fig. 7, lower panel). Taken together, these results suggest that absence of a functional 

HDC1 gene partially affects the dose dependent effect of Fe on root growth inhibition upon Pi scarcity, as 

an additional growth effect is present only at certain Fe ranges. 

 

Fig. 7 Loss of HDC1 selectively interferes with Fe-dependent root growth inhibition during Pi scarcity. 
Primary root length of WT (upper panel), pdr3 (middle panel) and OxP3 (bottom panel) seedlings. 5-days-old seedlings germinated 
on +Pi agar plates were transferred to +Pi or -Pi agar plates, supplemented with increasing concetration of Fe3+-EDTA and the 
primary root length was quantified 4 DAT. Boxplots show medians, depicted as solid line inside the box, and interquartile ranges, 
representing data from 1 out of 3 biological experiments for -Pi and 1 out of 2 experiments for +Pi and OxP3 at -Pi and +Pi (n=25-
30). Outliers (> 1.5x interquartile range) are shown as a black dot. Letters denote statistically significant differences between Fe 
conditions, for each genotype and Pi regime separately (lowercase and uppercase letters correspond to +Pi and -Pi status 
respectively, one-way ANOVA,  followed by Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test, p < 0.05).  
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2.2 Transcript profiling of pdr3 tissues with RNA-sequencing 
Given the fact that lack of a functional HDC1 gene causes global transcriptional changes (Feng et al., 2021), 
an RNA-approach was implemented to compare the transcriptomes of pdr3 and WT seedlings during Pi 
starvation. The experiment was carried out in a tissue specific manner, focusing on transcriptome analysis 
of the root tip, as it has been shown that this organ has a central role in detecting the external Pi status 
and orchestrating Pi starvation responses, leading to root architecture remodeling (Abel, 2017).  
Moreover, basal transcriptional differences between the two genotypes were also investigated in shoots 
and roots of seedlings, grown at standard, Pi replete conditions. 

The experimental setup for the RNA-seq analysis is described in detail in section 6.4.3. Briefly, pdr3 and 
WT seedlings were germinated for five days on Pi replete media (+Pi) and subsequently transferred to Pi 
deficient media (-Pi) or to fresh +Pi media (Fig. 8A). After one day from transfer, 150 root tips from 
seedlings grown in +Pi regime were excised and pooled into one sample, representing one biological 
replicate. Root tips were harvested after dissection approximately between the 10th-20th root hair of the 
differentiation zone, thus ensuring that all cell types would be present across samples with different root 
area size (Fig. 8B). Three biological replicates were collected per genotype and condition and used for RNA 
extraction. Due to the small size of the root tips of Pi starved seedlings, -Pi samples from each genotype 
contained 150-200 root tips, ensuring sufficient amount of extracted RNA. Additionally, 25 shoots and 50 
roots from seedlings grown only on Pi replete media were harvested and processed similarly. Depending 
on the transcriptional changes under investigation, the transcriptome of pdr3 was compared to WT for 
each tissue separately (basal transcriptional changes), or the transcriptomes of both genotypes during Pi 
deficiency were normalized to the corresponding transcriptome under Pi replete conditions (Pi starvation-
dependent changes). For each comparison, a dataset of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) was 
generated, applying the following thresholds: cutoff of logarithmic fold change (log2FC) = 1 or -1, cutoff of 
p-value adjusted for multiple testing = 0.05, cutoff of FPKM value=0.5.  A summary of the total DEGs is 
provided in Table 1 as well as in Suppl. Files 1-6 (see compact disc) and will be further analyzed below.  

 

 
 
Fig. 8 Overview of RNA-seq workflow. 
(A) Schematic overview of the experimental setup for RNA-seq analysis. 5-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings grown at +Pi medium 
were transferred to media with or without supplemented Pi. The root tips of seedlings grown in either Pi regime were excised 
approximately at the differentiation zone (B) and used for RNA extraction and next generation sequencing (NGS). Additionally, 
RNA samples from shoots and roots of seedlings grown at +Pi media were transferred to fresh +Pi media and treated similarly. 
Three biological replicates per genotype and condition were sequenced, each containing 150-200 root tips, 50 roots or 25 shoots. 
Figure designed with BioRender. 
(B) Stereoscopic images of WT and pdr3 root tips, excised approximately between the 10th-20th root hair of the differentiation zone. 
Root tips were collected and used for RNA-seq analysis as described in (A). Scale: 500μM. 
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Table 1 Overview of DEGs from RNA-seq analysis of WT and pdr3 seedlings, 
grown at different Pi regimes.  
5-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings grown at +Pi medium were transferred to 
media with or without supplemented Pi. The root tips of seedlings grown in 
either Pi regime were excised approximately at the differentiation zone and 
used for RNA extraction and next generation sequencing (NGS). Additionally, 
RNA samples from shoots and roots of seedlings grown at +Pi media were 
transferred to fresh +Pi media and treated similarly. Three biological replicates 
per genotype and condition were sequenced, each containing 150-200 root tips, 
50 roots or 25 shoots. For each comparison under analysis, thresholds for 
differential expression analysis were set as follows: -1> log2-fold-change 
(log2FC) >1, adjusted p value <0.05, FPKM value >0.5). Upregulated and 
downregulated DEGs within each comparison subset are indicated with red and 
blue arrows respectively. Each dataset can be found in Suppl. Files 1-6 (see 
compact disc), from top to bottom respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.1 Transcriptional changes in pdr3 during control conditions 

2.2.1.1 Transcriptional changes in root tips 

The comparison of expressed genes in roots tips of pdr3 and WT seedlings grown under Pi replete (control) 
conditions yielded 674 DEGs, from which 440 were upregulated and 234 were downregulated in the pdr3 
genotype (Suppl. File 5).  After transfer to Pi deficient conditions, 2491 genes were differentially expressed 
(1776 upregulated, 715 downregulated) in root tips of pdr3 seedlings, compared to root tips of WT 
seedlings exposed at the same conditions (Suppl. File 6). The comparison of the two aforementioned gene 
sets revealed 431 transcripts that are differentially expressed between pdr3 and WT root tips 
independently of the external Pi status and thus represent the basal transcriptional changes in pdr3 root 
tips (Fig. 9A and Suppl. File 7).  

In order to identify functional classes that are overrepresented in this dataset, a gene ontology (GO) 
enrichment analysis was performed using the online tool agriGO v2.0 (Tian et al., 2017).  From the 431 
DEGs, 21 significantly enriched GO terms for biological processes were found and ranked based on their 
enrichment score (false discovery rate, FDR < 0.05, Fig. 9B and a full list in Suppl. Table 1). Among those, 
some of the most significantly enriched terms were related to photosynthetic processes, specifically 
“photosynthesis” and “photosynthesis, light reactions”; the significance of this finding will be discussed in 
detail in section 2.4. Moreover, metabolism-related GO terms, like “triterpenoid metabolic process”, 
“isoprenoid metabolic process” and “isoprenoid metabolic process”, were found to be enriched. These GO 
categories included genes belonging in biosynthetic gene clusters (BGC), which are characterized by the 
physical clustering and coordinated expression of genes encoding enzymes required for a specific 
metabolic pathway (Nützmann et al., 2018). Specifically, analysis of the genes showed that three out of 
four genes comprising the core BGC for the biosynthesis of the triterpenoid thalianol (THAD1, THAH1, 
THAS1) were downregulated in pdr3 root tips in comparison to WT, in both Pi replete and deficient 
conditions (Fig. 9C). Similarly, two out of three genes of the BGC for marneral (MRO, MR1) had lower 
transcript levels in pdr3 root tips than WT. Expanding the analysis to the entirety of the DEG dataset also 
showed that the remaining of the genes participating in these two biosynthetic pathways have lower 
expression in pdr3 tips, however only during Pi replete conditions. Additionally, apart from the core 
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(physically clustered) genes, the thalianol BGC also includes three peripheral genes, which are not located 
in tandem with the core genes; however, their expression did not show any difference between pdr3 and 
WT root tips. 

Interestingly, another significantly enriched term in this group was “response to oxidative stress” and 

included 5 genes (PER15, PER17, PER12, PER24 and PRX47) belonging in the secretory plant peroxidase 

superfamily (EC 1.11.17, class III peroxidase) as well as CALASE1 (CAT1), encoding a hydrogen peroxide-

degrading enzyme (Fig. 9C, lower panel). The deregulation of these genes could indicate unbalanced redox 

state in pdr3 root tips. To test this, pdr3 and WT seedlings were stained with nitroblue tetrazolium chloride 

(NBT), a dye that reacts with cellular superoxide ions to form formazan derivative and can be monitored 

macroscopically by the presence of purple-blue staining (Esfandiari et al., 2003; Stockert et al., 2018). The 

pdr3 root tips exhibited enhanced accumulation of purple staining in the meristematic and elongation 

zone of the root apex in comparison to WT (Suppl. Fig. 7C) supporting the notion that knockdown of HDC1 

affects redox balance in the root tip. 

 

Fig. 9 Loss of HDC1 causes basal transcriptional deregulation in root tips. 
(A) Area-proportional Venn diagram, displaying the number of DEGs between pdr3 and WT in root tips during Pi replete (yellow) 
and Pi deficient conditions (purple). The genes in the overlapping region are representing the basal transcriptional changes in the 
mutants (basal DEGs), irrespectively of Pi presence in the growth media. 
(B) Scatterplot of selected significantly enriched GO terms among the basal DEGs in pdr3 root tips. The vertical axis represents the 
functional annotation terms, and the horizontal axis represents the P value, adjusted for multiple testing using FDR. The color of 
the dots is representing the number of DEGs representing each term and the size of the dot corresponds to the enrichment score 
(% of number of DEGs annotated to this term divided by the total number of genes annotated to this term).  
(C) Heat map showing the z-scores of the FPKM values of selected basal DEGs between WT and pdr3 biological replicates (1-3). 
The upper and middle block represents the DEGs that are belonging to the thalianol core gene cluster and to the marneral gene 
cluster respectively. The two genes marked with an asterisk are deregulated in pdr3 only at Pi replete conditions and therefore are 
not belonging to the basal DEGs. The bottom panel shows the DEGs that are annotated to the functional term “response to 
oxidative stress”.  
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2.2.1.2 Transcriptional changes in shoots or roots between pdr3 and WT seedlings 

Global transcriptional changes were compared between young (9-days-old) WT and pdr3 shoots or roots, 

grown in Pi sufficient conditions. Analysis of differential gene expression demonstrated 708 DEGs in shoots 

and 844 in root of pdr3 when compared to WT (Suppl Files 1 and 2, respectively). Among those, 527 and 

362 genes showed upregulated expression in shoots and roots of the mutant, respectively.  

GO enrichment analysis of the shoot-specific gene set revealed 20 GO terms of biological processes to be 

significantly represented (Fig. 10A and Suppl. Table 2). Four of them are related to cell wall loosening and 

organization, including five genes encoding expansin/expansin-like proteins (e.g., EXPA17, EXPANSIN 17), 

and five genes coding for enzymes regulating pectin metabolism (e.g., PME46, PECTIN 

METHYLESTERASE46). Additionally, the GO category “response to oxidative stress” contains, among other 

genes, 17 members of the peroxidase gene family. Peroxidases catalyze the reduction of H2O2 by 

transferring electrons from various donor molecules and thus participate in diverse processes, including 

cell wall elongation or defense (Cosio and Dunand, 2009; Shigeto and Tsutsumi, 2016).  

In parallel, the GO analysis of the DEGs in pdr3 roots clearly indicated the deregulation of genes 

participating in metabolic processes, specifically in the biosynthesis of the glucosinolate (GSL) defense 

metabolites. Of the 33 significantly enriched GO terms, the majority were related directly or indirectly to 

GSL metabolism (Fig. 10 B and Suppl. Table 3); the role of HDC1-mediated regulation of the GSL 

biosynthetic pathway is discussed extensively in section 2.3. Moreover, genes involved in the metabolism 

of the triterpenoids thalianol and marneral (THAS1, THAD1, THAH1 and MRN1 respectively) were also 

deregulated. As described in section 2.2.1.1, these genes participate in the biosynthetic gene cluster (BGC) 

of thalianol and marneral and had downregulated expression in pdr3 roots, following a similar expression 

trend as in root tips. Seeking a more in-depth approach, all genes participating in the characterized BGCs 

of thalianol, marneral, tirucalladienol and arabidiol were mined from the literature (Field and Osbourn, 

2008; Huang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020) and their transcript levels were compared between WT and pdr3 

roots (Suppl. Table 4). This analysis revealed that, similarly to root tips, all core genes in the thalianol BGC 

were downregulated in the mutant in comparison to WT. Additionally, two out of three peripheral genes, 

AT1G66800 and SDR4 (SHORT-CHAIN DEHYDROGENASE REDUCTASE 4), had also lower transcript 

abundance in pdr3 roots, indicating that the expression of nearly the entirety of the thalianol BGC is 

affected in this tissue. The same was shown for the marneral BGC, where also all three genes were 

downregulated in pdr3. Moreover, the tirucalladienol BGC showed lower expression of three genes, out 

of 5 in total, compared to WT, specifically PEN3 (PUTATIVE PENTACYCLIC TRITERPENE SYNTHASE 3), 

CYP716A2 (CYTOCHROME P450, FAMILY 716, SUBFAMILY A, POLYPEPTIDE 2) and AT5G36130; these genes 

showed aberrant expression only in the whole root transcriptome and not in the root tips. The arabidiol 

BGC was the least affected in the mutant, where only two genes were downregulated, namely BIA1 

(BRASSINOSTEROID INACTIVATOR1) and CYP705A3 (CYTOCHROME P450, FAMILY 705, SUBFAMILY A, 

POLYPEPTIDE 3). 

Overall, these results indicate that although shoots and roots of pdr3 mutants exhibit extensive changes 

in gene expression when compared to WT, different functional groups of genes are affected in each organ 

type. In pdr3 shoots, genes related to cell wall modification or to the regulation of redox state were 

affected by the loss of HDC1, while in the roots, a remarkable number of DEGs was related to certain 

metabolic pathways.  
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Fig. 10 HDC1 differentially affects gene expression in shoots and roots, even at control conditions. 
(A and B) Scatterplots significantly enriched GO terms among the DEGs in shoots (A) or roots (B) of pdr3 seedlings grown at control 
conditions. The vertical axis represents the functional annotation terms, and the horizontal axis represents the P value, adjusted 
for multiple testing using FDR. The color of the dots is representing the number of DEGs representing each term and the size of the 
dot corresponds to the enrichment score (% of number of DEGs annotated to this term divided by the total number of genes 
annotated to this term).  
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2.2.2 Pi starvation-dependent transcriptional changes in Arabidopsis root tips 

2.2.2.1 Root-tip specific transcriptional changes upon Pi deficiency in WT 

To study the role of HDC1 in the transcriptional regulation of Pi deficiency responses in root tips, we first 

analyzed the transcriptional responses of WT root tips upon Pi scarcity. Our RNA-seq approach showed 

that the expression of 373 transcripts is responsive to Pi starvation changes, corresponding to 288 

upregulated and 85 downregulated DEGs (Fig. 11B and Suppl. File 3). GO enrichment analysis of these 

DEGs revealed 40 significantly enriched terms of biological processes (selected terms in Fig. 11A, full list in 

Suppl. Table 5). Among those, there was significant representation of functional terms related to Pi 

homeostasis (“phosphate ion homeostasis” and “cellular response to nutrient levels”) (Fig. 11A and B, 

middle panel). These categories included Pi starvation responsive (PSR) marker genes, such as SPX1 (SPX-

DOMAIN GENE 1), PAP17 (PURPLE ACID PHOSPHATASE 17) or PHO2, which encodes a ubiquitin-

conjugating enzyme, indicating that the implemented experimental design successfully induced Pi stress 

to the seedlings under analysis. 

Furthermore, functional categories related to carbohydrate metabolism stood out among the enriched GO 

terms in this dataset. Genes present in these categories showed mainly Pi-responsive upregulation, and 

their function was related to carbohydrate metabolism of cell wall constituents, such as XYLOGLUCAN 

ENDOTRANSGLUCOSYLASE/HYDROLASE 22 (XTH22) or to sugar metabolism, including DIN10 (DARK 

INDUCIBLE 10), MIOX2 (MYO-INOSITOL OXYGENASE 2), MIOX4 (MYO-INOSITOL OXYGENASE 2) and RS2 

(RAFFINOSE SYNTHASE 2) (Suppl. Table 6). MIOX4 showed notably upregulated expression (nearly 31-fold 

increased transcript levels) in Pi-starved root tips. Additionally, among the most significantly enriched 

terms were functional categories related to the metabolism of the disaccharide trehalose and were 

represented by three trehalose synthase (TPS), three trehalose phosphatase (TPP) genes, and by one 

trehalase (TREHALASE 1) gene (Fig. 11B, upper panel and Suppl. Table 6).  

In parallel, several reports have demonstrated that Pi deficiency responses include changes in the oxidative 

status, which also are exhibited as a localized ROS burst and iron (Fe) as well as callose deposition in the 

meristematic zone (Hoehenwarter et al., 2016; Müller et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 2022). Indeed, 

functional enrichment analysis of the DEGs in this dataset showed significant representation of genes with 

an annotated function in “response to oxidative stress” (Fig. 11A and B, bottom panel). This category 

included genes encoding the Pi responsive phosphatase PAP17, the iron storage protein FER1 (FERRITIN1), 

the vacuolar iron transporter VLT2 (VACUOLAR IRON TRANSPORTER-LIKE 2), two proteins in the 

peroxidase family (PER54 and PER21) and the chromatin localized OXS3 (OXIDATIVE STRESS 3). On the 

contrary, no category related to iron homeostasis or callose deposition and synthesis was significantly 

enriched among this dataset. Individual assessment of genes involved in these processes (GO:0055072, 

GO:0052543 and GO:0006075 respectively) revealed that no gene participating in callose synthesis or 

deposition had altered expression in Pi starved WT root tips (Suppl. Table 7). Related to Fe homeostasis, 

only three genes that have functions in Fe homeostasis or distribution showed differential expression, 

namely FER1 and VTL2, which are also responsive to oxidative stress, as well as the functionally 

uncharacterized gene AT3G61010 (Suppl. Table 7). Taken together, these results indicate that in addition 

to the typical Pi limitation-responsive changes, the root tip transcriptome of WT plants may reflect the 

upcoming metabolic adaptations during Pi deficiency. 
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Fig. 11 Pi limitation affects the expression of genes related to carbohydrate metabolism, cell wall plasticity and redox 
homeostasis in WT root tips. 
(A) Scatterplot of selected significantly enriched GO terms among PSR DEGs in WT root tips. The vertical axis represents the 
functional annotation terms, and the horizontal axis represents the P value, adjusted for multiple testing using FDR. The color of 
the dots is representing the number of DEGs representing each term and the size of the dot corresponds to the enrichment score 
(% of number of DEGs annotated to this term divided by the total number of genes annotated to this term).  
(B) Heatmap showing the z-scores of the FPKM values of selected phosphate starvation responsive DEGs in WT root tips among 
biological replicates (1-3). Genes depicted are related to the GO term “trehalose metabolism” (upper panel), phosphate ion 
homeostasis” (middle panel) and “response to oxidative stress” (bottom panel). 

 

 

2.2.2.2 Shared root-tip specific transcriptional changes upon Pi deficiency in WT and pdr3 mutants 

RNA-seq analysis of Pi starved root tips of WT seedlings revealed a set of transcriptional responses upon 

low external Pi supply, which included changes in the expression of genes participating in carbohydrate 

metabolism as well as redox homeostasis. As a next step, we wondered whether absence of a functional 

HDC1 is affecting the ability of pdr3 mutants to induce these changes in response to Pi limitation. Root tips 

of pdr3 seedlings revealed differential expression of 1,683 transcripts in response to Pi starvation (Suppl. 

File 4). When this dataset was compared with the PSR DEG set of WT, an overlap of 263 DEGs was observed 

between the two genotypes, out of the total number of 373 PSR genes in WT (Fig. 12A and Suppl. File 8). 

Hierarchical clustering of the common PSR gene subset demonstrated that almost all genes showed the 

same expression trend between the two genotypes, in terms of up- or downregulation upon low Pi. 

However, a big portion of these genes exhibited more pronounced repression or induction in the mutant 

than in WT, corresponding to 13 and 120 genes respectively (Fig. 12B, 1st and 3rd cluster from top to 

bottom, Suppl. File 8). Additionally, another cluster containing 16 genes was representing mostly genes 

that showed higher induction in WT than in pdr3 (Fig. 12B, 4th cluster from top to bottom); interestingly 

this cluster included two well-studied PSR genes, SPX1 and PAP17. 

To further investigate the shared Pi-starvation responses between WT and pdr3, the overlap of 263 PSR 

DEGs was subjected to GO enrichment analysis, yielding 24 significantly enriched GO terms (selected terms 

in Fig. 12C, full list in Suppl. Table 8). Similar to the results from the same analysis in WT PSR DEGs, an 
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overrepresentation of terms related to carbohydrate metabolism was observed. These GO categories 

included genes related to trehalose metabolism or to general carbohydrate metabolism (Fig. 12D), such 

as MIOX4 or DIN10. Additionally, genes related to redox homeostasis were found in this subset, following 

the same expression trend in both genotypes. Taken together, this analysis shows that the standard low 

Pi-dependent transcriptional changes in WT root tips take also place in pdr3 mutants, although at an 

amplified magnitude. 

 

 
Fig. 12 Pi deficiency is inducing similar transcriptional responses to both WT and pdr3 root tips. 
(A) Area-proportional Venn diagram, displaying the number of phosphate starvation response (PSR) DEGs between pdr3 (green) 
and WT (pink) in root tips. The genes in the overlapping region are representing the common PSR DEGs between the two genotypes 
and were subsequently analyzed for GO enrichment  
(B) Heat map showing the mean FPKM values of the 263 common PSR DEGs between WT and pdr3 root tips. The genes are divided 
into 5 classes according to hierarchical clustering analysis, depending on their expression trend across the different genotypes and 
conditions. 
(C) Scatterplot of selected significantly enriched GO terms among common PSR DEGs in WT and pdr3 root tips. The vertical axis 
represents the functional annotation terms, and the horizontal axis represents the P value, adjusted for multiple testing using FDR. 
The color of the dots is representing the number of DEGs representing each term and the size of the dot corresponds to the 
enrichment score (% of number of DEGs annotated to this term divided by the total number of genes annotated to this term).  
(D) Heatmap showing the z-scores of the mean FPKM values of selected PSR DEGs in WT and pdr3 root tips among 3 biological 
replicates. Genes depicted are related to the GO term “trehalose metabolism” (upper panel) and “response to oxidative stress” 
(bottom panel).  
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2.2.2.3 HDC1- dependent transcriptional changes upon Pi deficiency pdr3 mutants 

The transcriptomic analysis of Pi-starved pdr3 root tips revealed that a large number of genes (1,420) are 

deregulated exclusively in the mutant, from which 1,042 were upregulated and 378 downregulated (Fig. 

12A). The entirety of this subset was subsequently subjected to GO enrichment analysis, resulting to 77 

significantly enriched functional categories (selected GO terms in Fig. 13A, full list in Suppl. Table 9). 

Interestingly, several GO terms were related to either defense processes or plant responses to other 

organisms such as fungus or bacterium. In this dataset, the GO term “defense responses” included 128 

DEGs, of which 110 showed elevated expression in the mutant. Defense responses are governed by the 

action of several phytohormones, mainly jasmonic acid (JA), salicylic acid (SA) and ethylene (ET) 

(Vleesschauwer et al., 2014). To understand which hormonal signaling pathways might be over-

represented in the gene subset, the DEGs from the GO term “defense responses” were categorized based 

on their annotation as responsive to JA, SA or ET (Fig. 13B, Suppl. Table 10). This analysis showed that, 

eight were responsive specifically to ET (e.g., ERF1A, ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTOR 1A), three specifically 

to JA (e.g., JAZ10, JASMONATE-ZIM-DOMAIN PROTEIN 10) and five specifically to SA (e.g., BIK1, BOTRYTIS-

INDUCED KINASE1). Moreover, several genes participated in combined signaling pathways of multiple 

hormones, specifically two genes both to JA and ethylene (e.g., ERF2, ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTOR 2), 

four to JA and SA (e.g., WRKY70, WRKY DNA-BINDING PROTEIN 70) and two to all of the afore mentioned 

hormones (e.g., PAD4, PHYTOALEXIN DEFICIENT 4) (Suppl. Table 10). In parallel, the GO category “response 

to chitin” was significantly enriched, containing 31 DEGs (Suppl. Table 11). Chitin is a polymer of fungus 

cell wall and an elicitor of plant defense responses to fungi through several signaling pathways, including 

the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway (Kawasaki et al., 2017). From the 31 DEGs present 

in this GO category, 30 genes were upregulated in Pi-starved tips of pdr3 mutants and many were related 

to plant immunity (e.g., MAPK3, WRKY70, WRKY46). Two other immunity relevant categories, “response 

to bacterium” and “response to fungus”, contained 47 and 48 DEGs respectively, from which the majority 

was upregulated in the mutant (Suppl. Table 11). Overall, these findings show that defense-related genes 

are rapidly induced in pdr3 mutants upon Pi limitation, raising the question whether HDC1 is implicated in 

the crosstalk between immunity and Pi starvation responses. 

Upon low external Pi supply, Arabidopsis is rapidly inhibiting primary root growth, an adaptive strategy 

that can be linked with cell wall dynamics (Balzergue et al., 2017; Müller et al., 2015); it has been shown 

that Pi starved root tips hyperaccumulate callose across the stem cell niche area, a phenotype that is 

further accentuated in the pdr3 background (Müller et al., 2015, Fig. 6). Moreover, it has been suggested 

that low Pi-triggered pectin metabolism and modification at specific zones of the root tip might be 

connected to the inhibition of cell elongation that is typically observed in this area (Hoehenwarter et al., 

2016). Interestingly, functional enrichment analysis of the Pi status responsive DEGs, unique in pdr3 roots 

tips, revealed the differential expression of 52 genes, annotated to have a function in cell wall organization 

(GO:0071555). From these genes, 27 were upregulated while the rest 25 were downregulated in the tips 

of the mutant upon Pi deficiency. Among the genes in this dataset, two callose synthases (CALS1/7, 

CALLOSE SYNTHASES 1/7) were found to be upregulated, while additionally 5 genes involved in pectin 

catabolism (PME2/22/44/53 and PMEPCRF, PECTIN METHYLESTERASE2/22/44/53 and PECTIN 

METHYLESTERASE PCR FRAGMENT F) were deregulated in the mutant (Fig. 13C). Moreover, 12 genes 

encoding enzymes of the xyloglucan endotransglycosylase/hydrolase family (XTH) exhibited deregulated 

expression in Pi depleted pdr3 root tips. XTHs belong to a family of enzymes that cleave or reconnect 

xyloglucan molecules of the cell wall xyloglucan-cellulose network and their action is thought to affect the 

dynamics of cell wall extensibility (Eklöf and Brumer, 2010; Stratilová et al., 2020). Similarly, seven genes 
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from the expansin/expansin-like family of proteins showed deregulated expression in this dataset, five of 

which were upregulated in pdr3 root tips upon low Pi availability. Collectively, these results show that loss 

of HDC1 is deregulating the expression of genes related to cell wall dynamics and plasticity, which might 

be linked to the exaggerated root growth phenotype that pdr3 mutants are exhibiting during Pi limitation.  

 

In parallel, the subset of 110 WT-specific PSR 

DEGs was analyzed for GO enrichment (Fig. 

12A), but no significantly enriched GO 

categories were found. Individual assessment of 

the genes in this subset revealed the 

upregulation of the phosphate transporters 

PHT1;2/4 (PHOSPHATE TRANSPORTER 1;2/4) 

and of the phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase 

kinase PPCK2 as well as the downregulation of 

PHO2 (PHOSPHATE2), an ubiquitin-conjugating 

enzyme that targets PHT1s and PHO1 for 

degradation (Aung et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2012). 

Although these genes are typically undergoing 

low Pi-triggered transcriptional regulation in 

WT, this effect was not observed in pdr3 

mutants; nevertheless, as described in section 

2.2.2.2, the core Pi-deficiency transcriptional 

seem to be intact in pdr3 mutants to the most 

extent. This fact suggests that possibly the Pi 

deficiency-related hypersensitive phenotype of 

these mutants might not be necessarily 

attributed to the part of the typical low Pi 

induced transcriptional response that is absent 

from the mutant (110 genes), but rather to the 

additionally deregulated genes on the pdr3 

background (1,420 genes), or to the hyper-

induced PSR genes, as described above. 

Fig. 13 Pi-starved pdr3 root tips are showing differential expression of immunity related genes. 
(A) Scatterplot of selected significantly enriched GO terms among phosphate starvation responsive DEGs exclusively in pdr3 root 
tips. The vertical axis represents the functional annotation terms, and the horizontal axis represents the P value, adjusted for 
multiple testing using FDR. The color of the dots is representing the number of DEGs representing each term and the size of the dot 
corresponds to the enrichment score (% of number of DEGs annotated to this term divided by the total number of genes annotated 
to this term).  
(B-C) Heatmaps showing the z-scores of the FPKM values of selected phosphate starvation responsive DEGs in pdr3 root tips among 
biological replicates (1-3). Genes depicted are related to the GO term “defense response” (B) and have been categorized based on 
the hormonal signaling pathway in which they are involved, or to the term “cell wall organization” (C) and they have been 
distinguished to genes encoding for proteins in the family of callose synthases, pectin methylesterases, xyloglucan 
endotransglycosylases/hydrolases and expansisn/expansins-like (top to bottom). 
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2.3 The role of HDC1 in GSL biosynthesis regulation 
 

2.3.1 Loss of HDC1 impacts basal GSL biosynthesis in roots 
As described in section 2.2.1.2., the functional annotation of DEGs in pdr3 roots revealed that a set of 

genes participating in the metabolism of GSLs was significantly represented. To specify this analysis, the 

total set of genes involved in this biological process were acquired from TAIR (GO:0019760, glucosinolate 

metabolic process) and was compared with the dataset of DEGs in pdr3 roots. This approach yielded 23 

DEGs in pdr3 that are related to GSL metabolism; 18 genes participate in GSL biosynthesis, 3 in GSL 

catabolism and 2 in transcriptional regulation of GSL biosynthesis (Fig. 14A, Suppl. Table 13). Interestingly, 

all genes but one were downregulated (the transcriptional factor MYB51 was upregulated). The expression 

of some selected GSL-related genes was validated by qPCR analysis (Fig. 14C).  To gain a further insight 

into the role of the above-mentioned genes in GSL biosynthesis, each gene was characterized based on 

whether it participates in the biosynthesis of indolic or aliphatic GSL compounds. This type of 

characterization showed that out of the 22 previously characterized GSL-related DEGs in pdr3 roots, 18 

were mapped on the pathway leading to aliphatic GSL synthesis and 4 to indolic GSL synthesis (Fig. 14A, B 

and Suppl. Table 13). Among those, the expression of two key regulators of the biosynthetic pathways of 

aliphatic and indolic GSLs, MYB28 and MYB51 respectively, was also deregulated in the pdr3 mutant. These 

data indicate that HDC1 potentially participates in the basal transcriptional regulation of GSL biosynthesis, 

affecting mainly biosynthetic genes of aliphatic GSLs in the roots. 

 

The transcriptional deregulation of GSL biosynthetic genes in pdr3 roots indicated that the pdr3 roots 

might show reduced GSL abundance. To validate that, the concentration of several GSL compounds was 

measured in roots and shoots of young pdr3 seedlings and compared to WT (Fig. 14D). For the 11 GSL 

compounds that we detected in the root material, pdr3 showed significantly lower concentration than WT 

for 6 long-chained aliphatic GSL compounds (6MTH, 7MTH, 8MTO, 6MSOH, 7MSOH, 8MSOO) and for one 

indolic GSL (1MOI3M), while higher abundance than WT was observed for two short-chained GSL (4MTB, 

5MTP) and one indolic GSL (4MOI3M). However, since the metabolic GSL profile of roots is dominated by 

long aliphatic GSLs, the absolute content of aliphatic GSLs was overall lower than WT (Suppl. Table 14 and 

Suppl. Table 15). To further validate the impact of HDC1 loss-of-function on GSL biosynthesis, the chemical 

profile of pdr3 roots was compared with myb28, a mutant allele of the central regulator of aliphatic GSL 

biosynthesis. Preliminary results from one biological experiment, consisting of four technical replicates of 

pooled root samples, showed that pdr3 and myb28 roots share a similar GSL chemotype, as both mutants 

exhibit low levels of long aliphatic GSLs (Suppl. Fig. 3), although pdr3 roots still retain some capacity for 

biosynthesis of these compounds. Taken together, these results show that the suppressed expression of 

several GSL biosynthesis genes in pdr3 roots results in a corresponding metabolic profile, where aliphatic 

GSL are profoundly affected and strengthen the hypothesis that HDC1 is a transcriptional co-regulator of 

long aliphatic GSL biosynthesis. 
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Fig. 14 Pdr3 mutants exhibit impaired GSL biosynthesis, deriving from transcriptional downregulation of GSL metabolism genes. 
(A) Heatmap showing the z-scores of FPKM values of GSL-related DEGs in pdr3 roots. Genes are categorized based on their function, 
as indicated. 
(B) Simplified schematic representation of aliphatic (green box) and indolic (orange box) GSL biosynthetic pathways. DEGs in pdr3 
roots are underlined and marked with blue (downregulated DEGs) or red (upregulated DEGs). Figure designed with BioRender. 
(C) Gene expression of selected GSL biosynthesis genes in roots of 6-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings. Seedlings were grown at +Pi 
for 5-days-old and transferred to +Pi; roots were harvested 1DAT. Bars represent the means of three biological replicates (±SD), 
each containing a pool of ~50 roots. Asterisks denote statistically significant differences between WT and pdr3 (Student’s t‐test, 
two-tailed, equal variances (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,*** p < 0.001). 
(D) Normalized content of indicated GSL compounds in roots of of 6-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings, grown at +Pi agar plates. The 
content of each analyte was normalized to fresh weight (FW) and then to the levels detected in WT. Boxplot shows medians, 
depicted as solid line inside the box, and interquartile ranges, from cummulative data of two biological experiments, each 
containing 7-8 roots per genotype. Outliers (> 1,5x interquartile range) are shown as a black dot. Asterisks denote statistically 
significant differences (depending on the distribution and homogeneity of variances in the data, Student’s t‐test, two-tailed, equal 
variances or Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test (*p < 0.05 , **p < 0.01,*** p < 0.001). 
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2.3.2 Pi limitation triggers accumulation of specific GSL in WT and pdr3 roots 
GSL metabolism has been shown to have a role in biotic as well as abiotic stress responses and specifically 

in phosphate deficiency responses. During a study of systemic metabolomic changes during Pi limitation, 

Pant et al. observed PHR-dependent accumulation of long aliphatic GSLs in Arabidopsis WT plants (Pant et 

al., 2015). Moreover, it has been proposed that indolic GSL are necessary for the establishment of a low 

Pi-triggered mutualistic relationship between Arabidopsis roots and Colletotrichum tofieldiae, a fungal 

root endophyte (Hiruma et al., 2016). HDC1 has been implicated to be a part of the regulatory 

transcriptional networks during Pi scarcity as well as of GSL metabolism. Since previous studies have 

demonstrated a link between Pi deficiency responses and GSL abundance, it was tempting to speculate 

that HDC1 can act as a regulator at the intersection between these two pathways.  

Assuming that any Pi-dependent change in the GSL metabolism would take place at whole-root level and 

since most deregulated GSL-related changes were found in pdr3 root tissue, the next step was the 

investigation of GSL biosynthetic gene expression in WT and pdr3 roots during different Pi regimes. 

Therefore, seedlings of both genotypes were grown for five days on standard Pi replete media and then 

transferred at either Pi deficient media or to fresh Pi containing media as a control. The roots of each group 

of seedlings were excised at 1 DAT and used for subsequent gene expression analysis. Ten genes were 

selected to be tested (MYB28, MYB51, MAM1, MAM3, IPMI1, BCAT4, CYP83A1, CYP79B2, SOT18 and FMO-

GSOX3), representing both biosynthetic pathways of aliphatic and indolic GSL as well as all stages of GSL 

biosynthesis, from regulation of the whole pathway until the side-chain modification of the final GSL 

compound.  From the genes tested, only MYB28, the master regulator of aliphatic GSL biosynthesis and 

CYP79B2, encoding for a protein which catalyzes the first step in the core synthesis of indolic GSLs, showed 

Pi-responsive upregulation in roots of both WT and pdr3 mutants (Fig. 15A, Suppl. Fig. 4). However, these 

changes in gene expression of pathway genes did not have the corresponding metabolic output; 

comparison of GSL abundance between roots of control and Pi-starved plants showed that long 

methylthiolalkyl GSLs (6MTH, 7MTH and 8MTO) are reduced upon Pi deficiency in both genotypes (Fig. 

15B and detailed overview of absolute GSL content in Suppl. Table 14). Methylthiolalkyl GLSs are converted 

to methylsulfinylalkyl GSLs by the action of flavin-dependent monooxygenases (FMOs); however, no 

increase in the abundance of methylsulfinylalkyl GSLs was observed upon Pi deficiency, while the 

expression of one representative FMO that was tested was unchanged in Pi-starved roots of WT and pdr3 

seedlings (Suppl. Fig. 4). These results suggest that early responses to Pi deficiency in the roots include 

degradation of methylthioalkyl GSLs; however, it is possible that this reaction is not regulated at the 

transcriptional level, but maybe through the action of the existing enzymatic machinery of the cell or 

through other metabolic reactions. 
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Fig. 15 Early responses to Pi deficiency include reduction of long methylthiolalkyl GSL species in WT roots. 
(A) and (B) Gene expression of selected GSL biosynthesis genes (A) and normalized GSL content of indicated compounds (B) in roots 
of 6-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings. 5-days-old seedlings grown at +Pi agar plates were transferred to +Pi and -Pi conditions and 
the roots were harvested 1DAT.  Bars (A) represent the means of three biological replicates (±SD), each containing a pool of ~50 
roots. Boxplot (B) shows medians, depicted as solid line inside the box, and interquartile ranges, from cummulative data of two 
biological experiments, each consisting of 3-4 technical replicates, containing a pool of 7-8  roots per genotype and condition. The 
content of each analyte was normalized to fresh weight (FW) and then to the levels detected in WT. Outliers (> 1,5x interquartile 
range) are shown as a black dot. Letters (A and B) denote statistically significant differences across genotypes and conditions, for 
each gene or analyte separately (depending on the distribution and homogeneity of variances in the data, two-way ANOVA,  
followed by Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test or Kruskal-Wallis, followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test (p < 0.05). 
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As described above, previous reports demonstrated that the GSL biosynthetic pathway is induced during 

Pi scarcity, both at the transcriptional and metabolic level. The fact that the same changes were not 

observed in the previously described experiment of this work could be attributed to differences in 

experimental design and specifically to the longer duration of the Pi starvation treatment that was 

implemented in these studies. To test that, GSL biosynthesis dynamics during Pi deficiency was assessed 

in WT and pdr3 roots after 4 days of growth in Pi containing or depleted media. Firstly, the expression of 

genes encoding for proteins of the GSL biosynthesis pathway was compared between WT and pdr3 

seedlings grown at either Pi regime. From the 7 genes that were tested (ΜΥΒ28, MYB51, MAM3, IPMI1, 

BCAT4, SOT18 and FMO-GSOX3), all but MYB51 and SOT18 showed upregulation in WT roots during Pi 

deficiency (Fig. 16A). Similarly, the expression of these genes followed the same trend in Pi-starved pdr3 

roots, with the exception of the aliphatic GSL regulator MYB28 and the flavin monooxygenase FMO-GSOX3, 

which surprisingly failed to show Pi-responsive upregulation in pdr3. Overall, this analysis showed that in 

terms of low Pi-triggered transcriptional activation of the GSL biosynthetic pathway, pdr3 mutants partially 

show differential responses than WT when exposed to low Pi supply, although the activity of this pathway 

is also impaired in the mutant basal conditions.  

In order to assess how the aforementioned transcriptional changes are reflected on the metabolic level, 

Pi-responsive changes in the abundance of GSL were investigated in roots of WT and pdr3 seedlings, grown 

at different Pi regimes. As far as Pi deficiency-dependent changes are concerned, WT roots exhibited 

accumulation of the long aliphatic methylsulfinylalkyl GSLs 6MSOH, 7MSOH and 8MSOO as well as of the 

indolic GSL I3M (Fig. 16B and detailed overview of absolute GSL content in Suppl. Table 15). The short 

aliphatic GSL 5MTP also exhibited low-Pi induced abundance; however, the measurements of the short 

aliphatic GSLs 5MTP and 4MTB showed high intra-experimental variability (Suppl. Table 15), possibly due 

to the detection method’s sensitivity and therefore cannot be reliably used to draw conclusions. 

Furthermore, 8MTO was the only GSL species that showed reduction in WT during Pi deficiency. Similarly, 

there was an increase in the abundance of long methylsulfinylalkyl GSLs as well as I3M in Pi starved pdr3 

roots. However, pdr3 mutants failed to show the same Pi-dependent decrease of 8MTO as WT, while an 

increase in 1MOI3M levels was observed. Additionally, analysis of Pi-dependent GSL content was 

performed using the knockout T-DNA line hdc1 and the overexpression line OxP3, as controls. At basal 

conditions, OxP3 has identical GSL profile as WT, while GSL abundance in hdc1 was constitutively lower 

than WT, exhibiting a similar accumulation pattern as the pdr3 mutant (Fig. 16B), further supporting the 

hypothesis that HDC1 participates in the regulation of GSL abundance. However, contrary to pdr3, hdc1 

roots did not show significantly reduced amount of 6MTH and 8MTO compared to WT at +Pi conditions. 

When seedlings were exposed to low Pi stress, OxP3 seedlings demonstrated an identical GSL 

accumulation trend as WT, while GSL content in hdc1 roots was similar to pdr3.  

Taken together, this study indicates that GSL biosynthesis is enhanced upon Pi limitation in WT roots; 

additionally, loss of HDC1 partially affects the mechanism of low Pi-dependent activation of GSL 

biosynthesis, indicating HDC1 as a potential basal regulator of GSL abundance, presumably at the 

transcriptional level. 
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Fig. 16 Pdr3 and WT roots respond similarly to prolonged Pi deficiency with transcriptional upregulation of GSL biosynthesis 
and accumulation of methylsulfinylalkyl GSL and I3M. 
(A) and (B) Gene expression of selected GSL biosynthesis genes (A) and normalized GSL content (B) in roots of 9-days-old WT and 
pdr3 seedlings. 5-days-old seedlings grown at +Pi agar plates were transferred to +Pi and -Pi conditions and the roots were 
harvested 4 DAT.  Bars (A) represent the means of three biological replicates (±SD), each containing a pool of ~50 roots. Boxplot 
(B) shows medians, depicted as solid line inside the box, and interquartile ranges, from cummulative data of six biological 
experiments, each containing 7-8  roots per genotype and condition. The content of each analyte was normalized to fresh weight 
(FW) and then to the levels detected in WT. Outliers (> 1,5x interquartile range) are shown black dots. Letters (A and B) denote 
statistically significant differences across genotypes and conditions, for each gene or analyte separately (depending on the 
distribution and homogeneity of variances in the data, two-way ANOVA,  followed by Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test or Kruskal-Wallis, 
followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test (p < 0.05). 
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2.3.3 Loss of HDC1 partially interferes with GSL accumulation in the shoots independently of Pi 

status 
Based on the aforementioned observations, the GSL biosynthesis pathway appears to be impaired in pdr3 

roots, while this defect leaves the low-Pi triggered GSL accumulation response partially unaffected. 

However, the question remains whether these phenotypes are root specific or if loss-of-function of HDC1 

can also influence GSL abundance in the above ground tissues and their response to Pi scarcity in terms of 

GSL accumulation. At control conditions, our RNA-seq analysis revealed that in 6-days-old pdr3 shoots, 

there was differential expression of eight GSL metabolism-related genes, compared to WT (Suppl. Table 

12). Of these genes, FMO-GSOX2, MAM3, CYP79F1 and MYB76 encode for enzymes catalyzing the 

biosynthesis or the regulation of aliphatic GSLs and were found to be downregulated in the shoots of the 

mutant. In contrast, two beta-glucosidases participating in GSL catabolism, BGLU21 and BGLU22, were 

upregulated in the same tissue as well as one myrosinase (TGG4, THIOGLUCOSIDE GLUCOHYDROLASE 4); 

another gene participating in GSL degradation (ESP, EPITHIOSPECIFIER PROTEIN) had downregulated 

expression in pdr3. Subsequent qPCR-based expression analysis confirmed no statistically significant 

difference of the transcript levels of several GSL biosynthesis genes (including MAM3) between the roots 

of WT and pdr3 mutants (Fig. 17A). The discrepancy between the RNA-seq and the qPCR-generated data 

may be attributed to technical or sampling differences. Quite interestingly, these changes do not correlate 

with the shoot GSL metabolic profile as expected, since pdr3 shoots are exhibiting less abundance of five 

GSL compounds (6MSOH, 7MSOH, 8MSOO, 1MOI3M and 4MOI3M) even at basal +Pi conditions (Fig. 17B 

and detailed overview of absolute GSL content in Suppl. Table 16); the same effect is observed for the T-

DNA insertion line hdc1. Taken together, these results indicate that the observed HDC1-dependent 

transcriptional regulation of GSL biosynthesis in the roots does not necessarily extend to the shoots, as 

only 4 genes were deregulated in pdr3 shoots. Nevertheless, GSLs show a differential accumulation pattern 

in the shoots of the mutant, which could be potentially attributed to the lower abundance of the same 

compounds in the source root tissue. 

Next, it was investigated whether shoots of pdr3 and WT seedlings are showing the same low Pi-adjusted 

GSL profile as the roots. Expression analysis of 7 GSL biosynthesis genes revealed that short exposure to 

Pi deficiency (1 DAT to low Pi conditions) does not impact the GSL pathway on the transcriptional level in 

neither WT nor pdr3 shoots (Fig. 17A).  On the metabolic level, after longer Pi limitation (4 DAT after 

transfer to low Pi) WT shoots showed accumulation of two long aliphatic methylsulfinyl GSLs, 6MSOH and 

7MSOH, as well as 4MSOB, a short aliphatic glucosinolate that was detectable only in the shoots.  

Furthermore, two indolic GSLs, I3M and 1MOI3M, showed Pi-dependent accumulation and reduction 

respectively. Similarly, pdr3 and hdc1 shoots showed the same changes in the abundance of the 

abovementioned compounds, while four additional compounds (6MTH, 7MTH, 8MTO and 8MSOO) 

showed low Pi-triggered accumulation. Overexpression of HDC1 did not affect GSL profile in the shoots of 

OxP3, as most GSL compounds had the same abundance as WT at either Pi regime. Overall, these 

observations display a low Pi-induced accumulation of certain GSL species in the shoots, while impaired 

function of HDC1 may cause enhancement of this effect. 
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Fig. 17 Prolonged Pi limitation induces GSL accumation in the shoots, in similar manner as in roots. 
(A) Gene expression of selected GSL biosynthesis genes and relative in shoots of 6-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings. 5-days-old 
seedlings grown at +Pi agar plates were transferred to +Pi and -Pi conditions. Shoots were excissed and harvested 1 DAT. Bars 
represent the means of three biological replicates (±SD), each containing a pool of ~25 shoots. 
(B) Normalized GSL content in shoots of 9-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings. 5-days-old seedlings were treated as described in (A) 
and shoots were harvested 4 DAT. The content of each analyte was normalized to fresh weight (FW) and then to the levels detected 
in WT. Boxplot shows medians, depicted as solid line inside the box, and interquartile ranges, from cummulative data of six 
biological experiments, each containing 3-4  shoots per genotype and condition. Outliers (> 1.5x interquartile range) are shown as 
black dots. Letters (A and B) denote statistically significant differences across genotypes and conditions, for each gene or analyte 
separately (depending on the distribution and homogeneity of variances in the data, two-way ANOVA,  followed by Tukey’s HSD 
post-hoc test or Kruskal-Wallis Test, followed by Dunn’s post-hoc test (p < 0.05). 
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2.3.4 Search for candidate suppressors of GSL biosynthesis 

2.3.4.1 Transcriptional data and bioinformatic analysis indicate WRKY46 as a candidate for negative 

regulation of GSL biosynthesis 

As described in the previous sections, HDC1 may act as a regulator of steady-state GSL biosynthesis in 

roots of young A. thaliana seedlings. HDC1 has been characterized as part of the HDA6 and HDA19 

complexes, mediating deacetylation of lysine residues in the N-terminal tail of histones (Feng et al., 2021; 

Perrella et al., 2016). Histone deacetylation typically correlates with a denser chromatin state, resulting in 

transcriptional repression. Taken that into consideration, it would be expected that loss of HDC1 in pdr3 

mutants would lead to de-repression of its target genes and their subsequent upregulation. However, as 

described in the section 2.3, RNA-seq analysis of the pdr3 root transcriptome showed that a number of 

genes of the GSL biosynthetic pathway were downregulated compared to WT. This fact suggests that these 

genes are not direct targets of HDC1-mediated transcriptional regulation, but rather that HDC1 may 

control a direct regulator of the GSL pathway, which probably acts as a transcriptional suppressor of basal 

GSL biosynthesis. In this scenario, impaired function of HDC1 would lead to aberrant transcriptional de-

repression of this suppressor and subsequent downregulation of its target genes. So far, the sulfate 

deficiency-responsive proteins SULFUR DEFICIENCY INDUCED 1/2 (SDI1/2) have been characterized as 

suppressors of GSL biosynthesis, via protein-protein interaction with MYB28 and inhibition of its 

transcriptional activity (Aarabi et al., 2016). However, neither of these genes show transcriptional 

deregulation in pdr3 roots, having comparable expression levels as in WT (Suppl. Table 17). Similarly, no 

transcriptional factor with binding capacity at the promoters of SDI1/2, namely SLIM1, GBF1, HYH, bZIP16 

and bZIP44, showed abnormal expression in pdr3 (Rakpenthai et al., 2022), suggesting that probably the 

perturbed GSL biosynthesis in this mutant is not SDI1/2-dependent. Additionally, a broader analysis was 

employed, searching for annotated positive or negative regulators of GSL biosynthesis, both in the 

literature and the TAIR database (GO:0010439). However, except for the positive regulator of indolic GSL 

biosynthesis, MYB51, no other transcriptional factor was found to be upregulated in pdr3 roots (Suppl. 

Table 17). 

To search for possible transcriptional suppressor candidates and to understand how loss-of-function of 

HDC1 affects the expression of transcriptional factors in roots, 52 DEGs in pdr3 roots with an annotated 

function in transcription (GO:0006350) were gathered and ranked based on their expression (Suppl. Table 

18). This putative suppressor can be a direct target gene of HDC1, which would mean that it would be 

upregulated in pdr3; thus, only upregulated DEGs in pdr3 roots were taken into consideration, yielding a 

total of 23 DEGs with a function in transcription (Suppl. Table 18). From these, SVP (SHORT VEGETATIVE 

PHASE), WRKY46 (WRKY DNA-BINDING PROTEIN 46) and MEA (MEDEA) have been described to have a 

function in gene repression. SVP is a floral suppressor, controlling the expression of FT (FLOWERING LOCUS 

T) and SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CO 1 (SOC1) (Li et al., 2008) while WRKY46 is transcriptional 

factor that, among other functions, participates in aluminum-induced root malate secretion by repressing 

the expression of ALMT1 (ALUMINUM-ACTIVATED MALATE TRANSPORTER 1) (Ding et al., 2013). MEDEA 

encodes a methyltransferase, a member of the Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2) (Grossniklaus et 

al., 1998). To extend the search for a transcriptional suppressor, genes in the GO category “negative 

regulation of transcription, DNA-templated” (GO:0045892) were mined (TAIR database) and were cross-

checked with the dataset of DEGs in the pdr3 roots. This approach yielded three DEGs with upregulated 

expression in pdr3, specifically SVP, MEA and an uncharacterized F-box/LRR-repeat protein (Suppl. Table 

18).  
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To get more information about the transcriptional network governing the GSL-related DEGs in pdr3 roots, 

promoter analysis of these genes was performed by investigating the co-occurrence of transcriptional 

factor binding sites on their respective promoters, using the online tool PlantPan 3.0 (Chow et al., 2019). 

Since the biosynthesis of mostly aliphatic GSLs is impaired in pdr3 roots, the input gene list for this analysis 

involved only the DEGs involved in this clade of GSL biosynthesis. Among the common transcriptional 

factors, three were significantly deregulated in pdr3 roots, specifically WRKY46, AGL42 (AGAMOUS-LIKE 

42) and HSFA2 (HEAT SHOCK TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR A2), having binding sites on 93.8, 81.2 and 75% of 

the GSL biosynthesis-related genes, respectively (Fig. 18). Alternatively, this analysis was also repeated 

with a smaller set of input genes, for which the 5 top most downregulated GSL-related DEGs (IPMI1, 

CYP83A1, IGMT1, FMO-GSOX2, FMO-GSOX3) were selected, as well as the central regulator of aliphatic GSL 

biosynthesis, MYB28. However, only WRKY46 shared binding elements among the promoters of these 

genes, showing 100% coverage. Overall, these results indicate WRKY46 to be the most promising candidate 

suppressor of GSL biosynthesis, which is based on its upregulated expression in pdr3 roots, its described 

function in negative regulation of transcription as a transcriptional factor, and its multiple binding sites on 

the promoter of each GSL biosynthesis gene.  

 

 

Fig. 18 WRKY46 has multiple binding sites on the promoters of GSL biosynthesis genes. 
Predicted binding sites of the indicated transcriptional factors on the transcriptional starting site of aliphatic GSL biosynthesis DEGs 
in pdr3 roots. Binding sites on the +strand (5’ to 3’ end) are indicated with magenta and on the -strand (3’ to 5’end) with orange. 

 

 

2.3.4.2 Analysis of wrky46 mutants does not reveal root-specific impaired GSL biosynthesis  

To test the hypothesis that WRKY46 is a transcriptional repressor of GSL biosynthesis, the activity of this 

pathway was assessed in a T-DNA mutant line of WRKY46 (SALK_134310C) by measuring the abundance 

of GSL metabolites as well as by checking the expression of genes involved in GSL biosynthesis. Assuming 
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that WRKY46 negatively regulates GSL abundance in the roots, it would be expected that loss of function 

of this protein may result in upregulated expression of the biosynthetic genes and higher GSL accumulation 

than WT. However, quantification of GSL in wrky46 roots showed no significant differences to WT roots 

for most of the compounds tested or even lower abundance than in WT, in the cases of 5MTP, 4MOI3M 

and I3M (Fig. 19A). Preliminary analysis of GSL metabolites in a second, independent mutant line 

(SAIL_1230_H01) confirmed that loss of WRKY46 does not correlate with increased GSL abundance, but 

rather with decreased accumulation of most of the detected compounds (Suppl. Fig. 5). Quite interestingly, 

all three long methylthiolalkyl GSL (6MTH, 7MTH and 8MTO) as well as two methylsulfinylalkyl GSLs 

(7MSOH and 8MSOO) exhibited higher abundance than WT in shoots of wrky46 (Fig. 19B). Nevertheless, 

GSL genes show root-specific transcriptional repression in pdr3, hence a HDC1-regulated suppressor of 

GSL biosynthesis would probably show a corresponding root-specific GSL profile, independent of the GSL 

status in the shoots. Additionally, three genes were selected for gene expression analysis based on their 

role in the aliphatic pathway of GSL biosynthesis or the extent of their deregulation in the pdr3 mutant 

(MYB28, MAM3 and FMO-GSOX3). In line with the GSL metabolic analysis of wrky46, none of these genes 

showed higher expression than WT in this mutant (Fig. 19C). Overall, these results do not support a role 

of WRKY46 for tuning GSL biosynthesis in the roots, which likely does not participate in HDC1-mediated 

regulation of GSL biosynthesis. 

 

  
Fig. 19 Assessment of wrky46 mutant does not infer a role of WRKY46 as negative regulator of GSL biosynthesis in the roots. 
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Fig. 19 Assessment of wrky46 mutant does not infer a role of WRKY46 as negative regulator of GSL biosynthesis in the roots. 
(cont.) 

(A and B) Normalized GSL content in roots (A) and (B) shoots of 9-days-old WT, pdr3 and wrky46 seedlings. Seedlings were 
germinated at +Pi for 5 days and transferred to +Pi; roots and shoots were harvested 4 DAT. The content of each analyte was 
normalized to fresh weight (FW) and then to the levels detected in WT. Boxplot shows medians, depicted as solid line inside the 
box, and interquartile ranges, from cummulative data of 3 biological experiments, each containing 4 technical replicates, consisting 

of 7-8 roots (A) and 3-4 shoots (B)  per genotype. Outliers (> 1.5 x interquartile range) are shown as black dots. Letters (A and B) 
denote statistically significant differences across genotypes, for each analyte separately (one-way ANOVA,  followed by Tukey’s 

HSD test (p < 0.05)).  
(C)  Gene expression of MYB28, MAM3 and FMO-GSOX3 in roots of 9-days-old WT, pdr3 and wrky46 seedlings. Plant material 
was treated as described in (A). Bars represent the means of three biological replicates (±SD), each containing a pool of ~50 
roots. Triangles denote statistically significant differences to WT for each gene respectively (Student’s t‐test, two-tailed, equal 
variances, p<0.05). 

 

 

2.3.4.3 Preliminary work for ChIP assays 

This work has indicated that HDC1 may play an indirect role in preserving basal expression levels of genes 

participating in GSL biosynthesis in roots, presumably by controlling a negative regulator of the pathway. 

Although WRKY46 was a candidate for such a function, subsequent analysis showed that GSL biosynthesis 

is mostly unaffected in the wrky46 mutant, suggesting that there might be another HDC1-regulated 

protein having a role in GSL metabolism. HDC1 has an important role in two major HDA complexes, causing 

accumulation of histone acetylation marks upon its loss of function (Perrella et al., 2013). Thus, it is to be 

expected that a putative regulator of GSL metabolism under HDC1-mediated transcriptional control would 

show differential histone acetylation level in the mutant. To further investigate that, a direct approach 

would be a chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay coupled with next generation sequencing (ChIP-

seq), which would allow the comparison of the global chromatin acetylation levels between WT and pdr3 

roots, revealing potential targets of HDC1-mediated deacetylation. Moreover, as demonstrated in section 

2.2, pdr3 mutants suffer from deregulated expression of hundreds of genes, both at standard growth 

conditions as well as during Pi scarcity; nevertheless, it is not clear whether these genes are direct targets 

of HDC1-mediated regulation or if they are affected indirectly by loss of HDC1. Comparing a ChIP-seq 

generated dataset with the existing RNA-seq dataset would allow more precise identification of HDC1 

targets, thus rendering such an experiment central for understanding which biological pathways, including 

GSL biosynthesis and Pi starvation responses, are tuned by HDC1. 

Since the root transcriptome of pdr3 showed the most extensive changes in the context of GSL 

metabolism, it would be reasonable to seek for differentially acetylated targets of HDC1 in this tissue type. 

In order to perform a ChIP experiment, a first technical challenge that has to be overcome is the quantity 

of the starting material for the chromatin preparation. Most protocols require the use of more than 0.7 

grams of fresh tissue for a successful ChIP assay (Kaufmann et al., 2010; Poza-Viejo et al., 2019; Yamaguchi 

et al., 2014), hence rendering the vertical plate growth system rather unpractical for harvesting such an 

amount of root tissue. As an alternative, a hydroponic system was employed, where seeds were directly 

sown on a polypropylene mesh, floating on standard liquid growth medium, inside an Erlenmeyer flask 

(Fig. 20A). The roots of the young seedlings were able to grow through the mesh into the media and were 

excised 9 days after sowing (Fig. 20B). Using this growth system, the collection of a minimum amount of 

0.3 grams of root tissue per flask was possible, thus allowing fast and easy harvesting of the necessary 

starting material for a ChIP assay. Additionally, to confirm that roots of hydroponically grown pdr3 

seedlings exhibit the same downregulated expression of GSL-related genes as seedlings grown on vertical 
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square plates, the expression of MYB28, MAM3 and FMO-GSOX3 was assessed by qPCR. All three genes 

under investigation showed similar expression profiles in the hydroponic system as in the RNA-seq analysis 

of plate-grown seedlings (Fig. 20C), demonstrating that this system is suitable for the investigating the 

transcriptional and epigenetic traits of pdr3 mutants that lead to impaired GSL biosynthesis. As a further 

step for testing this system, the expression of the Pi starvation response gene SPX1 was assessed in roots 

of hydroponically grown WT seedlings at Pi replete or Pi deficient conditions. Over the course of 4 days, 

SPX1 was induced in Pi starved WT seedlings up to approximately 400 times in comparison to the control 

(Fig. 20D), further validating that a hydroponic system is applicable to this study.  

Unfortunately, the pilot ChIP experiments were not successful, as it was not possible to extract sufficient 

chromatin from the tissues under analysis. Specifically, root tissue was harvested from hydroponically 

grown 9-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings and was used for chromatin crosslinking, extraction and 

fragmentation via sonication, following the manufacturer’s instructions of Abcam's ChIP Kit for plants. 

However, monitoring of fragmented chromatin with gel electrophoresis showed no detected chromatin in 

samples (data not shown), indicating that further optimization of the above-mentioned processes is 

necessary. 

 

 
Fig. 20 Testing of hydroponic growth system. 
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2.4 Ectopic chlorophyll accumulation in pdr3 root tips 
 

2.4.1 Loss of HDC1 correlates with ectopic chlorophyll A accumulation in the cortex layer of pdr3 

root tips 
As described in section 1.5, previous work in our group detected microscopically ectopic chlorophyll 

accumulation in root tips of young pdr3 mutant seedlings. This was confirmed by HPLC analysis, which 

identified chlorophyll A (Chl A) in pdr3 root samples. During this study, we firstly aimed to confirm these 

previous observations by monitoring the root tips of light-grown WT, pdr3 and hdc1 seedlings with 

confocal microscopy. Indeed, root tips of both mutant lines exhibit chlorophyll-derived auto-fluorescence, 

with much higher intensity in the pdr3 roots (Fig. 21A). Strikingly, this auto-fluorescence was not emitted 

equally from the whole root tip, but rather followed a cell type-specific pattern of distribution. To further 

investigate this, confocal microscopy of pdr3 root tips was repeated after staining with the cell wall 

counter-coloring dye propidium iodide (PI), aiming to clearly define the site of the chlorophyll 

accumulation. This approach showed that the observed chlorophyll-related auto-fluorescence was 

localized in the cortex cells of the meristematic zone in pdr3 roots (Fig. 21C).  

Since chlorophyll biosynthesis is usually tightly co-regulated with chloroplast differentiation and 

biogenesis, it was assumed that the ectopic presence of chlorophyll in pdr3 root tips may also correspond 

to altered plastidial ultrastructure. To answer this, ultra-thin sections of WT and pdr3 root tips were 

imaged by electron microscopy in collaboration with Dr. Gerd Hause (Biocentre, Halle, Germany), 

searching for the presence of differentiating chloroplasts. Plastids from the epidermis layer of both WT 

and pdr3 meristems showed pro-thylakoid structures, seen as planar bilayer membranes (Fig. 21B and 

overview in Suppl. Fig. 6). However, when the plastids in the cortex cell layer were monitored, pdr3 roots 

exhibited plastids with more structured, stacked thylakoid membranes, which were absent from WT. In 

parallel, to investigate the subcellular localization of the chlorophyll-derived auto-fluorescence, pdr3 

mutants were transformed with a construct expressing FNR (FERREDOXIN:NADPH OXIDOREDUCTASE), as 

plastidial marker (Marques et al., 2003). During the course of this work, transformed plants only from the 

T2 generation were monitored by confocal microscopy. In the pdr3 background, auto-fluorescence co-

localized with plastid-localized GFP signal, however only in the cortex cells, providing further evidence for 

the cortex specific de-repression of chlorophyll accumulation and possibly proplastid differentiation in the 

pdr3 background. 

Fig. 20 Testing of hydroponic growth system. (cont.) 
(A and B) Stratified and sterilized seedlings were sown directly on a polypropylene mesh, floating on +Pi liquid growth medium 
inside an 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask (A, representative image). Seedlings were grown through the mesh as shown in scheme (B) for 
7 days and the mesh along with the attached seedlings was transferred to fresh flasks containing +Pi or – Pi liquid medium. Root 
material was typically harvested 4 DAT.  
(C and D) Gene expression of MYB28, MAM3 and FMO-GSOX3 in roots of 9-days-old WT and pdr3 seedlings (C) and SPX1 in roots of 
Pi starved WT seedlings (D). Seedlings were germinated at +Pi for 5 days and transferred to +Pi (A) or +Pi and -Pi (B) conditions. 
Root material was harvested at 4 DAT. Bars represent the means of three biological replicates (±SD), each containing a pool of ~50 
roots. Asterisks denote statistically significant differences to WT for each gene respectively (Student’s t‐test, two-tailed, equal 
variances, ***p<0.001). 
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Fig. 21 The pdr3 mutation reveals cortex-specific ectopic Chl A accumulation and partial plastid differentiation. 
(A) Representative confocal images of WT, pdr3 and hdc1 root tips. Seedlings were germinated at standard growth conditions for 
9 days and root-tip specific Chl A-derived autofluorescence was monitored with confocal microscopy (lower panels, red ). Upper 
panel corresponds to merged brightfield and Chl A channels.  
(B) Representative transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the epidermis or cortex cells in root tips of 9-days-old WT 
and pdr3 seedlings, focusing on proplastids (WT, upper panel) or specialized plastids (pdr3, right lower panel). Developed thylakoid 
structures and pro-thylakoid formations are indicated with red or yellow arrows, respectively. This experiment was performed in 
collaboration with Dr. Gerd Hause (Biocentre, Halle, Germany). 
(C) Representative confocal images of pdr3 seedlings overexpressing the FNR-GFP marker, tagging the plastids. 9-days-old 
seedlings germinated at standard growth conditions were stained with propidium iodine (PI) and the root tips were monitored 
with confocal microscopy. Cell walls are visualized with magenta (all 3 panels), GFP with green (middle and bottom panel) and Chl 
A-derived autofluorescence with red (upper and bottom panel). Scale bars = 0,5mm (A); 200 nm (B); 0,1 mm (C). 
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2.4.2 Transcriptional analysis of pdr3 root tips revealed de-repression of genes encoding for 

chlorophyll binding, photosynthetic proteins 
One of the main questions that we sought to answer with the present RNA-seq approach (see section 2.2) 

was whether the ectopic chlorophyll accumulation in pdr3 root tips could be attributed to derepressed 

chlorophyll biosynthesis genes as a result to loss of function of HDC1. To answer this question, the genes 

which had an annotated function in chlorophyll anabolism were retrieved from TAIR database 

(GO:0015995) and their expression was compared between WT and pdr3. To our surprise, only one gene 

involved in chlorophyll biosynthesis was upregulated in the mutant root tips during basal Pi replete 

conditions, namely PORB (PROTOCHLOROPHYLLIDE REDUCTASE B) (Suppl. Fig. 7A), which encodes a 

protein catalyzing the conversion of protochlorophyllide to chlorophyllide in a light-dependent manner 

(Franck et al., 2000). In parallel, HEMB2 (aldolase superfamily protein) was the only gene downregulated 

in pdr3 at the same conditions; both PORB and HEMB2 showed the same expression trend during Pi 

deficient conditions. 

GO enrichment analysis of the DEGs that are representing the basal transcriptional differences between 

WT and pdr3 root tips revealed that the functional term of photosynthesis (GO:0015979 from TAIR 

database) was significantly enriched in this dataset. Most of the DEGs in this dataset encoded proteins 

participating in photosynthetic light reactions, including, among others, four genes of light harvesting Chl 

a/b-binding antennas, LHCA2 (PHOTOSYSTEM I LIGHT HARVESTING COMPLEX GENE 2) and LHCB1.3/4.3/5 

(LIGHT-HARVESTING COMPLEX II CHLOROPHYLL A/B BINDING PROTEIN 1.3/4.3/5), as well as two genes of 

photosystem I and II subunits, PSAG (PHOTOSYSTEM I REACTION CENTER SUBUNIT G) and PSBW 

(PHOTOSYSTEM II REACTION CENTER W) (Fig. 22). Additionally, three genes of the Calvin cycle were found, 

specifically SBPASE (SEDOHEPTULOSE-1,7-BISPHOSPHATASE), RBCS1A (RIBULOSE BISPHOSPHATE 

CARBOXYLASE SMALL CHAIN 1A) and GAPA1 (GLYCERALDEHYDE 3-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE A 

SUBUNIT 1).  All of the photosynthesis-related DEGs found in this dataset are nuclear encoded and had 

higher expression in pdr3 root tips; the only exception was LFNR2 (FERREDOXIN-NADP(+)-

OXIDOREDUCTASE 2), which was downregulated in the mutant. Overall, these findings indicate that loss 

of HDC1 may cause partial photosynthetic activation of Arabidopsis root tips, at least at the transcriptional 

level, which might be correlated to the accumulation of Chl A and that is observed macroscopically. 

 

Fig. 22 Loss of HDC1 is causing de-repression of 
chlorophyl binding proteins and PORB in the root 
tip, independing of Pi supply. 
Heat map showing the z-scores of the mean FPKM 
values of selected DEGs in WT and pdr3 root tips, at 
+Pi or -Pi conditions. Seedlings were germinated for 
5 days at +Pi media and transferred to +Pi and -Pi 
media; root tips were excised at 1 DAT. Genes 
depicted are related to the GO term 
“photosynthesis”; upper and middle panels, are 
representing genes in the protein family of light 
harvesting complexes and photosystem 
components, respectively. Lower panel shows the 
rest of the DEGs in this category as well as RCA 
(RUBISCO ACTIVASE), which has an annotated 
function in GO term “response to light stimulus”. 
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2.5 Investigation of HDC1 stability during Pi scarcity 
As discussed in section 1.1.3.2, a recent publication suggested a model of HDC1-mediated transcriptional 

regulation upon Pi deficiency, in which low Pi-triggered destabilization of HDC1 results in upregulation of 

ALMT1 and LPR1 expression (Xu et al., 2020).  The authors observed reduction in GFP fluorescence from 

roots of low Pi-grown seedlings expressing GFP-tagged HDC1, in comparison with seedlings of the same 

line grown at Pi replete conditions. This finding was also validated by immunodetection of HDC1-GFP in 

root tips of seedlings grown at different Pi regimes, using an a-GFP antibody; Western blot assays 

demonstrated lower HDC1-GFP levels in protein extracts of root tips from Pi starved seedlings. 

Additionally, the expression of LPR1 and ALMT1 was monitored with qPCR and showed low Pi-triggered 

induction both in WT as well in loss-of-function mutants of HDC1 (Xu et al., 2020). However, the RNA-seq 

analysis that was performed during the course of this work did not show any significant change in of LPR1 

in Pi starved root tips in any genotype under investigation (Suppl. Table 20). Moreover, a recent report 

about LPR1 function in Pi starved root tips showed no evidence of transcriptional regulation of LPR1 in 

Arabidopsis roots, but rather tuning of LPR1 function in Pi deficiency responses by substrate availability 

(Naumann et al., 2022).  

To solve the above-mentioned discrepancy, it was necessary to repeat immunodetection of the native, 

non-tagged HDC1 from protein extracts of seedlings grown at different Pi regimes. Since no HDC1-specific 

antibody is commercially available, we sought to raise an anti-HDC1 peptide antibody in rabbits. Towards 

that, a list of possible HDC1 peptides, which would act as immunogens, was assessed for homology with 

other proteins, using BlastP (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool for Proteins). Selection of the best 

candidates was based on least homology with other protein sequences or homology with proteins with 

different size than HDC1. Based on these criteria, two peptides were chosen for polyclonal antibody 

production. These peptides were located in positions 367-381 (C+EWGDRDKDRNDRRVS) and 685-699 

(C+DYYTSKLRNNVRSRA); a dot blot assay was performed to confirm the specificity and activity of the 

antibodies recognizing each peptide, hereafter named a-HDC1 868 and a-HDC1 869 respectively (Fig. 23A). 

A-HDC1 868 successfully recognized its respective immunogen even at the lowest tested concentrations 

(Fig. 23A, upper panels), while a-HDC1 869 showed required higher concentration for successful detection 

(Fig. 23A, lower panels). Moreover, a-HDC1 868 exhibited immunogen-specific affinity, whereas a-HDC1 

869 showed strong cross-reactivity against the 868 immunogenic peptide. 

Subsequently, Western blot assays were performed using a-HDC1 868/869 for HDC1 detection in protein 

extracts from WT and pdr3 seedlings, as well as from the overexpression line (OxP3) and a line expressing 

a fusion of HDC1-GFP under its native promoter in the pdr3 background (HDC1-GFP) (Fig. 23C). For the first 

tests, different volumes of protein extract were loaded on an SDS-PAGE, without prior absolute 

quantification of protein content. Although both a-HDC1 antibodies showed clear cross-reactivity against 

other proteins of sizes ranging from 55-100kDa (Suppl. Fig. 8A), a band was detected at approximately 

around 130 kDa in WT samples, that was absent from the pdr3 protein extracts (Fig. 23). A band of the 

same size was detected in OxP3 and in some cases, it had higher intensity than WT. However, since the 

protein abundance in the samples was not determined, it is possible that the differences in band intensity 

between WT and OxP3 samples are caused by different protein concentration in the material loaded on 

the gel and for that reason, no quantitative conclusion can be draw based on this analysis. Additionally, 

another band was detected at around 180kDa in the HDC1-GFP line, that could correspond to the GFP 

tagged HDC1. As expected from the results of the dot blot assay (Fig. 23A), a-HDC1 868 showed much 

higher capacity for HDC1 detection than a-HDC1 869, which showed a strong signal only in the OxP3 
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samples. Overall, these results show that a-HDC1 868 and at a lesser degree a-HDC1 869 can be used for 

HDC1 detection.  

To investigate HDC1 status during Pi limitation, proteins were extracted from shoots and roots of WT, pdr3 

and OxP3 seedlings, grown at Pi replete or deficient conditions and used in Western blot assays. 

Preliminary results from one biological experiment demonstrated that Pi supply does not affect HDC1 

content in WT shoots, as the 130 kDa band attributed to the native HDC1 was present in both WT samples 

(Fig. 23D, Suppl. Fig. 8C). On the contrary, in protein extracts from Pi-starved OxP3 seedlings, this band 

was absent. Interestingly, the same was observed for all root samples, raising the question about tissue-

specific differences in HDC1 abundance. However, the samples contained very low protein concentration, 

which sufficed only for one SDS-PAGE that was used for the immunodetection. For that reason, it was not 

possible to perform Coomassie staining of the proteins as loading control. Based on that, no solid 

conclusion can be drawn; surprisingly, any further attempt to detect native HDC1 from samples of defined 

concentration was unsuccessful, as most Western blots performed later showed complete absence of any 

detected protein (data not shown). This inconsistency can be possibly attributed to a problematic protein 

extraction method, that requires further optimization, or unidentified technical factors affecting antibody 

sensitivity. Nevertheless, a-HDC1 868 antibodies was capable to detect GFP-tagged HDC1, after co-

immunoprecipitation using a-GFP antibody covalently bound to agarose beads (GFP-trap) (Fig. 23B). 

 

 

Fig. 23 Antibody characterization and use for HDC1 detection. 
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Fig.23 Antibody characterization and use for HDC1 detection. (cont.) 
(A) Dot blot using a-HDC1 868 and a-HDC1 869 for the detection of their respective immunogenic peptides, with amounts ranging 
between 1-20 µl of the original material used for the rabbit immunization.  
(B) Western blot of immunoprecipitated HDC1-GFP, using anti-GFP antibodies bound to agarose beads (GFP trap). 
Immunoprecipitation was performed on total protein extracts from 6-days old seedlings, germinated on +Pi media. 
(C-D) Western blot for HDC1 detection in protein extracts from WT, pdr3, OxP3 and HDC1-GFP seedlings (C) or shoot and root tissue 
(D). 5-days-old seedlings germinated on growth medium with supplemented Pi were transferred to + Pi conditions (C) or +Pi and -
Pi conditions (D); tissue samples were harvested 1 DAT and protein extracts were loaded on SDS-PAGE, either at different volumes 
of each sample without prior protein quantification (C), or at equal protein concentrations between samples (D). The predicted 
molecular weight of HDC1 is 104.15kDa (TAIR).  
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3 Discussion 
 

3.1 HDC1 is a potential regulator of several metabolic pathways in Arabidopsis 
 

3.1.1 HDC1 has a role in tuning chlorophyll biosynthesis and plastid differentiation in roots 

3.1.1.1 HDC1 participates in suppression of chlorophyll biosynthesis in the cortex of Arabidopsis root tips 

Previous work in our group demonstrated ectopic chlorophyll A (Chl A) presence in the root tips of pdr3 

mutants (section 1.5). During the course of this work, it was confirmed by confocal microscopy that loss of 

HDC1 causes tissue-specific accumulation of Chl A in the cortex cells of Arabidopsis root tips (Fig. 21C), co-

localizing with plastids. Based on this observation, we propose that knockdown of HDC1 de-represses 

genes involved in the chlorophyll biosynthetic pathway. Surprisingly, the present root tip-specific 

transcriptomic analysis via RNA-seq revealed that only one gene (PORB) related to chlorophyll biosynthesis 

has enhanced expression in pdr3 root tips. PORB participates in the conversion of PChlide to Chlide 

(description in section 1.4.1), a step that is light dependent. Since ectopic Chl A is present only in light-

grown seedlings (Suppl. Fig. 7A), it is possible that this phenotype can be attributed to de-repression of 

PORB expression in hdc1 loss-of-function mutants. Furthermore, this fact raises the question whether the 

expression of PORB is under direct HDC1-mediated regulation, which would result in PORB upregulation 

in the mutant. Another possibility is that loss of HDC1 influences the expression of this gene indirectly, by 

affecting other regulators of its expression. GOLDEN-LIKE 1/2 (GLK1/2) transcriptional factors are known 

positive regulators of PORB expression (Waters et al., 2009) and it has been shown that transgenic lines 

overexpressing GLK1/2 accumulate Chl A in the root stele (Kobayashi et al., 2013), a phenotype that 

resembles the cortex-specific chlorophyll presence in pdr3. However, the present RNA-seq approach 

showed no proof of significant differential expression of GLK1 or GLK2 in pdr3 root tips (Suppl. Table 19) 

and therefore it is rather unlikely that PORB overexpression and Chl A accumulation in pdr3 root tips is 

GLK1/2-dependent. Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that GLK1/2 show differential activity in pdr3 

mutants, for example due to post-translational regulation, resulting in PORB deregulation. Additionally, 

PORB expression follows diurnal and circadian regulation, with its expression peaking approximately 6 h 

after illumination, as was shown in mature plants grown in a 12-h light/12-h dark cycle (Matsumoto et al., 

2004). The pdr3 root tips showed deregulated expression of three genes involved in circadian rhythm 

regulation, specifically upregulation of the FLC and ELF4 and strong downregulation of LHY (Suppl. File 5, 

see compact disc). ELF4 and LHY are participating in the same negative feedback loop, along with CCA1, 

where LHY and CCA1 are negatively regulating ELF4 expression during the day (Li et al., 2011). Interestingly, 

the expression of LHY and ELF4 is de-regulated only in pdr3 root tips and not in the other tissues under 

investigation. FLC shows whole root and root-tip specific deregulation in the pdr3 background, while it is 

expressed at comparable levels with WT in the shoots, which is in accordance with previous reports (Ning 

et al., 2019). Taken together, it is possible that in absence of functional HDC1, the circadian regulation of 

PORB is disrupted in the root tips, resulting in its uncontrolled enhanced expression and subsequent Chl A 

accumulation. This is corroborated by the fact that loss-of-function mutants of HDC1 are unable to retain 

photoperiodic regulation of flowering (Ning et al., 2019), potentially indicating an inability to translate light 

cues. 
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To further investigate how absence of HDC1 affects the regulatory network governing chlorophyll 

biosynthesis, the genes annotated to have a function in this process (GO:0010380) were retrieved from 

TAIR database and their expression was compared between WT and pdr3 root tips. Interestingly, all genes 

participating in tuning of chlorophyll biosynthesis had similar transcript abundance between the two 

genotypes, according to the implemented thresholds of our analysis. The only two genes that showed a 

significant tendency (p value < 0.05) for higher expression in pdr3, although still below the differential fold 

change (FC) threshold (-1>log2FC>1), were ELIP1/2 (EARLY LIGHT-INDUCIBLE PROTEIN 1/2) (Suppl. Table 

19). ELIPs have chlorophyll binding capacity and they are considered to have a photoprotective role, 

reducing the damaging effects of high light, by preventing excess accumulation of free chlorophyll (Hayami 

et al., 2015; Tzvetkova-Chevolleau et al., 2007). Thus, it is rather unlikely that their slight upregulation in 

pdr3 tissues has a causal effect on the observed chlorophyll accumulation there.   

Additionally to PORB, several nuclear-encoded genes expressing proteins with a function in chlorophyll 

binding are upregulated in pdr3 tips (Fig. 22), specifically one subunit of light harvesting complex I (LHCA2), 

two subunits of LHCII (LHCB1.3 and LHCB5) and three photosystem core proteins (PSAL, PSAG, PSAF). All 

of the LHCs are able to bind chlorophyll, as well as PSAG and PSAL, which additionally have a role in 

stabilization and docking of LHCI and LHCII, respectively (Jensen et al., 2007; Rantala et al., 2020). PSAF 

has also been reported to mediate binding of LHCI antenna (Rantala et al., 2020). Chlorophyll  biosynthesis 

is tightly coordinated with its insertion in the interacting complexes as unbound chlorophyll might cause 

ROS generation (Wang and Grimm, 2015). Interestingly, these genes exhibit higher expression only in the 

root tips of pdr3 and not in whole roots or shoots, with the exception of LHCB1.3 that is overexpressed in 

the root tissue of the mutant as well, contrary to PORB, that was upregulated in every tissue under 

investigation (Fig. 22). Taken these results into consideration, it is tempting to speculate that ectopic Chl 

A accumulation in pdr3 root tips is not only a result of enhanced PORB-dependent biosynthesis, but also 

due to enhanced stabilization of the available chlorophyll by its interacting proteins and downstream 

integration into the thylakoid membranes. 

 

3.1.1.2 Knockdown of HDC1 promotes plastidial development in pdr3 root tips 

Monitoring of plastid ultrastructure in pdr3 root meristematic zone revealed the presence of partially 

differentiated plastids, with a semi-organized thylakoid structure (Fig. 21C), suggesting a role for HDC1 in 

repression of plastid differentiation. This fact leads also to the question whether loss of HDC1 disturbs 

distribution or abundance of plastids in root cell. To answer this, transgenic lines expressing a plastid 

marker coupled with GFP in the pdr3 genetic background were generated (Fig. 21C). However, in the 

course of this work, it was not possible to compare plastid content between WT and pdr3 seedlings as the 

transgenic lines pdr3 lines were not possible to be genetically crossed with WT due to time restrictions. 

Moreover, the presence of the differentiated plastids was confirmed only in the cortex cells, perfectly co-

localizing with the tissue that Chl. is also accumulating in pdr3 root tips, corroborating a cortex-specific 

role of HDC1 in regulation of plastidial development and Chl. metabolism. 

Based on the presence of necessary constituents for photosynthesis in the cortex cells of pdr3 root tips, 

specifically chlorophyll and partially developed thylakoid membranes, it is intriguing to speculate on the 

possibility that HDC1 knockdown may lead to ectopic photosynthetic activation in this tissue. Transcript 

profiling of pdr3 root tips demonstrated constitutive higher expression of genes participating in 

photosynthesis (Fig. 22). These include the LHC constituents and photosystem core proteins described in 

the previous section as well as the small chain 1A of Rubisco (RBCS-1A), a Rubisco Activase (RCA) as well 
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as a subunit of chloroplastic ATP synthase (ATPC1). The upregulation of these genes, along with the 

development of partially structured thylakoids in the root meristem of pdr3 seedlings and the chlorophyll 

accumulation, could correspond to photosynthetic activity taking place in the root tips of the mutant. 

However, the ultrastructure of plastids in pdr3 root tips does not resemble fully mature chloroplasts, 

indicating that probably they do not have the capacity for functional assembly of the photosynthetic 

apparatus.  

 

3.1.1.3 Ectopic presence of Chl A and plastid differentiation in pdr3 root tips may affect cellular redox 

state 

The possibility that plastids in the cortex cells of pdr3 root tips may be photosynthetically active, along 

with the ectopic accumulation of chlorophyll, raises questions about the effects that this might have on 

cell physiology and biochemistry. Light absorption from chlorophyll  pigments within PSI and PSII and 

electron transport chain under aerobic conditions triggers a series of redox reactions along the thylakoid 

membrane and resulting in reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Khorobrykh et al., 2020). Although ROS are 

integral components of various signaling cascades, e.g. in cell proliferation, high levels of ROS can cause 

oxidative damage due to high reactivity towards biomolecules, such as nucleic acids, proteins or lipids 

(Huang et al., 2019).  ROS are produced from O2 by photoreduction and include singlet oxygen (1O2), 

superoxide anion radical (O2•−), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and hydroxyl radical (HO•) (Blokhina et al., 

2003). O2•− is produced by photosynthetic electron transport chains in chloroplasts or by respiratory 

electron transport chains, and membrane-dependent NADPH oxidase (RESPIRATORY BURST OXIDASE 

HOMOLOG proteins) systems in mitochondria, through one electron reduction of O2 (Pospíšil, 2016). O2•− 

can also dismutate spontaneously or enzymatically to H2O2 and subsequently is reduced to HO• via Fenton 

reaction (Pospíšil, 2016). Additional source of ROS is the electron transfer of the excited triplet state of 

chlorophyll to 3O2 in the PSII when light energy absorption exceeds the capacity for CO2 assimilation, 

resulting in 1O2 formation (Laloi et al., 2004). Taking these facts into consideration, it was predicted that 

pdr3 root tips suffer from oxidative stress; indeed, deep sequencing of the root tip transcriptome of these 

mutants revealed the upregulation of several genes annotated as responsive to oxidative stress 

(GO:0006979) (Fig. 9). Among them CAT1 (CATALASE1) was included, a gene encoding a H2O2-metabolizing 

catalase, that is important for H2O2 elimination and redox maintenance (Mhamdi et al., 2012; Su et al., 

2018). Additionally, four genes belonging in the class III plant peroxidase superfamily showed higher 

expression in pdr3 root tips (Fig. 9). Class III peroxidases have diverse functions in plants, including cell wall 

lignification, auxin catabolism or defense against pathogens and have also been proposed to function in 

H2O2 removal (Cosio and Dunand, 2009; Shigeto and Tsutsumi, 2016). Furthermore, light-grown pdr3 

seedlings exhibit higher levels of O2•− in the root apex, as was shown by staining with the O2•−-reacting dye 

NBT (Suppl. Fig. 7C). These transcriptional data support the notion that pdr3 root tips suffer from redox 

imbalance, very possibly attributed to the ectopic chlorophyll presence and potential photosynthetic 

activity in the cortex layer. However, the accumulation of NBT staining in pdr3 root tips was not restricted 

to the cortex, but rather was extended to all cell layers, suggesting that there might be additional factors 

contributing to enhanced ROS generation. 
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3.1.2 HDC1 participates in regulation of the glucosinolate biosynthetic pathway in the roots 

3.1.2.1 Loss of HDC1 impairs GSL biosynthesis in root tissues 

Transcriptional analysis of whole roots showed that pdr3 mutants exhibit extensive downregulation of the 

pathway genes leading to glucosinolate (GSL) biosynthesis, resulting in reduced GSL content in root 

extracts (Fig. 14, Suppl. Table 14 and Suppl. Table 15). The transcriptional profile of the mutants shows 

reduced expression of genes mainly in the aliphatic branch of GSL biosynthesis, while six of them encode 

enzymes involved in the first step of the pathway, specifically side-chain elongation of the precursor amino 

acid methionine. These genes (MAM3, MAM1, IPMI1, IPMI2, IMD1, BCAT4) are positively regulated by 

MYB28 (Hirai et al., 2006; Sønderby et al., 2010), which is also downregulated in pdr3 roots. Additionally, 

the expression of CYP83A1 and FMO-GSOX3, which encode enzymes participating in the steps of core 

synthesis and side-chain modification respectively, is also impaired in rosette tissue from myb28 knockout 

mutants. These findings indicate that aliphatic GSL biosynthesis is transcriptionally impaired in root of pdr3 

mutants, probably as a result of basal lower expression of MYB28, suggesting a role for HDC1 in its 

regulation and as an extension, in aliphatic GSL biosynthesis. This is also corroborated by the great 

similarity of GSL chemotype of pdr3 with myb28 mutants, which show reduction of short GSLs (C3, C4 and 

C5) and almost total lack of long C6, C7 and C8 aliphatic GSLs (Beekwilder et al., 2008; Hirai et al., 2006). 

Interestingly, in the present work, indolic GSLs were also found reduced in myb28 roots, contradicting 

previous findings; however, these data are preliminary, representing only one biological experiment, and 

therefore it is necessary to be validated through more experimental repetitions. Additionally, indolic GSL 

biosynthesis is affected in absence of HDC1, yet in less extend than aliphatic GSLs, as only four genes 

belonging in this pathway were differentially expressed in pdr3 roots (Fig. 14A). The central indolic GSL 

regulator MYB51 has higher transcript abundance in the mutant, in contrast to the three downstream 

biosynthetic genes which are downregulated, indicating that indolic GSL content in pdr3 roots is not 

necessarily dependent on the function of MYB51. This is also supported by the fact that while MYB51 has 

a major role in tuning indolic GSL biosynthesis in the shoots, in the roots this pathway is mainly controlled 

by MYB34 and secondarily, MYB122 (Frerigmann and Gigolashvili, 2014). However, no other characterized 

regulator of indolic GSL synthesis was abnormally expressed in pdr3 roots, suggesting that indolic GSL 

content in pdr3 roots might be dependent on other unknown factors. 

The GSL-related phenotype of pdr3 roots is rather intriguing, considering the function of HDC1 and its 

effect on gene expression. HDC1 is a subunit of the HDA19 and HDA6 histone deacetylase complex, which 

have a function generally related to gene repression (Feng et al., 2021; Perrella et al., 2016). Taken that 

into consideration, it can be speculated that direct targets of HDC1-mediated histone deacetylation would 

be upregulated in loss-of-function mutants. Since the genes encoding pathway enzymes of GSL 

biosynthesis are downregulated in pdr3 mutant, it is unlikely that they are direct target genes of HDC1, 

but rather that a negative regulator of GSL biosynthesis is directly controlled by HDC1. In a scenario where 

such a suppressor is tuned transcriptionally, loss of HDC1 would de-repress its expression, causing 

downstream inhibition of the biosynthetic pathway. In the present study, WRKY46 was tested for having 

a potential negative effect on GSL accumulation or on the expression of GSL biosynthesis genes; however, 

the GSL-related profile of wrky46 mutant was similar to WT in most genes and compounds under 

investigation (Fig. 19 and Suppl. Fig. 5) and thus, it cannot be considered as a candidate for suppressing 

the GSL biosynthetic pathway. More suppressor candidates can be tested in the future, following a similar 

approach; however, additional experiments are needed in order to narrow down the high number of 

candidates, generated by the RNA-seq analysis. A complementary ChIP-seq approach, as described in 

section 2.3.4.3, would reveal direct targets of HDC1-mediated regulation and generate a dataset that, after 
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overlapping with the present RNA-seq dataset, could reduce the number of candidates that would be 

interesting for further investigation. During the course of this work, a growth system was established, 

allowing fast and efficient sampling of tissue for ChIP analysis (Fig. 20); however, it was not possible to 

proceed to successful ChIP assays due to technical difficulties, involving chromatin extraction and 

fragmentation. Hence, optimization of these steps is required, focusing on sufficient DNA extraction from 

root tissue and setting appropriate sonication parameters for chromatin fragmentation. In parallel, it is 

also likely that a suppressor of GSL biosynthesis may not be regulated transcriptionally, but rather at the 

post-transcriptional/translational level, by an HDC1-dependent regulator. In such a case, an alternative 

approach would be necessary for revealing a GSL biosynthesis regulator, for example through proteomic 

analysis of pdr3 roots. 

 

3.1.2.2 HDC1 affects indirectly GSL abundance in shoots of young seedlings  

Tissue specific analysis of shoot GSL content indicated that loss of HDC1 also impairs GSL accumulation in 

above-ground tissues (Fig. 17). Specifically, pdr3 and hdc1 exhibit reduced amounts of four aliphatic GSLs, 

three long methylsulfinylalkyl GSLs and one short C3-GSL, as well as two indolic GSLs. This finding is rather 

interesting, since the genes involved in the GSL biosynthesis in the shoots are not as transcriptionally 

perturbed as in pdr3 roots, with only 3 biosynthesis-related genes being downregulated, namely MAM3, 

FMO-GSOX2 and CYP79F1 (Suppl. Table 12). Moreover, pdr3 shoots demonstrated reduced transcripts of 

MYB76, a positive regulator of aliphatic GSL biosynthesis; however, previous analyses of the transcriptome 

of myb76 knockout mutants did not find evidence that this transcriptional factor controls the expression 

of MAM3, FMOOX2 and CYP79F1 in foliar tissue, while with its knockdown mainly affected 

methylsulfinylated C4 aliphatic GLSs (Sønderby et al., 2010). Therefore, it is rather unlikely that the 

reduction of aliphatic GSL content in pdr3 shoots is a result of MYB76-dependent deregulation. Another 

possibility is that the downregulation of one or all of the above-mentioned GSL biosynthetic genes is 

sufficient to diminish the shoot GSL content, with the most prominent candidate being MAM3, since 

knockdown of this genes results in reduced accumulation or total absence of long aliphatic GSLs, belonging 

in C6-C8 classes (Textor et al., 2007). However, the content of indolic GSLs and C3 GSLs in mam3 mutants 

is similar to WT (Textor et al., 2007), indicating that MAM3 downregulation is not be solely responsible for 

the observed phenotype in the HDC1 mutants and that there might be another factor interfering with GSL 

accumulation  in the shoots of the mutants. Since roots are sink tissues for long aliphatic GSLs and root-

to-shoot GSL transportation takes place through the phloem (Andersen et al., 2013), it is also possible that 

the reduced shoot GSL content in HDC1 mutants stems from the heavily diminished GSL pools in the root, 

rather than being attributed exclusively to transcriptional deregulation of the pathway enzymes in the 

shoot. This assumption is also corroborated by the fact that loss of HDC1 causes differential transcriptional 

deregulation in shoots and roots, by affecting different functional gene groups involved in each tissue 

(section 2.2.1.2). Specifically, genes encoding pathway enzymes of various metabolic processes are more 

primarily deregulated in the root tissue of pdr3 mutants, while pdr3 shoots show abnormal expression of 

other functional gene groups, e.g., involved in cell wall synthesis and modification (Fig. 10). Based on these 

facts, it is tempting to speculate that HDC1 is implicated in tuning of GSL synthesis in a tissue-specific 

manner; however, additional experiments, e.g., grafting of WT scions with pdr3 roots or reversely, are 

necessary in order to confirm a root-exclusive role for HDC1 in GSL biosynthesis.  
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3.1.3 Loss of HDC1 impairs the expression of genes belonging in triterpenoid biosynthetic gene 

clusters 
Analysis of root apex and whole root transcriptome revealed that further biosynthetic pathways were 

transcriptionally disturbed in pdr3 root tips. Remarkably, the genes in each pathway were localized mostly 

in tandem on the chromosome, comprising co-expressed units called biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs), 

encoding the pathway enzymes for specialized metabolites (Field and Osbourn, 2008; Huang et al., 2019; 

Smit and Lichman, 2022). The pdr3 roots show differential expression of genes belonging in four triterpene 

BGCs, namely thalianol, marneral, tirucalladienol and arabidiol (Fig. 10), each of them exhibiting different 

degrees of deregulation in the mutant. The most severely affected BGCs were the ones leading to thalianol 

and marneral production, followed by the tirucalladienol BGC while the least affected one was the 

arabidiol BGC. Nevertheless, all genes shared the same expressional tendency, regardless of the BGC they 

were involved, demonstrating downregulated expression in the roots and root tips of pdr3 seedlings, 

suggesting that HDC1 may be involved in the regulation of multiple triterpene biosynthetic pathways. A 

study from Nützman and Osbourn demonstrated that the thalianol and marneral BGCs might be subjected 

to regulation via localized chromatin remodeling, specifically via ACTIN-RELATED PROTEIN6-dependent 

incorporation of the H2A.Z histone variant into the nucleosomes of the pathway genes’ loci (Nützmann 

and Osbourn, 2015). Given the genes’ adjacency on the chromosome and the necessity for their 

coordinated expression, it is not surprising that changes in chromatin structure of their loci might serve as 

a regulatory mechanism for their transcriptional status. This further strengthens the notion that a histone 

deacetylase associated protein like HDC1 might have a role in their regulation. However, the effect of 

HDC1 on these triterpene BGCs is probably indirect, as a knockdown/knockout of HDC1 would abolish its 

repressive effect on its direct targets and result in their transcriptional upregulation. Since the genes in 

the above-mentioned BGCs are downregulated in the pdr3 mutant, it is more likely that HDC1 controls 

their expression through another mechanism, e.g., by repressing an unknown negative regulator 

(suppressor), similarly to the case of GSL biosynthesis described in previous session. 

Triterpenes have been suggested to play role in plant defense and signaling (Pacheco et al., 2012). 

Interestingly, Huang et al. demonstrated that disruption of genes located in the above mentioned BGCs, 

such as THAS1, THAH1 or THAA2, alters triterpene composition of root extracts and exudates, interfering 

with attraction and establishment of a normal root microbiota community (Huang et al., 2019). The 

authors of this study suggested that root-derived specialized triterpenes are crucial for the assembly and 

maintenance of an A. thaliana–specific microbiota, within or around the roots. The present work showed 

that HDC1 seem to be involved in the tuning of two pathways leading to the biosynthesis of compounds 

with ecological functions, specifically GSL as well as triterpenes. Moreover, both pathways are to be 

positively affected by HDC1, as shown by the downregulation of the biosynthetic genes in pdr3 mutants. 

Taken together, it is possible that HDC1 is positive regulator of the biosynthesis of compounds involved in 

defense or more general biotic interactions, by transcriptionally repressing the basal expression levels of 

genes encoding the pathway enzymes. Based on that, it is tempting to assume that loss-of-function 

mutants of HDC1 will demonstrate reduced capacity for defending against pathogens or that they will 

show an altered root-associated microbial community; however, this hypothesis has to be experimentally 

tested with insect or fungal bioassays as well as with characterization of the root-microbiota composition.  
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3.2 Transcriptional responses of Arabidopsis root tips to Pi deficiency and the role of HDC1 
 

3.2.1 Pi scarcity reshapes the transcriptome of Arabidopsis root tips 

3.2.1.1 Low external Pi supply enhances trehalose metabolism 

Root tips have a major role in perceiving environmental cues and decoding them to physiological and 

developmental adaptations that ensure plant’s survival upon stress conditions. Low external Pi availability 

is sensed by root tips in Arabidopsis, leading to signaling events that cause reorganization of the root 

system architecture. Based on this, we sought to understand which groups of genes might be related to 

this adaptation as well as the general transcriptional status during early low-Pi stress. Global transcriptome 

analysis via RNA-seq revealed low-Pi triggered changes in the expression of a group of genes related to 

carbohydrate metabolism. Among those genes were DIN10, MIOX2, MIOX4 and RS2 (Fig. 11 and Suppl. 

Table 6), all of which have been reported to be upregulated in response to carbon depletion caused by 

extended darkness treatment (Gibon et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2011). This is rather interesting since this 

analysis was performed on light-grown seedlings, thus indicating that Pi-starved root tips may suffer from 

a low-carbon state. Moreover, the upregulation of the sugar transporter SUC2 is in accordance with 

previous reports, showing that Pi starvation-induced partitioning of photo assimilates from shoots to roots 

(Hammond and White, 2008). 

We noticed the most significant expression changes for genes related to the metabolism of trehalose, a 

signaling metabolite (Fig. 11A, B). Trehalose is a non-reducing disaccharide, that is present in all major 

groups of organisms except vertebrates (Figueroa and Lunn, 2016). In plants, it can be detected at very 

low levels (micromolar concentrations) and it has been suggested to have various roles, most importantly 

as a signal and negative feedback regulator of intracellular sucrose levels (Figueroa and Lunn, 2016; Yadav 

et al., 2014). Its two step-biosynthesis starts with the generation of the intermediate trehalose 6–

phosphate (Tre6P) from UDP-glucose and glucose 6–phosphate, a reaction catalyzed by Tre-6-P synthases 

(TPSs).  The subsequent dephosphorylation by Tre6P phosphatases (TPPs) leads to the formation of 

trehalose. The present RNA-seq analysis indicated the induction of six trehalose synthesis-related genes 

in Pi-starved root tips, out of 22 genes with such an assigned function in total (Fig. 11B). Moreover, one 

trehalase gene (TRE1) was upregulated, which encodes for a protein with a function in trehalose 

catabolism (hydrolysis); however, the overall transcriptional tendency of this gene group points towards 

enhanced biosynthesis of trehalose and/or its precursor Tre6P. Although more upregulated genes encode 

proteins with TPS activity than with TPP activity (3 versus 2, respectively), it cannot decisively be deduced 

that this leads to accumulation of Tre6P or trehalose. Moreover, Yadav et al. did not observe significant 

changes in trehalose levels in Pi-starved seedlings; however, this study was performed using whole 

seedlings grown in axenic liquid cultures (Yadav et al., 2014), whereas the present study focused on excised 

root tips. As described above, it is possible that the changes in trehalose metabolism are specific to this 

organ or tissue, reflecting the local low Pi-induced metabolic changes. One of the hallmarks of local Pi 

deficiency is exudation of organic acids in the rhizosphere, such as malate or citrate, for the mobilization 

of Pi from insoluble complexes (Abel, 2017; Liang et al., 2013). Trehalose metabolism is linked with organic 

acid production, as accumulation of Tre6P reduced sugar levels and diverts carbon to organic acid 

metabolism, possibly via activation of PEP carboxylase (PEPC) and downstream anaplerotic synthesis of 

organic acids (Figueroa et al., 2016). Taken together, it is possible that the upregulation of genes in the 

trehalose metabolic pathway is part of the signaling cascade leading to rewiring of sugar metabolism in Pi 

starved root tips, in order to cope with the local demands for organic acid production and exudation. This 

hypothesis also agrees with the upregulation of low-carbon induced genes, such as MIOX4 or DIN10 (Suppl. 
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Table 6), as well as of the phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase kinase PPCK1 (Suppl. Table 20), which is 

positively regulating PEPCs (Nimmo, 2003; Nimmo et al., 2001). 

 

3.2.1.2 Typical Pi starvation-induced phenotypes in root tips correlate with differential mRNA expression 

Previous studies have demonstrated the interplay between Pi starvation and Fe homeostasis during low 

Pi-induced root system re-organization. Given the Fe accumulation and downstream callose deposition in 

the SCN of the root meristem (Müller et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 2022), we anticipated finding 

differentially expressed genes regulating these processes in the transcriptome of Pi-starved root tips. 

However, neither functional enrichment analysis nor individual assessment of genes involved in these 

processes provided convincing evidence for the transcriptional representation of these processes (Suppl. 

Table 7). From the three genes involved in Fe homeostasis that showed differential expression during Pi 

scarcity, two of them, namely FER1 and VTL2, are also responsive to oxidative stress. While VTL2 has been 

shown to transport Fe into the vacuoles (Gollhofer et al., 2014),  FER1 has been shown to be upregulated 

during Pi deficiency via the central PSR (phosphate starvation responsive) transcriptional factors 

PHR1/PHL1 (Bournier et al., 2013), a mechanism that could be connected to its protective function against 

high Fe-induced oxidative stress, via excess Fe storage (Reyt et al., 2015). Overall, it is likely that Pi 

deficiency-triggered callose and Fe deposition in the stem cell niche are not controlled transcriptionally. 

This is also corroborated by the fact that the root tip-specific expression of LPR1, a multicopper ferroxidase 

whose loss-of-function abolishes low Pi-induced Fe or callose accumulation in the root tip, is not affected 

by external Pi content and its function is probably dependent on substrate availability (Suppl. Table 20 and 

Naumann et al., 2022; Ticconi et al., 2009). Alternatively, it is also possible that the lack of low Pi-induced 

genes involved in Fe or callose homeostasis may be attributed to our experimental design. Specifically, our 

RNA-seq analysis was conducted on seedlings exposed to Pi starvation conditions for one day; unpublished 

data from our group has shown that at this time point, Fe and callose depositions can already be observed 

in the meristematic area of the Pi-starved seedlings. Hence, it is also likely that Fe homeostasis or callose 

synthesis are transcriptionally regulated early during Pi deficiency responses and cannot be detected in 

the present analysis. 

Nevertheless, the impact of the local Fe excess in the Pi-starved root tips is reflected on the upregulation 

of genes involved in oxidative stress responses. Apart from FER1 and VTL2, two class III peroxidases, PER21 

and PER54, showed upregulated expression in this gene set. As described in section 3.1.1.3, this type of 

peroxidases has been implicated with excess H2O2 removal (Cosio and Dunand, 2009). Although neither of 

these proteins has been functionally characterized, their putative role agrees with their upregulation in Pi 

deficient root tips, given the enhanced ROS presence during these conditions (Müller et al., 2015; 

Naumann et al., 2022; Shin et al., 2005). Furthermore, the histone-associated protein OXS3 was found 

upregulated in Pi deficient root tips (Fig. 11B). Expression of OXS3 in yeast and rice rendered the 

transformants more tolerant to heavy metals or oxidizing agents, thus demonstrating its possible role in 

chromatin dynamics-dependent regulation against these stresses (Blanvillain et al., 2009; Wang et al., 

2016). As a conclusion, low Pi-triggered Fe excess in root apex causes a ROS burst, as demonstrated in 

previous publications (Müller et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 2022), which results in the induction of genes 

responsive to oxidative stress, possibly to alleviate from the damage via scavenging or other detoxifying 

mechanisms. 
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3.2.2 The role of HDC1 in regulation of phosphate deficiency responses  

3.2.2.1 HDC1 is a potential regulator of PSR genes in the root tip during low Pi stress 

One of the main objectives of this study was to identify the targets of HDC1 upon Pi deficiency, thus linking 

low Pi-induced root responses with chromatin dynamics. Implementing a root tip-specific RNA-seq 

approach, we identified that WT root tips show PSR transcriptional changes mainly related to metabolism 

and redox balance (section 2.2.2.1). Comparison of the transcriptome of Pi-deficient pdr3 root tips with 

WT demonstrated that plants of both genotypes share similar enriched GO categories and low Pi-

responsive genes, indicating that pdr3 mutants retain the capacity to induce the typical transcriptional Pi 

starvation response. Interestingly, pdr3 mutants show additional quantitative changes in the expression 

of the PSR genes that are shared with WT, exhibiting higher induction or repression of these genes (Fig. 

12B). These data suggest that HDC1 loss-of-function may not affect PSRs qualitatively, but rather 

intensifies the normal transcriptional PSR mechanism, which coincides with the hypersensitive response 

that is phenotypically observed. Since HDC1 is a subunit of the HDA6/19 histone deacetylation complexes 

(Feng et al., 2021; Perrella et al., 2016), its knockout could diminish the capacity of these complexes to 

regulate histone acetylation levels on certain loci or globally. This would result in elevated acetylation 

levels, which correlate with more accessible and transcriptionally active chromatin (Kumar et al., 2021). In 

such chromatin state, it is possible that the Pi starvation signaling pathway is transcriptionally amplified, 

leading to the extensively deregulated transcriptome that is observed in the Pi-starved pdr3 mutants.  

As described earlier, Pi starvation responses in the root tip include accumulation of Fe and callose, which 

correlate with a local ROS burst. Xu et al. provided evidence for enhanced Fe depositions in root tips of 

HDC1 knockdown mutants upon Pi stress (Xu et al., 2020), while preliminary data of our study showed 

excessive callose presence in the meristem and stele of pdr3 root apex (Fig. 6D). Since low Pi-triggered Fe 

and callose accumulation in the meristematic and elongation zone of the root tip results in primary root 

growth inhibition (Balzergue et al., 2017; Müller et al., 2015), exaggeration of phenotype can explain the 

rapid root growth inhibition of pdr3 mutants. This also reflects to the transcriptional level, as pdr3 root 

tips exhibit extensive deregulation of genes involved cell wall modification (Fig. 13C), including two callose 

synthases and several genes encoding proteins modulating cell wall plasticity. Moreover, in accordance 

with WT, there was no significant transcriptional induction of Fe uptake or distribution genes in Pi starved 

pdr3 root tips. This indicates that HDC1 is not involved in Pi-dependent Fe homeostatic processes in the 

root tip. This also agrees with the trend of root growth inhibition of the mutant in response to increasing 

Fe doses at Pi starvation conditions, which was similar to WT (Fig. 7). These data further support the idea 

that loss of HDC1 does not impair the dominant PSRs in root apex, but probably intensifies them. 

Moreover, since the role of the triad Fe-ROS-callose is central to local PSRs in the root tip, it would be 

interesting to investigate whether pdr3 root tips suffer from ROS excess during Pi limitation, e.g., with ROS 

staining of Pi starved seedlings. Another low Pi hypersensitive mutant, pdr2, which is defective in the 

function of the P5-ATPase PDR2, shows similar root phenotype as pdr3 during Pi stress, such as rapid root 

growth inhibition, correlated with hyperaccumulation of Fe, callose and ROS (Naumann et al., 2022). Based 

on that, it is quite likely that the root tips of HDC1 loss-of-function mutants also show extensive redox 

imbalance and oxidative stress upon Pi deficiency. This is also corroborated by the upregulation of 55 

oxidative stress-responsive genes in pdr3 tips in response to low Pi supply (section 2.2.2.3), nearly half of 

which belong in the peroxidase superfamily. However, pdr3 root tips show signs of redox stress at either 

Pi regime, as discussed in section 3.1.1.3, which however is not sufficient to induce callose or Fe deposition 

during Pi replete conditions.  
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Xu et al. proposed that Pi limitation induces HDC1 degradation via the 26S-proteasome pathway, which 

results in transcriptional upregulation of LPR1 and ALMT1, phenotypically leading to iron accumulation in 

the root tip and subsequent root growth inhibition (Xu et al., 2020). However, no evidence of low Pi-

triggered upregulation of LPR1 in the root tips was found in the present study (Suppl. Table 20), supporting 

the already described regulation mechanism of LPR1 during Pi deficiency responses  (Müller et al., 2015; 

Naumann et al., 2022). Additionally, the elevated expression of LPR1 in the root apex of hdc1 mutants 

under Pi replete conditions (Xu et al. 2020 and Suppl. Table 20) does not correlate with Fe accumulation 

in root meristem, indicating that induction of LPR1 expression is not sufficient to drive Fe deposition and 

root growth arrest and thus decoupling the shorter root phenotype of hdc1 plants at +Pi conditions from 

LPR1 activity.  Moreover, assuming that HDC1 suppresses transcriptionally Pi deficiency responses at 

growth conditions with adequate Pi supply, one could conclude that loss-of-function mutants of HDC1 

would constitutively exhibit enhanced expression of low Pi-responsive genes, as absence of HDC1 would 

mechanistically mimic Pi starvation conditions. Mutants of suppressor components of PSR signaling, for 

example spx1/spx2, exhibit enhanced expression of PSR genes and increased Pi content, even at Pi replete 

conditions, due to uncontrolled Pi uptake (Zhou et al., 2021). Similar phenotype are observed in the 

vih1/vih2 mutants, which are unable to synthesize InsP8, leading to SPX1/PHR1 dissociation and 

constitutive upregulation of PSR genes (Dong et al., 2019). However, according to the present 

transcriptional analysis, very few PSR genes are upregulated in pdr3 during sufficient Pi supply in any of its 

tissues (Suppl. Table 20). Apart from that, pdr3 mutants grown under +Pi conditions do not show 

phenotypic characteristics resembling Pi starved plants, such as anthocyanin overaccumulation in the 

shoots or enhanced lateral root development and root hair formation.  Additionally, disruption of HDC1 

function does not affect Pi content, as shown previously in our group using the pdr3 mutants (section 1.5) 

and later confirmed by Xu et al. after analysis of a T-DNA insertion mutant line of HDC1 (Xu et al., 2020). 

Overall, the data of the present study do not support the idea that HDC1 is a negative regulator of PSRs 

during Pi replete conditions, but instead suggest that HDC1 is necessary for the control of PSRs in the root 

tip, probably by tuning the expression levels of genes participating in these processes during Pi stress.   

 

3.2.2.2 Pi starvation differentially causes changes in glucosinolate metabolism, a process that is likely 

not dependent on the function of HDC1 

Total GSL analysis of Pi starved seedlings demonstrated variations in the GSL profile depending on the 

duration of the low Pi stress. Specifically, short exposure to low Pi conditions causes reduction of 

methylthioalkyl-GSLs (MT-GSLs), with few changes in the expression status of the genes participating in 

GSL metabolism, as MYB28 was the only aliphatic GSL synthesis-related gene found to be differentially 

expressed during these conditions (Fig. 15A and Suppl. Fig. 4). In parallel, longer exposure to low Pi resulted 

in accumulation of methylsulfinylalkyl-GSLs (MS-GSLs) (Fig. 16B), while the low-Pi triggered increase in MS-

GSLs content was accompanied with induction in the expression of the flavin-monooxygenase FMO-GSOX3 

(Fig. 16A), which catalyzes the conversion from MT-GSLs to MS-GSLs, as well as other genes encoding 

pathway enzymes. These data suggest that plants adapt GSL metabolism depending on the extend of the 

low Pi stress they are subjected to, with longer stress producing active synthesis of GSLs, while shorter 

stress more likely causing changes in GSL content, that most likely depend on the pre-existing cellular 

machinery. GSL are sulfur-rich compounds, taking up to 30% of the total sulfur content of plant organs 

(Falk et al., 2007). Sulfate and phosphate metabolism has been shown to be interconnected. During low Pi 

stress, phospholipids are replaced by galactolipids (Yu et al., 2002). The increase in sulfate shoot-to-root 

translocation is dependent on PHR1 (Rouached et al., 2011), demonstrating the control of sulfur 
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homeostasis by key players in PSRs.  Based on these facts, it is possible that degradation of specific GSL 

compounds during short-duration Pi deficiency has a nutritional role, supplying the cells with sulfur that 

can be utilized for the biosynthesis of compounds that are necessary in PSRs. For instance, such a 

compound could be glutathione, a primary sulfur metabolite with an important antioxidant role, which 

could be a part of the cellular detoxification mechanism of ROS excess during Pi limitation. On the contrary, 

the increase of long MS-GSLs and the induction of GSL biosynthesis genes in roots of seedlings after 

prolonged Pi starvation may have a function unrelated to nutrition.  The work of Hiruma et al. clearly 

showed that indolic glucosinolates are necessary for the beneficial relationship between Pi-starved 

Arabidopsis roots and a fungal endophyte, which supplied the plant with Pi (Hiruma et al., 2016). 

Additionally, a recent study exhibited changes in the composition of root microbiota depending on the Pi 

supply (Castrillo et al., 2017) as well as the simultaneous adaptation of JA-dependent defense responses. 

Taken together, it is possible that during longer Pi deficiency, plants prioritize Pi acquisition from biotic 

sources, which may result in actively modulating their GSL-related metabolism in order to accommodate 

these changes. 

This study demonstrated that HDC1 participates in the regulation of basal GSL biosynthesis (section 2.3.1), 

while loss-of-function mutants are hypersensitive to external Pi supply (section 2.1). Considering these 

facts and the interaction between GSL metabolism and PSRs, it was tempting to speculate that HDC1 may 

have a role in low Pi-initiated GSL accumulation. Indeed, qPCR-based analysis of several GSL pathway 

genes, showed that pdr3 mutants fail to induce MYB28 and FMO-GSOX3 expression in the roots upon 

extended Pi limitation (Fig. 16A) in contrast to WT, while the accumulation of the metabolites is not as 

reactive to this stress as in WT (Fig. 16B). These data could suggest that HDC1 may be participating the 

transcriptional mechanism that promotes GSL production at low Pi conditions. However, it must be 

considered that HDC1 has a role in tuning the GSL pathway transcriptionally, irrespectively of Pi supply, 

potentially by controlling an unknown negative regulator of the pathway. It is possible that these two 

regulatory mechanisms act antagonistically and that loss of HDC1 disrupts the balance between basal 

repression and low Pi-triggered induction of the GSL pathway, resulting in the later to be less effective in 

the mutant. This could explain why induction of GSL synthesis takes place in pdr3 and hdc1 mutants during 

Pi starvation, although with less output than in WT on the transcriptional level. In conclusion, the data 

from this work suggest that Pi deficiency has an impact in GSL synthesis, serving different biological 

functions dependent on the extent of the stress, while HDC1 is a potential regulator of steady-state 

expression of genes involved in GSL metabolism. 

 

3.2.2.3 Does HDC1 integrate defense responses in Pi starvation signaling? 

Surprisingly, analysis of the DEGs in Pi starved pdr3 root tips revealed the extensive deregulation of genes 

related to defense and biotic responses (Fig. 13, Suppl. Table 10 and Suppl. Table 11). This dataset included 

genes with expression responsive to one or multiple defense-related hormones, specifically JA, ethylene 

or SA. An explanation for the overrepresentation of genes involved in defense processes among the 

transcriptome of Pi deficient pdr3 root apical tissue could potentially be that HDC1 directly controls the 

expression of these genes transcriptionally upon low Pi stress. However, transcriptional analysis of the 

pdr2 mutant, which is also hypersensitive to Pi deficiency, also showed deregulation of many genes 

involved in plant immunity (unpublished data in the group, not shown). A convergence point that would 

result in similar phenotypical output between the pdr3 and pdr2 mutants could be the ROS excess, that 

has already been confirmed in pdr2 root tips upon Pi limitation (Müller et al., 2015; Naumann et al., 2022). 
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As discussed in section 3.2.2.1, we predict that loss-of-function HDC1 also causes ROS hyperaccumulation 

in the root tip upon Pi deficiency. In parallel, ROS burst upon pathogen attack is an integral part of  

immunity signaling, initiating several processes, such as cell wall thickening in order to prevent further 

spread of the infection (Huang et al., 2019). Intriguingly, inducers of immunity that cause redox changes, 

such as SA and flg22, had been proposed to affect the function of the histone deacetylase HDA19 by 

causing oxidative modifications of the protein (Liu et al., 2015). HDA19-dependent chromatin remodeling 

is correlated with plant immunity transcriptional regulation, as HDA19 affects the expression of several 

activators or repressors of defense, including genes in jasmonic acid and ethylene signaling of pathogen 

response (Kim et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2005). It is possible that upon Pi deficiency, ROS excess in pdr3 root 

tips abolishes the normal transcriptional function of HDA19, leading to large-scale deregulation of 

immunity signaling. Moreover, HDC1 is a subunit of one of the HDA19-associated histone deacetylase 

complexes, probably contributing to the stabilization of the interacting proteins on the chromatin (Feng 

et al., 2021; Perrella et al., 2016). Effectively, loss-of-function of HDC1 would disrupt the normal 

association of the complex and as a result, the normal regulation of its targets genes; in this context, this 

hypothesis agrees with the abnormal expression of several immunity-related genes even in seedlings 

grown at Pi sufficient supply, a condition that is possibly exaggerated upon low Pi stress. In conclusion, this 

work provides indications that HDC1 controls directly or indirectly genes participating in pathogen 

defense; however, the exact mechanism has to be further investigated, focusing on the role of the HDC1-

associated HDAs in this process as well as on the general cellular biochemical and physiological defects 

caused by HDC1 loss-of-function.  
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4 Summary  
 

The bioavailable form of phosphorus, inorganic phosphate (Pi), has a dominant role in many biological 

processes, such as energy storage or signal transduction, while participating as a building component of 

important biomolecules. To cope with external low Pi bioavailability, sensed by root tips, plants initiate a 

set of adaptive responses, including root system reorganization and organic acid exudation, which result 

in the formation of a swallow root system with better Pi foraging capacity. However, it is still unclear how 

these processes are tuned transcriptionally and which genes participate in Pi status signaling in the root 

apex. The main focus of this work was to investigate the major transcriptional changes in the root tip upon 

Pi limitation and the role of HISTONE DEACETYLATION COMPLEX 1 (HDC1), a histone deacetylase-

associated protein in Arabidopsis thaliana, in their control. In parallel, it was crucial to elucidate which 

processes are basally affected from loss of HDC1 on the gene expression level and understand how their 

transcriptional deregulation shapes plant’s physiology and development. 

Implementing a root-tip specific RNA-sequencing approach, we showed that Pi scarcity affects the 

expression of genes involved in trehalose metabolism, reflecting the changes that take place in sugar 

metabolism locally in the root tip, possibly to accommodate the enhanced organic acid synthesis and 

exudation. Moreover, certain genes with oxidative stress-responsive expression are upregulated, which is 

probably connected to the local Fe excess in the root tip and the consequent ROS accumulation it causes 

at low Pi conditions. In parallel, loss-of-function mutants of HDC1, namely pdr3 and hdc1, are 

hypersensitive to Pi limitation, showing exaggerated root growth inhibition, while pdr3 mutants exhibit 

extensive deregulation of their transcriptome at basal conditions, which is intensified during low Pi stress. 

Specifically, pdr3 root tips have the capacity to transcriptionally induce phosphate deficiency responses 

(PSR) in similar manner as WT, however this is also accompanied with the deregulation of additional genes, 

which are seemingly unrelated to PSRs. Among those, a plethora of genes involved in defense were found, 

opening questions about the role of HDC1 in the intersection between PSRs and biotic interactions. 

Our investigation of pdr3 transcriptome also revealed the root-specific repression of two metabolic 

pathways, leading to the biosynthesis of the defense compounds glucosinolates or certain specialized 

triterpenoids, that have been shown to modulate root microbiome. While glucosinolate biosynthesis has 

been reported to be induced during Pi deficiency, our data did not provide strong evidence that HDC1 has 

a role in low Pi-triggered glucosinolate accumulation, but rather it tunes the expression of the pathway 

genes at basal levels, probably through regulation of an unknown suppressor of GSL biosynthesis. 

Nevertheless, the fact that HDC1 probably controls two biosynthetic pathways leading to formation of 

metabolites mediating plant-microbe interactions strengthens the notion that HDC1 may have a role in 

the transcriptional regulation of this process, which is not necessarily mechanistically direct. 

Additionally, it was confirmed that loss-of-function of HDC1 derepresses chlorophyll accumulation in the 

cortex cells of the root tip. This is likely attributed to upregulation of PORB, an enzyme catalyzing a light-

dependent step of the chlorophyll biosynthesis pathway, as well as of photosynthetic chlorophyll binding 

proteins of the light harvesting complex superfamily or photosystem component family. PORB is regulated 

by multiple pathways, one of which is dependent on the circadian clock; previous publications and data 

from this work demonstrated that HDC1 mutants show impaired circadian clock outputs, potentially 

providing a mechanistic explanation about the deregulated chlorophyll synthesis in pdr3 root tips. 

Moreover, the ectopic chlorophyll accumulation coincides with partial plastid differentiation and 
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formation of thylakoid structures exclusively in the cortex layer, as well as widespread ROS excess, 

demonstrating that loss of HDC1 has a broad effect on plant physiology and development. 

 

 

Fig. 24 Overview of biological processes that have been shown to be affected by loss-of-function of HDC1, including new insight 
about the role of HDC1 in these processes. 
Available studies demonstrating the role of HDC1 in each process are shown in parenthesis.  The pathways that were the focus of 
this work are highlighted with green dashed lines, while new hypotheses and data provided by this study are shown with black 
dashed lines. 
HDC1 has been shown to participate in circadian control of flowering regulation (Ning et al., 2019), ABA signaling and salt tolerance 
(Perrella et al., 2013) as well as root reorganization during phosphate deficiency responses (Xu et al., 2020). All of these processes 
are affected as a result of large-scale transcriptional deregulation in loss-of-function mutants of HDC1, which is an important 
component of HDA19 and HDA6 histone deacetylation complexes (Feng et al., 2011). Additionally, this study focused on providing 
mechanistic explanation of the phenotypes in HDC1 mutants based on tissue specific transcriptomic analysis. As a result, it was 
shown that HDC1 contributes to the regulation of glucosinolate and specialized triterpenes, such as thalianol and marneral, in the 
roots; interestingly, the pathway enzymes catalyzing the synthesis of these triterpenes are encoded by genes organized in 
biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs). Additionally, it was shown that loss of HDC1 derepresses chlorophyll biosynthesis in the cortex 
cells of the root tips, probably due to upregulation of PORB and chlorophyll binding proteins. Moreover, the transcriptome of Pi-
starved pdr3 root tips was analyzed, showing extensive transcriptional deregulation, including the differential expression of many 
genes functionally related to defense or to biotic interactions. This could be related to regulation of immunity signaling by the 
HDA19-HDC1 complex, irrespective of the Pi status. 
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5 Outlook 
 

To elucidate the physiological impact of the repressed metabolic pathways in pdr3 mutants: 

• The triterpenoid content of root extracts and exudates should be measured, focusing on the 

compounds synthesized by the downregulated pathways in the mutant (thalianol, marneral, 

arabidiol and tirucalladienol). 

• An unbiased untargeted metabolomic approach, aiming the complete chemical profiling of pdr3 

roots, would be important for identifying if further metabolic pathways are impaired in the 

mutant. 

• A ChIP-seq assay and later cross-validation with the dataset from the present RNA-seq analysis is 

crucial for better characterization of HDC1 targets; this approach will facilitate most accurate 

identification of a HDC1-regulated suppressor of glucosinolate and triterpenoid biosynthesis. 

• The root microbiome of pdr3 can be compared to WT after 16S ribosomal rRNA profiling of the 

associated microbial community, seeking to investigate whether these mutants show an altered 

microbiome composition. 

To assess the effect of the ectopic Chl. A accumulation in the cortex cells of pdr3 root tips: 

• It is important to measure photosynthetic activity of the specialized plastids in the pdr3 root tips, 

for instance using pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) fluorometry.  

• Transgenic lines expressing HDC1 under the control of tissue specific promoters, complementing 

HDC1 in cortex, endodermis and stele tissues in the pdr3 background, are an appropriate tool in 

order to investigate whether HDC1 has a cortex-specific role in regulation of chlorophyll A   

synthesis. 

• To assess if the imbalanced redox state of pdr3 root tips is linked to chlorophyll biosynthesis or 

photosynthetic activity, ROS content can be measured in seedlings grown in presence of 

pharmacological inhibitors of these processes. 

• Shoot chlorophyll concentration can be evaluated, aiming to investigate whether the detected 

upregulation of PORB in pdr3 mutants is sufficient to significantly enrich chlorophyll content. 

 

To expand our understanding of the role of HDC1 in phosphate deficiency responses (PSRs): 

• It is important to conduct experiments assessing PSRs in HDC1 loss-of-function mutants using 

seedlings that were grown with shaded roots, in order to exclude the possibility that the 

hypersensitive phenotype of pdr3 mutants is light-dependent. 

• To further explore the connection between Pi deficiency-induced ROS accumulation in the root tip 

and the rapid root growth inhibition of the pdr3 mutants, it would be of great interest to check 

ROS presence in seedlings grown at Pi deficient or Pi replete conditions. Moreover, the root 

growth dynamics of the mutants at low Pi conditions could be assessed after exposure to ROS 

scavengers. To test if a potential redox imbalance during Pi stress correlates with the deregulation 

of defense-related genes in pdr3 root tips, the expression of selected genes involved in this 

pathway could also be measured in presence of ROS scavengers, at different Pi regimes. 
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6 Materials and methods 
 

6.1 Chemicals and reagents 
Unless indicated otherwise, chemicals, reagents and solvents were of reagent or HPLC grade and obtained 

from the following manufacturers: Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany), Duchefa Biochemie (Haarlem, The 

Netherlands), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA), Serva (Heidelberg, Germany) 

and Bio-Rad (Hercules, USA). Molecular biology supplies and kits were ordered from Thermo Fischer 

Scientific (Massachusetts, USA), Macherey-Nagel (Düren, Germany), Abcam (Berlin, Germany) and Qiagen 

(Hilden, Germany). Anti-HDC1 polyclonal antibody production was carried out by Eurogentec (Seraing, 

Belgien). Primer synthesis was performed by Eurofins Genomics (Ebersberg, Germany).  

 

6.2 Growth media 
Composition of LB medium for bacterial cultures of E.coli and Agrobacteria as well as modified ATS growth 

medium for A. thaliana seedlings is listed in Table 2. All media were autoclaved to 121°C for 20 min. Filter-

sterilized supplements, like antibiotics, were added to the autoclaved media. 

To successfully induce low Pi stress to seedlings, residual Pi had to be removed from the agar (Haarlem, 

The Netherlands) supplemented into the growth media. Towards that, the agar was purified by repeated 

washings in Milli-Q water and subsequent dialysis using Dowex 1X8 ion-exchanger (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Luis, 

USA). The agar was then dried at 60° C in an oven (100% ventilation) for 2-3 days and added into liquid 

growth media before autoclaving. 

 

Medium Composition Reference 

Modified ATS medium                                                                                      

2.5 mM (+Pi) or 0 mM (-Pi) KH2PO4, 0.5% D-Sucrose, 5 mM 
KNO3, 0.025 mM Fe3+-EDTA, 2 mM Ca(NO3)2, 2 mM MgSO4, 
2.5 mM MES-KOH, 0.005 mM CuSO4, 0.001 mM ZnSO4, 
0.07 mM H3BO3, 0.014 mM MnCl2, 0.0002 mM Na2MoO4, 
0.010 mM CoCl2,  
 
For solid medium, 1% Washed Agar was added. 

(Wilson et al., 
1990) 

Lysogeny broth (LB) 

medium                                                                            

10 g/l tryptone; 5 g/l NaCl; 10 g/l yeast extract. 
 
For solid medium, 15 g/l Agar was added 

(Bertani, 
1951) 

Table 2 Media composition of modified ATS and LB medium for bacterial and plant cultivation, respectively. 
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6.3 Plant material and growth conditions 

6.3.1 Plant lines 
In this study, Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia-0 (Col-0) accession was used as wild type (WT). The pdr3 

mutant (Col-0 genetic background) was obtained through an EMS screen, as described in section 1.5. The 

T-DNA insertion line hdc1 (GABI-Kat 054G03) was obtained from the group of Dr. Debora Gasperini and 

was previously reported as knockout mutant (Perrella et al., 2013), which was also validated by Real Time-

Quantitative PCR (Suppl. Fig. 1). The following T-DNA insertion lines in Col-0 background were obtained 

from Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre (NASC):  wkry46-1 (SALK_134310), wkry46-2 (SAIL_1230_H01), 

myb28 (SALK_136312C).  

 

6.3.2 Plant cultivation 
For aseptic plant cultivation, seeds were firstly sterilized as follows: Seeds were placed inside columns with 

silica membranes deriving from DNA extraction kit (Macheray-Nagel) and incubated for 7 min in 700 μl 

70% ethanol with gentle rotation at room temperature. Ethanol solution was then removed centrifugation 

of the column at 10.000xg for 1 min to remove and replaced with 700 μl absolute ethanol; incubation took 

place for 5 min as described above. Ethanol was removed by centrifugation as before and followed by a 

final centrifugation to completely dry the seeds. Sterilized seeds were shown on square plates containing 

50 ml of solid growth medium, supplemented with Pi as described in section 6.2 and were incubated for 2 

days at 4° C in absence of light, in order to synchronize seed germination (stratification). Plates were then 

placed vertically in a growth chamber (Osram LumiluxDeLuxe Cool Daylight L58W/965, Osram) at 22°C 

under illumination at long day conditions (16 h light/8 h dark cycle, approximately 160 μmol s-1 m-2). 

For hydroponic cultivation of Arabidopsis seedlings, sterilized seeds were initially stratified inside 1.5 ml 

Eppendorf tubes as described above. The primed seeds were then sown on a pre-autoclaved 

polypropylene mesh (250μm mesh opening, Sefar Propyltex, Heiden, Switzerland) which was then placed 

inside a 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask, containing 150 ml liquid growth medium, supplemented with Pi. The 

flasks were covered with autoclaved aluminum foil and were allowed to grow for 7 days inside a growth 

chamber, as described above, with gentle agitation.  

Plants for propagation, transformation, and selection purposes were grown in the greenhouse under long-

day conditions at 18-20°C and 55-65% relative humidity. The soil substrate used was "Einheitserde Typ GS 

90" mixed with vermiculite (1-2 mm) in a 4:3 ratio. 

 

6.3.3 Plant transformation and selection of transformed lines 
Transgenic A. thaliana lines were generated by A. tumefaciens mediated transformation by floral dip 

(Clough and Bent, 1998). Initially, Agrobacteria harboring the plastidial marker FERREDOXIN-NADP(+)-

OXIDOREDUCTASE tagged with GFP (FNR-GFP) in a binary vector (Marques et al., 2003) were acquired 

from Dr. Martin Schattat (Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg, Halle, Germany). The cells were 

allowed to grow for two days on LB plates containing rifampicin and spectinomycin at 28°C and then 

resuspended in liquid LB media, at a dilution of 2.0 (OD600). The bacterial suspension was diluted with a 5% 

(w/v) sucrose solution at 4:1 ratio and supplemented with 0.03% (v/v) Silwet-L77. The inflorescences of A. 

thaliana plants (pdr3 genetic background) at the bolting stage were dipped into the bacterial suspension 

and gently agitated for 10-15 sec. Transformed plants were kept in the dark for two days, lying horizontally 
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on a tray wrapped with aluminum foil and then, cultivated in the greenhouse as described in section 6.3.2. 

T1 seeds from transformed plants were harvested and sowed on growth media, supplemented with 

kanamycin. Antibiotic-resistant seedlings representing T1 independent lines were transferred to the soil 

and were grown in the greenhouse for seed setting (T2 seeds). T2 transgenic lines were selected from T2 

seeds, segregating at a ratio 3:1 for kanamycin resistance. The GFP fluorescence of the transgenic lines 

was tested with confocal microscopy. 

 

6.4 Molecular biology methods 

6.4.1 Genotyping 
For the extraction of genomic DNA, leaf plant tissue was collected into 2ml Eppendorf tubes with a 5mm 

stainless-steel grinding bead. Tissue was flash frozen with liquid N2 and pulverized via high-speed shaking 

at 25 Hz for 40-60 sec, using TissueLyser II instrument (Qiagen). Then, 400 μl of DNA extraction buffer (200 

mM Tris-Hcl (pH 7.5), 25 mM EDTA (pH 8), 250 mM NaCl, 0.5% w/v SDS) was added to the samples, 

followed by vortexing. Samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 13.000 rpm and 300 μl of the supernatant 

was transferred to fresh Eppendorf tube. Then, isopropanol was added at 1:1 ratio, followed by 

centrifugation at the same conditions. Supernatant was removed and the DNA pellets were washed with 

70% ethanol. After centrifugation for 10 min at 13.000 rpm, ethanol was discarded, and the pellets were 

air-dried. DNA was resuspended in 50 μl Milli-Q water and if necessary, stored at -20°C. 

For genotyping of T-DNA insertion lines, 20 μl PCR reactions were prepared, containing 1X Dream Taq 

Green buffer (Thermo Fischer Scientific), 500 μM dNTPs, 0.5 μM of gene-specific primer pair and a general 

T-DNA left border primer, 0.5 μl of in-house manufactured DNA polymerase and approx. 100 ng of 

template, diluted in Milli-Q water. PCR reactions were performed on an PCR cycler (Eppendorf), using the 

parameters listed in Table 3. The single nucleotide polymorphism of pdr3 line was genotyped using derived 

Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic Sequence (dCAPS) assays. Briefly, PCR product of genomic DNA from pdr3 

tissue was amplified in PCR reactions as described above but without containing the general T-DNA left 

border primer, and then digested using the restriction enzyme HinfI (Thermo Fischer Scientific). Generally, 

PCR products were separated on 1% agarose gels, while high percentage agarose gels (3%) were used for 

PCR fragments <300 bp. All primers used in this study are listed in Suppl. Table 21. 

 

Temperature Duration Amplification 

95°C 5 min x 1 cycle 

95°C 30 sec 

x 35 cycles (Primer Tm-5) °C 30 sec 

72°C 1min/1kb of final product 

72°C 7 min x 1 cycle 
Table 3 Thermal profile of PCR reactions. 

 

6.4.2 Gene expression analysis by Real-Time-Quantitative PCR 
For gene expression analysis, approximately 100 μg of tissue were harvested from a pool of seedlings in 

biological triplicates or duplicates. RNA was extracted using peqGOLD Plant RNA kit (PEQLAB, Erlangen, 

Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Next, genomic DNA elimination was performed with 
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enzymatic on-column digest, using RNase-Free DNase Set (Qiagen). RNA concentration and quality were 

assessed using an Infinite 200 NanoQuant (Tecan) device. Synthesis of cDNA was performed using the 

RevertAid Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fischer Scientific) system according to manufacter’s protocol, 

with 1 μg of RNA template and oligo-dT primer. Subsequently, cDNA samples were diluted to 1:10 ratio 

and 3 μl were used as template in RT-qPCR (Real-Time-Quantitative PCR) reactions, containing 1X Fast 

SYBR Green Master Mix (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and 1 pmol of gene-specific primers. Additionally, qPCR 

reactions with DNase-treated RNA preparations were used as no-template controls, in order to ensure the 

total digestion of genomic DNA in each cDNA sample. Gene-specific primers for RT-qPCR were designed to 

amplify approximately 80-200 bp fragments and their specificity was tested using the Primer Blast tool of 

National Center for Biotechnology Information (Ye et al., 2012). Each primer pair was analyzed with a 

dilution series for its amplification efficiency and selected if the efficiency exceeded 90%. RT-qPCR primers 

used in this work are listed in Suppl. Table 21. Analysis was performed using a QuantStudio 5 Real-Time 

PCR system (Applied Biosystems), following the parameters described in Table 4. 

 

Step Temperature Duration Amplification 
AmpliTaq™ Fast DNA 

Polymerase, 
UP activation 

95°C 20 sec Hold 

Denature 95°C 1 sec 
x 40 cycles 

Anneal/extend 60 °C 20 sec 

Melt curve stage 

Step 1 95°C 1 sec  

Step 2 60 °C 20 sec  

Step 3 95°C 1 sec  
Table 4 Thermal profile of RT-qPCR reactions. 

 

 

6.4.3 Gene expression analysis by RNA-sequencing 
For transcriptome profiling with RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq), WT and pdr3 seedlings were grown in vertical 

plates, as described in section 6.3.2. Root tip samples were harvested 1 day after transfer (1 DAT) to +Pi 

or -Pi conditions, while root or shoot samples were collected 1 DAT only to +Pi conditions. Root tip samples 

contained generally a pool of approximately 150 root tips, after excision of the root apex between the 10th 

to 20th root hair of the differentiation zone. An exception to that were the samples from pdr3 seedlings 

grown at -Pi conditions, which contained 200 root tips, in order to compensate for the significantly smaller 

size of Pi starved pdr3 tissues. Additionally, root or shoot samples contained 50 roots or 25 scions, from 

seedlings dissected below the hypocotyl. All tissue samples were flash frozen in liquid N2 and total RNA 

was extracted as in section 6.4.2. The quality of RNA samples was tested through automated 

electrophoresis on 2100 Bioanalyzer instrument (Agilent) and samples with RNA Integrity Number (RIN) > 

6.5 were selected for RNA-seq analysis. For each genotype and condition, three biological replicates were 

sequenced, each corresponding to the samples harvested as described above. 

 

Next generation sequencing was performed by Novogene (Beijing, China) according to standard protocols, 

briefly as follows: Firstly, RNA samples underwent quality control for the integrity and the quantity of their 

RNA content and then were used for library preparation, which consisted of cDNA fragments attached to 

sequencing adapters. Library preparations were sequenced on an Illumina platform and paired-end reads 
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were generated, corresponding to a collection of raw data (raw reads). Raw data were filtered by removing 

reads containing adapter and poly-N sequences and reads with low quality from raw data, yielding clean 

data that were used for all downstream analyses. Next, paired-end clean reads were mapped to the 

reference genome using HISAT2 software and gene expression levels was estimated based on FPKM 

(Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript sequence per Millions base pairs sequenced) values, which takes the 

effects into consideration of both sequencing depth and gene length on counting of fragments. Differential 

expression analysis between a pair of different groups (three biological replicates per condition/genotype) 

was performed using DESeq2 R package (Anders and Huber, 2010). The resulting p values were adjusted 

using the Benjamini and Hochberg’s approach for controlling the False Discovery Rate (FDR). Genes with 

an adjusted p value < 0.05 found by DESeq2 were assigned as differentially expressed.  

 

Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of differentially expressed genes was performed in-house, 

implementing the online tools agriGO v2.0 (Tian et al., 2017) or DAVID (Database for Annotation, 

Visualization and Integrated Discovery) (Huang et al., 2009), using the default parameters. Area-

proportional Venn diagrams were drawn using the online tool BioVenn (Hulsen et al., 2008). Euclidean 

hierarchical clustering of DEGs was performed using RStudio (R versions 3.6.2 and 4.2.0).  

 

6.4.4 Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) 
For chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays from the roots of young seedlings, seeds were sterilized 

and cultivated hydroponically on a polypropylene mesh as described in section 6.3.2. After seven days of 

growth, the net was removed from the culture and the roots protruding from the bottom side of the mesh 

were excised. Pooled root samples of hydroponically grown seedlings were used in ChIP assays, utilizing 

the ChIP Kit-Plants (catalog no. ab117137, Abcam) according to manufacturer’s instructions. After nuclei 

extraction, chromatin was sheared by sonication at 4° C at medium power on a Bioruptor Pico sonication 

device (Diagenode, Liege, Belgium), testing sonication durations between 0 to 25 cycles, with each cycle 

consisting of 30 sec pulse/45 sec cooling alternations. The integrity of the sonicated chromatin was tested 

by electrophoresis on 1.5% (w/v) agarose gels and evaluated visually, selecting samples with chromatin 

sheared at a range of 200-600 bp. 

 

6.5 Glucosinolate extraction and measurement 
For the determination of the abundance of the different GSL compounds in shoots or roots of Arabidopsis 

seedlings, approximately 1-5 mg of tissue was collected in standard 2 ml Eppendorf tubes with a stainless-

steel grinding bead and flash frozen with liquid N2. The samples were pulverized via high-speed shaking at 

20 Hz for 25-35 sec, using TissueLyser II instrument (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The tissue powder was 

subsequently mixed with 450 μl 2:1 Methanol-Chloroform extraction solution and 200 μl deionized water. 

As internal standard, sinigrin was used, as it is naturally absent from Col-0, by supplementation in the 

extraction solution at 20 μg/ml final concentration. Samples were incubated for 60 min on a rocking 

platform at room temperature, followed by centrifugation at 10.000xg for 20 min at the same conditions. 

The upper aqueous phase was then transferred to fresh tubes and used undiluted for GSL determination 

via Liquid Chromatography coupled with tandem Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). 

 

The separation of the molecules was performed with a Nucleoshell RP18 column (50 × 3 mm, particle size 

2.7 μm; Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) at 35° C using an Agilent 1290 High Performance Liquid 

Chromatography (HPLC) system. As eluents A and B, water and acetonitrile each containing 0.2% acetic 
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acid were used respectively, with 0.5 ml/min flow rate. Initially, the separation of GSL was taking place 

with 0% of eluent B for the first 0.5 min, which was increased linearly to 55% over the next 4 min and then 

to 98% over 1 min. After washing, the column remained at 98% eluent B for 1 min. The starting conditions 

were restored within the next 0.5 min and the column was re-equilibrated with 0% B for 2 min. The 

analytes were detected by Electrospray Ionization MS/MS (ESI-MS/MS) using an API 3200 triple-

quadrupole LC-MS/MS system, equipped with an ESI Turbo Ion Spray interface, operated in the negative 

ion mode (AB Sciex, Darmstadt, Germany). The ion source parameters were set as follows: 40 psi curtain 

gas, -4000 V ion spray voltage, 650°C ion source temperature, 60 psi nebulizing and drying gas. GSL-specific 

signals were acquired via Multiple Reaction Monitoring (MRM), with scan time of 15 msec; Q1 and Q3 

masses (Q1, Q3 resolution unit) and compound specific parameters for each analyte are described in the 

Table 5. Peak areas were calculated automatically by IntelliQuant algorithm of the Analyst 1.6 software 

(AB Sciex, Darmstadt, Germany), with manual adjustment when necessary. GSL content in each sample 

was calculated in Microsoft Excel, after normalization to the internal standard and to fresh weight. Further 

normalization to WT content and statistical analysis was performed as described in section 6.9.2. 

 

GSL Full name 
Q1/Q3 masses 

(Da) 
DP 
(V) 

EP 
(V) 

CEP 
(V) 

CE 
(V) 

CEX 
(V) 

RT 
(min) 

3MSOP 
3-methylsulfinylpropyl 

GSL 
422.1/96.0 -50 -5.5 -20 -60 0 0.9 

3MTP 3-methylthiopentyl GSL 406.0/96.0 -50 -7.5 -28 -64 0 2 

4MSOB 4-methylsulfinylbutyl GSL 436.0/96.0 -60 -6 -22 -64 0 0.9 

4MTB 4-methylthiobutyl GSL 420.0/96.0 -50 -7.5 -20 -64 0 2.4 

5MTP 5-methylthiopentyl GSL 434.0/96.0 -50 -4.5 -22 -58 0 2.7 

6MSOH 6-methylsulfinylhexyl GSL 464.0/96.0 -50 -5 -22 -60 0 2.1 

6MTH 6-methylthiohexyl GSL 448.0/96.0 -50 -5 -29 -60 0 3.1 

7MSOH 
7-methylsulfinylheptyl 

GSL 
478.0/96.0 -50 -6.5 -24 -64 0 2.3 

7MTH 7-methylthioheptyl GSL 462.0/96.0 -55 -6.5 -22 -66 0 3.5 

8MSOO 8-methylsulfinyloctyl GSL 492.0/96.0 -60 -7 -24 -62 0 2.5 

8MTO 8-methylthiooctyl GSL 476.0/96.0 -60 -7 -31 -62 0 3.9 

I3M indolyl-3-methyl GSL 447.0/96.0 -55 -7.5 -22 -58 0 2.5 

1MOI3M 
1-hydroxy-indolyl-3-

methyl GSL 
477.0/96.0 -50 -4.5 -24 -64 0 3.1 

4MOI3M 
4-hydroxy-indolyl-3-

methyl GSL 
477.1/96.0 -45 -6.5 -24 -56 0 2.8 

Sinigrin - 358.0/96.0 -40 -6.5 -22 -48 0 0.9 
Table 5 MS parameters for the quantification of GSLs by MRM. 
Abbr.: DP, Declustering Potential; EP, Entrance Potential; CEP, Cell Entrance Potential; CP, Collision Potential; CEX, Cell Exit 

Potential; RT, Retention Time 
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6.6 Protein analysis from plant tissues 

6.6.1 Protein extraction 
For protein extraction from tissues of young Arabidopsis seedlings, an empirically determined amount of 

tissue (approximately 15 whole seedlings, 20 shoots or 50 roots) was harvested in an 2ml Eppendorf tube, 

containing a 5 mm stainless-steel grinding bead and flash frozen with liquid N2. The samples were 

pulverized via high-speed shaking at 20 Hz for 40-60 sec, using TissueLyser II instrument (Qiagen) and total 

protein content was extracted with the addition of 200-400 μl RIPA extraction buffer, depending on the 

quantity of the starting material. The composition of RIPA extraction buffer was set as follows: Tris-Cl (50 

mM, pH 7.6), NaCl (150 mM), NaF (20 mM), EGTA (1 mM), EDTA (1mM), Na4P2O7 (10mM), nonidet P-40 

(1% v/v), deoxycholate (0.5% w/v), DTT (5 mM) and PMSF (1 mM). The detergents nonidet P-40 and 

deoxycholate were added when necessary, while DTT and PMSF were added directly before use. The 

samples were mixed with the extraction buffer via vortexing and subsequently incubated at 4 °C with mild 

rotation for at least 30 min, followed by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C. Supernatant 

containing protein extracts was collected in a fresh 1.5ml Eppendorf tube and protein concentration was 

determined by a Direct Detect® Spectrometer (Merck). 

 

6.6.2 Protein electrophoresis 
Protein extracts were separated with SDS-PAGE (Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel 

Electrophoresis) according to Laemmli, 1970. The composition of SDS-PAGE is listed in Table 6. Protein 

samples were prepared by diluting an appropriate amount of protein extract in 5X SDS sample buffer (0.35 

M Tris-HCl with pH adjusted to 6.8, 10% w/v SDS, 0.012% w/v Bromophenol blue, 30% v/v glycerol, and 

0.6M DTT) and then loaded on an SDS-PAGE, consisted of a lower separating part (6% Acrylamide) and an 

upper stacking part (4% Acrylamide). Electrophoresis took place in SDS running buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 

mM glycine and 0.1% SDS) at 60 V until the samples entered the separating fraction of the gel and then, 

continued at 120 V until the dye front migrated out of the gel. 

 

Components Stacking gel (4%) Separating gel (6%) 

 Final concentration 

1 M Tris pH 6.8 0.11 M - 

1.5 M Tris pH 8.8 - 0.375 M 

10% (w/v) SDS 0.01 % 0.01 % 

30% Acrylamide 4 % 6 % 

10% (w/v) APS 0.1 % 0.1 % 

TEMED 0.01 % 0.01 % 
Table 6 Composition of stacking and separating SDS-PAGE. 

 

6.6.3 Western blot 
Proteins separated with SDS-PAGE as described in the previous section were immunodetected with 

Western blotting. Firstly, protein transfer on a PVDF membrane (Amersham Protran 0.45 μm) was 

performed via semi-dry electroblotting using the Power Blotter Station XL instrument (ThermoFischer 

Scientific). Towards that, a PVDF membrane was hydrated in absolute methanol and then equilibrated in 
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at 1X Power Blotter 1-Step Transfer Buffer (ThermoFischer Scientific) for 1 min, alongside with the pre-run 

protein gel under analysis and two pieces of Whatman filter paper. The transfer cassette was assembled 

by placing the protein gel on top of the activated PVDF membrane, in between of the Whatman filter 

papers, so that the anode is located on the bottom and the cathode on the top; the cassette was placed 

in the Power Blotter instrument and transfer took place at 1.3 amps for 10 min (High Molecular Weight 

Program).  

After transfer, the membrane was blocked for 1 h in 1X TBS solution (50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 

adjusted to 7.4), supplemented with 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA). Subsequently, the primed 

membrane was incubated with a solution of primary antibody (GFP Antibody, rat monoclonal IgG2a, 

ChromoTek or a-HDC1, rabbit polyclonal IG2a, Eurogentek), diluted 1:1000 times in antibody solution (1X 

TBS buffer, 3% BSA). Incubation took place overnight at 4°C with gentle agitation and was followed by 3 

times wash with TBS-T solution (1X TBS buffer, 0.1% Tween) for 15 min. Next, the membrane was 

incubated with a solution of secondary antibody (Anti-rat IgG-HRP, Thermo Fischer Scientific or Anti-Rabbit 

IgG-HRP, Sigma Aldrich), at a 1:5000 dilution in antibody solution for 1 h at 4°C with gentle agitation and 

subsequently, it was rinsed with 1X TBS-Τ solution 3 times for 15 min. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-based 

detection of proteins was performed by exposing the membrane to Cytiva ECL Prime or ECL Select Western 

Blotting Detection Reagent (Thermo Fischer Scientific) and visualizing the emitted chemoluminescent with 

X-ray films. 

 

6.6.4 Co-immunoprecipitation using the GFP-trap 
Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) was performed with agarose beads coupled with anti-GFP Nanobody 

(GFP-Trap® Agarose, ChromoTek, Planegg, Germany). Initially, tissue was harvested and pulverized as 

described in session 6.6.1; ground tissue was thoroughly mixed with 300-500 μl RIPA buffer, containing 

1/10 of its original concentration, and incubated with mild rotation at 4 °C for 30 min. Then, cell debris 

was pelleted via centrifugation at 4 °C with maximum speed for 10 min and 300 μl of the supernatant were 

transferred into a fresh 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube, containing 500 μl RIPA buffer without detergents (session 

6.6.1). A 40 μl sample was taken from the diluted protein extract, representing the input, and was used 

for subsequent Western blot analysis. The remaining protein extract was mixed with 15 μl GFP-trap beads, 

pre-equilibrated three times in 200 μl RIPA buffer without detergents and incubated with mild rotation at 

4°C for 2 h. GFP-trap beads were pelleted via centrifugation at 4 °C and 2.500xg speed for 10 min and a 

sample was taken from the supernatant, representing the unbound fraction, for Western blot analysis. 

Next, the beads were washed three times by addition of 300 μl RIPA buffer without detergents, gentle 

inverting and centrifugation at 4°C and 2.500xg speed for 2 min. The precipitated proteins were eluted by 

incubation of the beads with 55 μl 2X SDS sample buffer (section 6.6.2) at 68°C for 15 min. 

 

6.7 Histochemical analysis and microscopy 

6.7.1 Histochemical staining 
Callose deposition in root tips was detected after staining with a solution of 0.1% aniline blue in phosphate 

buffer (pH 7.2) for 2 h, followed by two times wash with phosphate buffer. Stained seedlings were imaged 

using a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope LSM780.  For cell wall staining, 9-do Arabidopsis seedlings 

were incubated in propidium iodine (PI) solution for 5-10 sec; stained seedlings were imaged immediately 

on a Zeiss (Jena, Germany) confocal laser scanning microscope LSM880, as described in section 6.7.2.  
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For superoxide visualization, 9-days-old Arabidopsis seedlings were stained for 15 min in a solution of 

0.05% nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT) in 20 mM phosphate buffer (0.2M Na2HPO4, 0.2M NaH2PO4, pH 6.1) in 

the dark. Next, seedlings were rinsed 3 times with phosphate buffer and immediately mounted on a glass 

slide with chloral hydrate (1 g/ml, 15% glycerol), for imaging with Zeiss Apotome 2 microscope using a 

10x/20x DIC (Differential Interference Contrast) objective. For each of the total of three independent 

biological experiments, 7-10 seedlings were analyzed per genotype. 

 

6.7.2 Confocal microscopy 
Confocal laser scanning microscopy was performed using Zeiss LSM 780 and LSM 880 instruments. 
Excitation/emission range parameters were set as follows: GFP: 488/493-575 nm; Chlorophyll 
(Autofluorescence): 639/670-754 nm; Propidium Iodine:  561/578-651 nm. Zen Software (Zeiss, Jena, 
Germany) was used to operate the microscope and image processing was performed in Fiji (ImageJ) or 
Microsoft PowerPoint. Unless stated otherwise, representative images from one biological experiment are 
shown, while additionally two or more biological experiments were performed, analyzing 7-10 individuals 
per condition or genotype.  
 

 

6.7.3 Transmission electron microscopy 
For transmission electron microscopy of plastid ultrastructure in Arabidopsis root tips according to Spurr, 

1969, WT and pdr3 seedlings, germinated on standard growth medium for 5 days, were transferred to 

fresh plates of the same medium for 4 days. Root tips from 9-do seedlings were fixed with 3% 

glutaraldehyde (Sigma, Taufkirchen, Germany) in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (SCP; pH 7.2) for 3 h at 

room temperature. After fixation, the samples were rinsed in SCP and postfixed with 1% osmium tetroxide 

(Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) in SCP for 1 h at room temperature. Subsequently the segments were rinsed 

with water, dehydrated in a graded ethanol series (10%, 30%, 50%, and 70 % ethanol containing 1 % uranyl 

acetate [Chemapol, Czech Republic]), 70%, 90%, 2x100% for 30 min. each), infiltrated with epoxy resin 

according to Spurr (1969) and polymerized at 70°C for 18 h. 

Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were made with an Ultracut R ultramicrotome (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). 

Sections were transferred to Formvar-coated copper grids, post-stained with uranyl acetate and lead 

citrate in an EM-Stain apparatus (Leica) and subsequently observed with an EM900 transmission electron 

microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany) operating at 80 kV. The images were recorded using a 

Variospeed SSCCD camera SM-1k-120 (TRS, Moorenweis, Germany). The above-mentioned procedures 

were performed by Dr. Gerd Hause (Biocentre, Halle, Germany). 

 

6.8 Assessment of primary root growth 
Seedlings were germinated at solid growth media containing Pi, as described in session 6.3.2. Five days 

post germination, seedlings were transferred to fresh media with or without Pi supplementation. After 

four days of growth, images of the seedlings were taken with a Nikon camera and primary root elongation 

was analysed with the ImageJ software (Schneider et al., 2012), utilizing the NeuronJ plugin (Meijering et 

al., 2004). 
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6.9 Bioinformatic and statistical analysis 

6.9.1 Promoter analysis with PlantPAN3.0 
The co-occurrence of transcriptional factors binding sites (TFBS) on the promoter regions of gene set was 

predicted using the function Gene Group Analysis of online tool PlantPAN3.0 (Chow et al., 2019). The 

threshold for the frequency of promoters containing the TF/TFBS was set to 75%, while the upstream and 

downstream coordinates of the promoter were set as follows: X, 1000bp; Y, 5’ UTR end; Z, 3'UTR-End. This 

approach generated a list of possible transcriptional factors, which was cross-checked with the RNA-seq 

dataset of differentially expressed genes, using Venn diagrams; common elements between these lists 

were considered as potential regulators of the gene set under analysis and were further studied. 

6.9.2 Statistical analysis and data visualization 
All statistical analysis in this work was performed in RStudio (R versions 3.6.2 and 4.2.0), using various 

packages. Barplots, boxplots and scatterplots were designed in RStudio, using the package ggplot2 

(Wickham, 2016).  

For estimation of the GSL content from Arabidopsis samples after normalization to WT, firstly the absolute 

content in each sample was quantified and normalized to the fresh weight, as described in section 6.5. 

Then, normalization to the control group (WT +Pi) was performed as follows: For each biological 

experiment individually, GSL content in each sample was normalized to the average value of the control 

group. The data from six different biological experiments were merged and further statistical analysis was 

performed on the cumulative subset for each analyte individually. To test if the data in each analyte subset 

fulfilled the assumptions for Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), Shapiro-Wilk Test and Levene’s Test were 

performed; for normally distributed and homoscedastic data, two-way ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey’s HSD 

Test were employed to identify significant differences between the groups (p < 0.05). If those criteria were 

not met, the nonparametric analog of the one-way analysis of variance Kruskal-Wallis Test was used, 

followed by post-hoc Dunn’s test (p < 0.05). 
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8 Appendix 
 

8.1 Supplementary figures 
 

 

Suppl. Fig. 1 Mutant alleles of HDC1.  
(A) Genomic map of the HDC1 (AT5G08450.1) locus. Untranslated regions and exons are indicated with blue and black boxes 
respectively. An asterisk indicate the position of the nonsense point mutation in the first exon of the HDC1 locus in the pdr3 mutant 
allele, resulting in a truncated protein. The approximate insertion site of the T-DNA in the hdc1 (GABI-Kat 054G03) knockout mutant 
is indicated with a triangle. 
(B) Gene expression of HDC1 in seedlings of the indicated genotypes. Seedlings of WT, pdr3, hdc1 (GABI-Kat 054G03), OxP3 
(pdr3/35S::HDC1) and HDC1-GFP (pdr3/HDC1p::HDC1-GFP) genetic background were germinated at +Pi condition. 9-days-old 
seedlings from each genotype were harvested and used for gene expression analysis with qPCR. Bars represent the means of six 
biological replicates per genotype from two independent experiments, each containing a pool of ~20 seedlings. Asterisks denote 
statistically significant differences for each genotype in comparison to WT, as shown by Student’s t‐test, two-tailed, equal variances 
(*** p < 0.001). 
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Suppl. Fig. 2 Loss-of-function mutants of HDC1 show delayed growth and transition to flowering stage. 
Adult plants of WT, pdr3, hdc1, OxP3 (pdr3/35S::HDC1), HDC1-GFP (pdr3/HDC1p::HDC1-GFP) backgrounds, at 3.5 weeks (upper 
panel) or at 5 weeks (lower panel) after transfer to soil. Scale bar: 2cm (A). 

 

 

Suppl. Fig. 3 MYB28 and HDC1 mutants share a similar glucosinolate chemotype.  
Normalized content of indicated GSLs in roots of 9-days-old WT, pdr3 and myb28 seedlings, grown at +Pi agar plates. The content 
of each analyte was normalized to fresh weight (FW) and then to the levels detected in WT. Boxplot shows medians, depicted as 
solid line inside the box, and interquartile ranges from 1 biological experiment with 4 technical replicates, each containing 7-8 
roots per genotype. Asterisks denote statistically significant shown by Student’s t‐test, two-tailed, equal variances (n.s., non-
significant; **p < 0.01;*** p < 0.001). 
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Suppl. Fig. 4 Short Pi deficiency does not affect expression of MYB51 and FMO-GSOX3. 
Gene expression of MYB51 and FMO-GSOX3 in Pi starved WT and pdr3 roots.Seedlings were germinated at +Pi for 5-days-old and 

transferred to +Pi and -Pi conditions. Root material was harvested at 1DAT. Bars represent the means of three biological 
replicates (±SD), each containing a pool of ~50 roots. Letters denote statistically significant differences for each gene 
respectively (two-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s HSD test, p<0.05). 

 

 

 

Suppl. Fig. 5 Wrky46 and pdr3 mutants share a similar glucosinolate chemotype.  
Normalized content of indicated GSLs in roots of 9-days-old WT, pdr3 and wrky46-2 (SAIL_1230_H01) seedlings, grown at +Pi agar 
plates. The content of each analyte was normalized to fresh weight (FW) and then to the levels detected in WT. Boxplot shows 
medians, depicted as solid line inside the box, and interquartile ranges from 1 biological experiment with 4 technical replicates, 
each containing 7-8 roots per genotype. Outliers (> 1.5x interquartile range) are shown as a black dot. Asterisks denote statistically 
significant shown by Student’s t‐test, two-tailed, equal variances (n.s., non-significant; **p < 0.01;*** p < 0.001). 
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Suppl. Fig. 6 TEM micrographs of transverse sections of WT and pdr3 apical root tips. 
9-days-old seedlings of the indicated genotypes grown at + Pi media were used for transmission electron microscopy of plastidial 
ultrastructure. Red asterisks indicate the cortex layer, where the pdr3-specific specialized plastids were observed. Plastid 
development was also monitored in the adjacent outer layer (epidermis). Scales: 5μm (left), 2.5μm (right). 
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Suppl. Fig. 7 Loss of HDC1 is interfering with chlorophyll abundance in the root tip in a light-dependent manner. 
(A) Representative confocal images of root tips from 6-days-old dark grown WT and pdr3 seedlings. Both genotypes were 
germinated in aluminum foil-covered plates and the Chl A-derived autofluorescence was monitored with confocal microscopy. 
Merged brightfield and chlorophyll channels are depicted.  
 (B) Heat map showing the z-scores of the FPKM values among biological replicates (1-3) of genes with an annotated function in  
chlorophyll biosynthesis in 6-days-old WT and pdr3 root tips.  
(C) Representative images from the detection of superoxide in WT and pdr3 root tips. 9-days-old light-grown were stained NBT and 
accumulation of the dye was assessed macroscopically. Scale bars= 50μm (A and C). 
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Suppl. Fig. 8 Antibody characterization and use for HDC1 detection. 
(A) Uncropped photo of Western blot described in Fig. 23C. Ladder bands are not shown.  
(B) Western blot for HDC1 detection in protein extracts from WT, pdr3, OxP3 and HDC1-GFP seedlings. 5-days-old seedlings 
germinated on growth medium with supplemented Pi were transferred to + Pi conditions; samples were harvested 1 DAT. Different 
volumes of protein extract were loaded on SDS-PAGE, as indicated for each sample, without prior quantification of protein 
concentration.  
(C) Uncropped photo of Western blot described in Fig. 23D. Ladder bands are not shown. 
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8.2 Supplementary tables 
 

Suppl. Table 1 Significantly enriched GO terms of biological processes in pdr3 root tips, independently of Pi status. 

GO ID Term 
DEGs in 

Term 

Total 
mapped 

DEGs 

Total 
genes 

in 
Term 

FDR 

GO:0050896 response to chemical stimulus 93 413 4057 5E-09 

GO:0042221 photosynthesis 57 413 2085 2E-07 

GO:0015979 secondary metabolic process 12 413 162 1E-04 

GO:0019748 response to inorganic substance 19 413 489 7E-04 

GO:0010035 response to organic substance 14 413 279 8E-04 

GO:0010033 triterpenoid metabolic process 34 413 1342 1E-03 

GO:0006722 response to chitin 5 413 21 1E-03 

GO:0010200 response to abiotic stimulus 9 413 151 7E-03 

GO:0009628 response to carbohydrate stimulus 33 413 1471 9E-03 

GO:0009743 response to temperature stimulus 11 413 240 9E-03 

GO:0009266 response to other organism 16 413 485 1E-02 

GO:0051707 response to stress 18 413 599 1E-02 

GO:0006950 photosynthesis, light reaction 45 413 2320 1E-02 

GO:0019684 response to biotic stimulus 7 413 103 1E-02 

GO:0009607 response to cold 18 413 638 2E-02 

GO:0009409 response to oxidative stress 12 413 328 2E-02 

GO:0006979 terpenoid metabolic process 12 413 332 2E-02 

GO:0006721 isoprenoid metabolic process 7 413 126 3E-02 

GO:0006720 response to hormone stimulus 8 413 168 3E-02 

GO:0009725 response to endogenous stimulus 23 413 982 3E-02 

GO:0009719 response to metal ion 24 413 1068 4E-02 

 

 

Suppl. Table 2 Significantly enriched GO terms of biological processes in pdr3 shoots at control conditions. 

GO ID Term 
DEGs 

in 
Term 

Total 
mapped 

DEGs 

Total 
genes in 

Term 
FDR 

GO:0010876 lipid localization 11 675 24 7E-09 

GO:0009664 plant-type cell wall organization 16 675 79 7E-09 

GO:0050896 response to stimulus 127 675 4057 2E-07 

GO:0042545 cell wall modification 15 675 123 6E-06 

GO:0006979 response to oxidative stress 23 675 332 2E-05 

GO:0006950 response to stress 77 675 2320 4E-05 

GO:0042221 response to chemical stimulus 71 675 2085 5E-05 

GO:0009827 plant-type cell wall modification 8 675 50 1E-03 

GO:0033036 macromolecule localization 21 675 462 2E-02 
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GO:0009828 plant-type cell wall loosening 6 675 40 2E-02 

GO:0006952 defense response 29 675 766 2E-02 

GO:0009831 plant-type cell wall modification 
during multidimensional cell growth 

5 675 27 2E-02 

GO:0006869 lipid transport 11 675 163 2E-02 

GO:0042547 cell wall modification during 
multidimensional cell growth 

5 675 29 2E-02 

GO:0019748 secondary metabolic process 21 675 489 2E-02 

GO:0009404 toxin metabolic process 6 675 53 3E-02 

GO:0009407 toxin catabolic process 6 675 53 3E-02 

GO:0051179 localization 55 675 1922 3E-02 

GO:0006810 transport 53 675 1846 4E-02 

GO:0051234 establishment of localization 53 675 1851 4E-02 

 

 

Suppl. Table 3 Significantly enriched GO terms of biological processes in pdr3 roots at control conditions. 

GO ID Term 
DEGs in 

Term 

Total 
mapped 

DEGs 

Total 
genes in 

Term 
FDR 

GO:0019748 secondary metabolic process 43 805 489 9E-11 
GO:0016144 S-glycoside biosynthetic process 12 805 41 3E-07 
GO:0019758 glycosinolate biosynthetic process 12 805 41 3E-07 
GO:0019761 glucosinolate biosynthetic process 12 805 41 3E-07 
GO:0016138 glycoside biosynthetic process 15 805 79 3E-07 
GO:0016137 glycoside metabolic process 16 805 104 8E-07 
GO:0016143 S-glycoside metabolic process 13 805 62 8E-07 
GO:0019760 glucosinolate metabolic process 13 805 62 8E-07 
GO:0010876 lipid localization 9 805 24 3E-06 
GO:0050896 response to stimulus 135 805 4057 3E-05 
GO:0044272 sulfur compound biosynthetic 

process 
14 805 115 7E-05 

GO:0034637 cellular carbohydrate biosynthetic 
process 

17 805 177 9E-05 

GO:0016051 carbohydrate biosynthetic process 20 805 277 6E-04 
GO:0009607 response to biotic stimulus 32 805 638 2E-03 
GO:0006722 triterpenoid metabolic process 6 805 21 2E-03 
GO:0006629 lipid metabolic process 38 805 841 2E-03 
GO:0044262 cellular carbohydrate metabolic 

process 
24 805 417 2E-03 

GO:0009404 toxin metabolic process 8 805 53 3E-03 
GO:0009407 toxin catabolic process 8 805 53 3E-03 
GO:0006790 sulfur metabolic process 16 805 220 3E-03 
GO:0051179 localization 65 805 1922 2E-02 
GO:0051234 establishment of localization 63 805 1851 2E-02 
GO:0051707 response to other organism 27 805 599 2E-02 
GO:0006810 transport 62 805 1846 2E-02 
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GO:0006720 isoprenoid metabolic process 12 805 168 2E-02 
GO:0006721 terpenoid metabolic process 10 805 126 3E-02 
GO:0009628 response to abiotic stimulus 51 805 1471 4E-02 
GO:0006950 response to stress 73 805 2320 4E-02 
GO:0042221 response to chemical stimulus 67 805 2085 4E-02 
GO:0008610 lipid biosynthetic process 21 805 439 4E-02 
GO:0008299 isoprenoid biosynthetic process 10 805 135 4E-02 
GO:0015833 peptide transport 7 805 68 4E-02 
GO:0006857 oligopeptide transport 7 805 68 4E-02 

 

 

Suppl. Table 4 Overview of the expression of genes participating in triterpenoid biosynthetic gene clusters in pdr3 tissues.  

BGC Gene ID Gene name 
Root tips +Pi Root tips -Pi Roots +Pi 

log2FC padj log2FC padj log2FC padj 

Thalianol 

AT5G47980 BAHD1 -2.01 1E-07 -0.72 3E-01 -2.01 3E-03 

AT5G47990 CYP705A5 -2.62 9E-27 -1.93 2E-08 -2.21 1E-06 

AT5G48000 CYP708A2 -4.66 3E-19 -2.83 2E-22 -2.18 1E-05 

AT5G48010 THAS1 -4.98 3E-72 -2.89 3E-31 -2.17 3E-07 

AT5G47950 THAA2 -0.29 5E-01 -0.43 2E-01 -0.80 2E-04 

AT3G29250 SDR4 -0.31 4E-01 -0.71 5E-03 -1.24 4E-16 

AT1G66800 AT1G66800 -0.87 4E-02 -1.54 2E-03 -1.92 1E-02 
         

Marneral 

AT5G42600 MRN1 -2.23 3E-02 -5.60 2E-07 -3.67 6E-04 

AT5G42590 CYP71A16 -0.99 1E-07 -1.20 3E-09 -2.03 8E-19 

AT5G42580 CYP705A12 -1.05 5E-02 -0.29 6E-01 -3.47 6E-37 
         

Tirucalladienol 

AT5G36150 PEN3 NA NA NA NA -2.17 2E-02 

AT5G36140 CYP716A2 -4.54 5E-02 -3.34 3E-01 -2.33 2E-02 

AT5G36130 AT5G36130 -5.43 5E-01 -0.29 9E-01 -2.44 3E-04 

AT5G36120 CCB3 NA NA NA NA -1.11 5E-01 

AT5G36110 CYP716A1 NA NA NA NA 0.18 5E-01 
         

Arabidiol 

AT4G15400 BIA1 -1.64 3E-04 -0.90 8E-02 -1.38 2E-07 

AT4G15390 AT4G15390 -0.34 5E-01 1.07 1E-02 -0.56 2E-03 

AT4G15380 CYP705A4 -1.78 6E-02 -1.46 5E-02 -0.93 1E-05 

AT4G15370 BARS1 -2.21 2E-01 -0.13 9E-01 -0.74 6E-01 

AT4G15360 CYP705A3 -2.99 3E-03 -3.31 8E-05 -3.83 1E-04 

AT4G15350 CYP705A2 -0.26 7E-01 -0.35 4E-01 -0.32 4E-01 

AT4G15340 PEN1 0.05 1E+00 2.82 3E-04 0.50 1E-01 

AT4G15330 CYP705A1 -0.10 9E-01 1.86 9E-04 -0.73 6E-02 
WT and pdr3 seedlings were germinated on +Pi media and transferred to +Pi and -Pi media; root material was collected 1DAT only 
from +Pi conditions, while root tips were harvested 1DAT from +Pi or -Pi conditions. Transcriptional analysis was performed with 
RNA-seq.  Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences in mean expression of the genes between pdr3 and WT roots 
across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 50 roots or 150-200 root tips, with negative values signifying lower 
transcript levels in the mutant at each condition. Adjusted p-values (padj) signify statistically significant changes after adjustment 
for multiple testing using FDR. NA values signify absence of detected transcripts. 
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Suppl. Table 5 Significantly enriched GO terms of biological processes in Pi-starved WT root tips. 

GO ID Term 
DEGs in 

Term 

Total 
mapped

DEGs 

Total 
genes in 

Term 
FDR 

GO:0050896 response to stimulus 123 361 6250 2E-04 
GO:0005991 trehalose metabolic process 7 361 24 2E-04 
GO:0055062 phosphate ion homeostasis 6 361 23 9E-04 
GO:0005992 trehalose biosynthetic process 6 361 22 9E-04 
GO:0072506 trivalent inorganic anion homeostasis 6 361 23 9E-04 
GO:0055082 cellular chemical homeostasis 12 361 163 1E-03 
GO:0006811 ion transport 24 361 645 2E-03 
GO:0005984 disaccharide metabolic process 8 361 66 2E-03 
GO:0048878 chemical homeostasis 17 361 352 2E-03 
GO:0055081 anion homeostasis 6 361 30 2E-03 
GO:0050801 ion homeostasis 13 361 229 4E-03 
GO:0006873 cellular ion homeostasis 10 361 138 5E-03 
GO:0009311 oligosaccharide metabolic process 9 361 108 5E-03 
GO:0098771 inorganic ion homeostasis 12 361 215 6E-03 
GO:0006979 response to oxidative stress 18 361 453 6E-03 
GO:0046351 disaccharide biosynthetic process 6 361 42 6E-03 
GO:0044262 cellular carbohydrate metabolic process 17 361 407 6E-03 
GO:0019725 cellular homeostasis 14 361 314 1E-02 
GO:0042221 response to chemical 60 361 2853 1E-02 
GO:0005975 carbohydrate metabolic process 31 361 1144 1E-02 
GO:0042592 homeostatic process 19 361 542 2E-02 
GO:0006949 syncytium formation 4 361 16 2E-02 
GO:0009642 response to light intensity 9 361 144 2E-02 
GO:0009646 response to absence of light 5 361 35 2E-02 
GO:0044699 single-organism process 154 361 9448 2E-02 
GO:0000160 phosphorelay signal transduction system 11 361 225 3E-02 
GO:0030001 metal ion transport 12 361 263 3E-02 
GO:0010033 response to organic substance 45 361 2023 3E-02 
GO:0006820 anion transport 11 361 227 3E-02 
GO:0009312 oligosaccharide biosynthetic process 6 361 65 3E-02 
GO:0015698 inorganic anion transport 7 361 95 3E-02 
GO:0072502 cellular trivalent inorganic anion 

homeostasis 
3 361 9 4E-02 

GO:0030643 cellular phosphate ion homeostasis 3 361 9 4E-02 
GO:0009743 response to carbohydrate 8 361 133 4E-02 
GO:0031669 cellular response to nutrient levels 9 361 170 4E-02 
GO:0071484 cellular response to light intensity 3 361 10 4E-02 
GO:0006950 response to stress 67 361 3506 4E-02 
GO:0030002 cellular anion homeostasis 3 361 10 4E-02 
GO:0055085 transmembrane transport 20 361 667 4E-02 
GO:0070413 trehalose metabolism in response to stress 3 361 11 5E-02 
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Suppl. Table 6 Overview of the expression of phosphate starvation responsive genes, participating in trehalose metabolism and 
carbohydrate metabolism, in WT root tips. 

Trehalose metabolic process (GO:0005991) 

Locus Gene name log2FC padj 

AT5G65140 TPPJ 1.21 2E-04 

AT4G22590 TPPG 1.10 2E-05 

AT5G10100 TPPI -1.07 5E-03 

AT1G70290 TPS8 1.66 2E-10 

AT1G23870 TPS9 1.41 8E-08 

AT2G18700 TPS11 1.56 4E-07 

AT4G24040 TRE1 1.30 7E-04 
    

Cellular carbohydrate metabolic process (GO:0044262) 

Locus Gene name log2FC padj 

AT4G26260 MIOX4 4.95 8E-06 

AT2G43620 - 3.15 1E-08 

AT5G20250 DIN10 3.13 7E-05 

AT1G80160 - 2.78 5E-02 

AT2G19800 MIOX2 2.50 5E-05 

AT5G14470 GLCAK2 2.43 2E-02 

AT5G65690 PCK2 2.42 4E-06 

AT5G18670 BAM9 2.38 3E-03 

AT3G02040 GDPD1 1.97 4E-21 

AT1G10640 - 1.74 3E-03 

AT5G41080 GDPD2 1.63 1E-03 

AT1G22710 SUC2 1.54 7E-06 

AT5G42720 - 1.42 4E-11 

AT3G57520 RFS2 1.40 2E-09 

AT4G18340 - 1.37 2E-07 

AT4G28850 XTH26 1.20 8E-06 

AT5G57560 XTH22 1.16 3E-02 

AT3G43270 PME32 1.11 2E-07 

AT1G13250 GATL3 1.05 4E-03 

AT5G57540 XTH13 1.05 5E-13 

AT4G37950 - -1.22 8E-03 

AT3G44990 XTH31 -1.38 1E-02 

AT1G70500 - -1.41 2E-02 

AT1G48300 - -2.49 1E-13 
WT seedlings were germinated on +Pi media and transferred to +Pi and -Pi media; root tip material was collected 1DAT and was 
used for transcriptional analysis with RNA-seq.  Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences in mean expression of 
the genes between -Pi WT and +Pi WT across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 150-200 root tips, with negative 
values signifying lower transcript levels in -Pi WT. Adjusted p-values (padj) signify statistically significant changes after adjustment 
for multiple testing using FDR. Significantly differentially expressed genes according to cutoff thresholds (1< log2FC< -1, padj< 0.05) 
are marked with bold.  
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Suppl. Table 7 Overview of the expression of phosphate starvation responsive genes, participating in callose synthesis, callose 
deposition on the cell wall and iron homeostasis, in WT root tips. 

Biosynthesis of (1->3)-beta-D-glucans (GO:0006075)  Iron homeostasis (GO:0055072) 

Gene ID Gene name log2FC padj  Gene ID Gene name log2FC padj 

AT1G05570 CALS1 -0.60 0.05  AT3G19860 BHLH121 0.35 0.52 

AT1G06490 CALS7 -0.27 0.81  AT3G08040 DTX43 -0.39 0.89 

AT2G31960 CALS2 -0.34 0.25  AT3G56980 ORG3 NA NA 

AT2G36850 CALS10 -0.28 0.41  AT1G18910 - -0.28 0.59 

AT3G07160 GSL10 -0.31 0.34  AT3G56970 ORG2 NA NA 

AT3G14570 CALS8 -0.51 0.23  AT4G22220 ISU1 0.04 0.96 

AT3G59100 CALS6 -0.32 0.61  AT4G04770 ABCI8 0.03 0.98 

AT4G03550 CALS12 -0.09 0.85  AT4G28630 ABCB23 0.03 0.97 

AT4G04970 CALS11 -0.10 0.86  AT3G11050 FER2 0.33 0.23 

AT5G13000 CALS3 -0.17 0.64  AT5G58270 ABCB25 -0.21 0.60 

AT5G36870 CALS4 -1.02 0.74  AT5G24290 MEB2 -0.11 0.92 
     AT3G58060 MTPC3 NA NA 

Callose deposition to cell wall (GO:0052543)  AT5G03570 IREG2 -0.53 0.85 

Gene ID Gene name log2FC padj  AT3G18290 BTS -0.23 0.54 

AT5G46330 FLS2 -2.01 0.27  AT4G19690 IRT1 NA NA 

AT4G39950 CYP79B2 0.10 0.92  AT4G27870 - 0.19 0.54 

AT3G54640 TSA1 0.03 0.97  AT5G26820 IREG3 -0.69 0.05 

AT4G23100 GSH1 0.10 0.79  AT1G01580 FRO2 0.16 0.88 

AT4G26850 VTC2 0.09 0.89  AT4G27850 - 0.47 0.63 

AT1G24100 UGT74B1 0.02 0.98  AT3G56090 FER3 0.51 0.00 

AT5G57220 CYP81F2 0.41 0.79  AT4G27860 - -0.04 0.96 

AT1G59870 ABCG36 0.13 0.89  AT3G47640 BHLH47 0.33 0.42 

AT5G03280 EIN2 -0.08 0.84  AT3G61010 - -1.07 0.01 

AT1G66340 ETR1 -0.06 0.93  AT2G41240 BHLH100 NA NA 

AT5G44070 PCS1 0.03 0.97  AT1G76800 VTL2 1.10 0.01 

AT2G22330 CYP79B3 -0.96 0.23  AT5G67330 NRAMP4 0.08 0.95 

AT4G03550 CALS12 -0.09 0.85  AT5G01600 FER1 1.65 0.00 

AT4G31500 CYP83B1 0.19 0.68  AT3G25190 - 0.30 0.96 

AT1G18570 MYB51 0.22 0.89  AT1G21140 - 0.75 0.46 

AT2G44490 BGLU26 0.22 0.50  AT1G74770 - 0.14 0.90 

AT3G07160 ATGSL10 -0.31 0.34  AT4G04950 GRXS17 -0.05 0.96 

AT1G34350 - 0.10 0.85  AT4G03240 FH 0.04 0.96 

AT5G11630 - 0.01 0.99  AT5G04150 BHLH101 -0.65 0.86 

AT5G17310 UGP1 -0.05 0.95  AT2G01770 VIT1 -1.23 0.70 

AT1G06170 BHLH89 NA NA  AT2G40300 FER4 0.36 0.12 

AT2G31220 BHLH10 0.03 0.99  AT5G09830 BOLA2 0.16 0.79 

AT3G03250 UGP 0.15 0.57  AT3G07700 - -0.49 0.45 

AT5G61130 PDCB1 0.16 0.75  AT2G23150 NRAMP3 0.23 0.65 

AT1G77850 ARF17 0.11 0.96  AT4G34600 CIF2 -0.42 0.67 

AT5G50800 SWEET13 -2.21 0.28  AT1G66590 ATCOX19-1 -0.12 0.90 
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     AT5G64940 ATATH13 -0.71 0.00 
     AT1G51070 bHLH115 0.12 0.77 
     AT4G16370 ATOPT3 0.32 0.73 
     AT3G13440 - -0.04 0.96 
     AT2G16385 CIF1 -1.15 0.51 
     AT1G07030 - -0.02 0.98 
     AT1G58340 DTX48 -0.39 0.79 
     AT1G20110 FREE1 -0.12 0.77 
     AT2G30160 - 0.05 0.96 
     AT4G37650 SHR 0.32 0.37 
     AT5G51720 NEET NA NA 
     AT5G06410 - -0.10 0.89 

WT seedlings were germinated on +Pi media and transferred to +Pi and -Pi media; root tip material was collected 1DAT and was 
used for transcriptional analysis with RNA-seq.  Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences in mean expression of 
the genes between -Pi WT and +Pi WT across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 150-200 root tips, with negative 
values signifying lower transcript levels in -Pi WT. Adjusted p-values (padj) signify statistically significant changes after adjustment 
for multiple testing using FDR. Significantly differentially expressed genes according to cutoff thresholds (1< log2FC <-1, padj< 0.05) 
are marked with bold. NA values signify absence of detected transcripts. 

 

Suppl. Table 8 Significantly enriched GO terms of biological processes, common in Pi starved WT and pdr3 root tips (common 
phosphate starvation responsive DEGs). 

GO ID Term 
DEGs in 

Term 

Total 
mapped 

DEGs 

Total genes in 
Term 

FDR 

GO:0009642 response to light intensity 9 219 144 3E-03 
GO:0006979 response to oxidative stress 15 219 453 3E-03 
GO:0005991 trehalose metabolic process 5 219 24 3E-03 
GO:0055082 cellular chemical homeostasis 9 219 163 4E-03 
GO:0009646 response to absence of light 5 219 35 6E-03 
GO:0005984 disaccharide metabolic process 6 219 66 7E-03 
GO:0009311 oligosaccharide metabolic 

process 
7 219 108 9E-03 

GO:0048878 chemical homeostasis 12 219 352 9E-03 
GO:0055062 phosphate ion homeostasis 4 219 23 1E-02 
GO:0005992 trehalose biosynthetic process 4 219 22 1E-02 
GO:0072506 trivalent inorganic anion 

homeostasis 
4 219 23 1E-02 

GO:0050896 response to stimulus 73 219 6250 2E-02 
GO:0005975 carbohydrate metabolic process 22 219 1144 2E-02 
GO:0009743 response to carbohydrate 7 219 133 2E-02 
GO:0050801 ion homeostasis 9 219 229 2E-02 
GO:0044262 cellular carbohydrate metabolic 

process 
12 219 407 2E-02 

GO:0006873 cellular ion homeostasis 7 219 138 2E-02 
GO:0071484 cellular response to light intensity 3 219 10 2E-02 
GO:0055081 anion homeostasis 4 219 30 2E-02 
GO:0070413 trehalose metabolism in response 

to stress 
3 219 11 2E-02 
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GO:0019725 cellular homeostasis 10 219 314 2E-02 
GO:0098771 inorganic ion homeostasis 8 219 215 4E-02 
GO:0042592 homeostatic process 13 219 542 4E-02 
GO:0046351 disaccharide biosynthetic process 4 219 42 4E-02 

 

 

Suppl. Table 9 Significantly enriched GO terms of biological processes exclusively in Pi-starved pdr3 root tips. 

GO ID Term 
DEGs in 

Term 

Total 
mapped 

DEGs 

Total 
genes 

in 
Term 

FDR 

GO:0050896 response to stimulus 471 1379 6250 4E-20 

GO:0042221 response to chemical 262 1379 2853 6E-19 

GO:0010033 response to organic substance 192 1379 2023 2E-14 

GO:0009719 response to endogenous 
stimulus 

169 1379 1732 2E-13 

GO:0009725 response to hormone 150 1379 1631 7E-10 

GO:1901700 response to oxygen-containing 
compound 

144 1379 1557 1E-09 

GO:0006950 response to stress 263 1379 3506 2E-09 

GO:0010200 response to chitin 31 1379 134 2E-08 

GO:0010243 response to organonitrogen 
compound 

33 1379 166 1E-07 

GO:0009723 response to ethylene 45 1379 307 4E-07 

GO:0042744 hydrogen peroxide catabolic 
process 

22 1379 83 1E-06 

GO:1901698 response to nitrogen 
compound 

40 1379 264 1E-06 

GO:0009628 response to abiotic stimulus 160 1379 2022 2E-06 

GO:0006979 response to oxidative stress 55 1379 453 2E-06 

GO:0009607 response to biotic stimulus 110 1379 1253 4E-06 

GO:0044699 single-organism process 561 1379 9448 4E-06 

GO:0006952 defense response 129 1379 1566 5E-06 

GO:0042743 hydrogen peroxide metabolic 
process 

23 1379 104 5E-06 

GO:0071369 cellular response to ethylene 
stimulus 

33 1379 206 6E-06 

GO:0043207 response to external biotic 
stimulus 

105 1379 1212 1E-05 

GO:0051707 response to other organism 105 1379 1210 1E-05 

GO:0001101 response to acid chemical 103 1379 1181 1E-05 

GO:0009605 response to external stimulus 128 1379 1582 1E-05 

GO:0070887 cellular response to chemical 
stimulus 

98 1379 1176 1E-04 

GO:0051704 multi-organism process 125 1379 1631 2E-04 
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GO:0072593 reactive oxygen species 
metabolic process 

26 1379 169 2E-04 

GO:0009768 photosynthesis, light 
harvesting in photosystem I 

10 1379 23 3E-04 

GO:0010035 response to inorganic 
substance 

80 1379 926 3E-04 

GO:0032870 cellular response to hormone 
stimulus 

77 1379 879 3E-04 

GO:0009617 response to bacterium 47 1379 441 3E-04 

GO:0009873 ethylene-activated signaling 
pathway 

27 1379 185 3E-04 

GO:0045229 external encapsulating 
structure organization 

55 1379 551 3E-04 

GO:0000160 phosphorelay signal 
transduction system 

30 1379 225 4E-04 

GO:0071495 cellular response to 
endogenous stimulus 

77 1379 890 4E-04 

GO:0071555 cell wall organization 52 1379 518 4E-04 

GO:0072358 cardiovascular system 
development 

10 1379 26 5E-04 

GO:0001944 vasculature development 10 1379 26 5E-04 

GO:0072359 circulatory system 
development 

10 1379 26 5E-04 

GO:0009404 toxin metabolic process 14 1379 60 8E-04 

GO:0071310 cellular response to organic 
substance 

84 1379 1023 8E-04 

GO:0044710 single-organism metabolic 
process 

252 1379 3970 1E-03 

GO:0010411 xyloglucan metabolic process 13 1379 57 2E-03 

GO:0007154 cell communication 152 1379 2223 3E-03 

GO:0042742 defense response to 
bacterium 

37 1379 354 4E-03 

GO:0009765 photosynthesis, light 
harvesting 

11 1379 44 4E-03 

GO:0009266 response to temperature 
stimulus 

51 1379 559 4E-03 

GO:0098542 defense response to other 
organism 

75 1379 936 5E-03 

GO:0009737 response to abscisic acid 52 1379 578 5E-03 

GO:0097305 response to alcohol 52 1379 583 6E-03 

GO:0033993 response to lipid 63 1379 772 1E-02 

GO:0009636 response to toxic substance 16 1379 102 1E-02 

GO:0046351 disaccharide biosynthetic 
process 

10 1379 42 1E-02 

GO:0009755 hormone-mediated signaling 
pathway 

66 1379 821 1E-02 

GO:0009753 response to jasmonic acid 26 1379 225 1E-02 
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GO:1990267 response to transition metal 
nanoparticle 

17 1379 119 2E-02 

GO:0019748 secondary metabolic process 44 1379 492 2E-02 

GO:0010337 regulation of salicylic acid 
metabolic process 

6 1379 14 2E-02 

GO:0009644 response to high light intensity 13 1379 76 2E-02 

GO:0051716 cellular response to stimulus 181 1379 2856 2E-02 

GO:0005984 disaccharide metabolic 
process 

12 1379 66 2E-02 

GO:0055114 oxidation-reduction process 108 1379 1566 3E-02 

GO:0005975 carbohydrate metabolic 
process 

83 1379 1144 3E-02 

GO:0009620 response to fungus 48 1379 573 3E-02 

GO:0000302 response to reactive oxygen 
species 

20 1379 166 3E-02 

GO:0009733 response to auxin 37 1379 407 3E-02 

GO:0010039 response to iron ion 10 1379 51 3E-02 

GO:0044262 cellular carbohydrate 
metabolic process 

37 1379 407 3E-02 

GO:0044700 single organism signaling 131 1379 1995 4E-02 

GO:0023052 signaling 131 1379 1997 4E-02 

GO:0035556 intracellular signal 
transduction 

53 1379 660 4E-02 

GO:0009642 response to light intensity 18 1379 144 4E-02 

GO:0010410 hemicellulose metabolic 
process 

14 1379 96 4E-02 

GO:0007165 signal transduction 129 1379 1965 4E-02 

GO:0032101 regulation of response to 
external stimulus 

12 1379 74 4E-02 

GO:0071281 cellular response to iron ion 8 1379 35 5E-02 

GO:0009312 oligosaccharide biosynthetic 
process 

11 1379 65 5E-02 

GO:0071554 cell wall organization or 
biogenesis 

55 1379 704 5E-02 

 

 

Suppl. Table 10 Overview of PSR DEGs in pdr3 root tips, with an annotated function in defense. 

Gene ID 
Gene 
name 

log2FC padj 
Hormone 
pathway 

Gene ID 
Gene 
name 

log2FC padj 
Hormone 
pathway 

AT4G11393 - 9.38 8E-11  AT1G12200 - 1.52 2E-03  

AT3G23120 AtRLP38 7.28 3E-06  AT3G10190 CML36 1.51 1E-03  

AT4G29305 LCR25 6.75 4E-05  AT3G15356 LEC 1.50 3E-03 JA, SA, ET 

AT3G23240 ERF1B 5.97 5E-03 JA, ET AT2G43610 - 1.50 5E-04  

AT5G61890 ERF114 5.87 3E-07 ET AT3G23110 AtRLP37 1.44 5E-02  

AT2G02120 PDF2.1 5.61 5E-03  AT5G63020 - 1.44 4E-03  
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AT3G06490 MYB108 5.15 2E-02 JA, ET AT4G24180 TLP1 1.43 5E-05 ET 

AT5G06720 PER53 5.12 4E-20  AT4G04220 AtRLP46 1.41 4E-02  

AT5G10380 ATL55 5.05 2E-03  AT3G26830 CYP71B15 1.40 3E-03  

AT1G53940 GLIP2 4.82 3E-02 JA, SA, ET AT3G50970 XERO2 1.38 6E-07  

AT5G26920 CBP60G 3.99 3E-17  AT1G33590 - 1.36 1E-03  

AT1G74930 ERF018 3.72 5E-03 ET AT1G33560 ADR1 1.34 1E-14  

AT1G31290 AGO3 3.71 6E-03  AT2G39730 RCA 1.33 2E-03 JA 

AT1G59620 CW9 3.62 2E-02  AT5G36925 - 1.32 2E-02  

AT5G47220 ERF2 3.61 3E-06 JA, ET AT3G52430 PAD4 1.31 4E-06 JA, SA, ET 

AT3G26450 - 3.38 1E-03  AT2G39660 BIK1 1.28 1E-08 SA 

AT3G14210 ESM1 3.12 3E-04  AT4G19700 BOI 1.27 3E-08  

AT1G63750 - 2.99 1E-09  AT2G31865 PARG2 1.25 5E-02  

AT1G66090 - 2.98 4E-05  AT5G46050 NPF5.2 1.23 5E-08 JA, SA 

AT1G20160 CRSP 2.84 5E-04  AT2G40880 CYS3 1.22 2E-02  

AT2G44840 ERF13 2.81 1E-08 ET AT4G12720 AtNUDT7 1.21 6E-09  

AT1G72930 TIR 2.78 4E-08  AT3G50260 ERF011 1.21 4E-06 ET 

AT3G04220 - 2.72 1E-05  AT1G07570 APK1A 1.19 9E-06  

AT1G02920 GSTF7 2.71 2E-07  AT4G01250 WRKY22 1.18 2E-03  

AT1G23120 - 2.63 9E-06  AT5G61420 MYB28 1.18 1E-02 JA, SA 

AT1G05760 RTM1 2.59 3E-09  AT5G47550 CYS5 1.17 2E-02  

AT3G25510 - 2.56 1E-02  AT2G22300 CAMTA3 1.16 2E-03  

AT2G02100 PDF2.2 2.49 4E-09  AT3G09260 BGLU23 1.16 2E-04  

AT3G58350 RTM3 2.36 8E-08  AT4G39950 CYP79B2 1.16 7E-04  

AT5G04890 RTM2 2.27 5E-09  AT2G02130 PDF2.3 1.14 7E-06  

AT1G72900 - 2.20 7E-07  AT3G18490 ASPG1 1.12 2E-04  

AT3G49120 PER34 2.20 7E-04  AT1G09090 RBOHB 1.11 6E-03  

AT4G24250 MLO13 2.19 1E-06  AT1G35260 MLP165 1.11 1E-03  

AT1G73805 SARD1 2.17 1E-03  AT3G29160 KIN11 1.09 1E-03  

AT4G35480 ATL45 2.14 5E-05  AT1G72850 - 1.08 5E-03  

AT3G07040 RPM1 2.10 5E-04  AT3G45640 MPK3 1.07 1E-03  

AT5G46350 WRKY8 2.08 1E-03  AT3G28740 CYP81D11 1.07 4E-05  

AT3G50930 HSR4 2.07 3E-13 SA AT5G09440 EXL4 1.06 1E-02  

AT3G59930 - 2.07 1E-04  AT1G58410 RXW24L 1.06 2E-04  

AT5G38350 - 2.03 2E-03  AT2G40140 CZF1 1.06 2E-03  

AT2G32140 - 2.02 4E-02  AT5G06320 NHL3 1.05 1E-03 SA 

AT3G56400 WRKY70 1.98 2E-04 JA, SA AT1G28380 NSL1 1.05 3E-02 SA 

AT3G02150 TCP13 1.97 1E-03  AT5G04720 ADR1-L2 1.03 2E-04  

AT4G02520 GSTF2 1.90 3E-03  AT5G44510 TAO1 1.01 3E-05  

AT2G05940 RIPK 1.83 5E-05  AT3G48990 AAE3 1.01 4E-05  

AT3G44630 - 1.81 4E-04  AT4G38540 MO2 1.00 2E-05  

AT4G17490 ERF6 1.74 1E-05 ET AT2G22000 PEP6 -1.00 3E-02  

AT5G60270 LECRK17 1.72 3E-03  AT2G33210 HSP60-2 -1.15 2E-05  

AT5G64810 WRKY51 1.66 1E-12 JA AT2G25620 AtDBP1 -1.16 7E-03  

AT4G37410 CYP81F4 1.66 2E-14  AT4G00360 CYP86A2 -1.19 2E-03  

AT1G15010 - 1.65 4E-02  AT1G58170 DIR19 -1.27 4E-02  
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AT5G61600 ERF104 1.64 5E-05 ET AT4G20260 PCAP1 -1.27 5E-08  

AT4G31800 WRKY18 1.61 3E-03 SA AT4G18760 RLP51 -1.34 3E-07  

AT4G17500 ERF1A 1.60 4E-04 ET AT5G52640 HSP90-1 -1.35 3E-04  

AT4G11170 - 1.59 6E-03  AT2G26330 ERECTA -1.45 2E-02  

AT1G72920 - 1.59 1E-04  AT1G61560 MLO6 -1.75 5E-03  

AT1G30990 - 1.59 3E-09  AT1G27950 LTPG1 -1.84 1E-08  

AT5G13220 JAZ10 1.59 6E-03 JA AT4G23670 - -1.85 3E-02  

AT5G20230 BCB 1.56 3E-03  AT2G19190 SIRK -1.86 3E-02  

AT1G12010 - 1.56 3E-04  AT4G33220 PME44 -1.98 1E-03  

AT1G75380 BBD1 1.55 9E-04  AT1G02205 CER1 -2.13 1E-06  

AT3G01080 WRKY58 1.54 7E-04  AT1G53130 GRI -2.30 8E-06 JA, SA 

AT1G14370 PBL2 1.53 1E-07  AT1G64670 BDG1 -2.37 2E-02  

AT5G41750 - 1.53 8E-03  AT4G11210 DIR14 -2.43 3E-07  

Pdr3 seedlings were germinated on +Pi media and transferred to +Pi and -Pi conditions; root tip material was collected 1DAT and 
transcriptional analysis was performed with RNA-seq. Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences in mean 
expression of the genes between pdr3 -Pi and pdr3 +Pi across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 150-200 root tips, 
with negative values signifying lower transcript levels in pdr3 +Pi. Adjusted p-values (padj) signify statistically significant changes 
after adjustment for multiple testing using FDR. 
 

 

Suppl. Table 11 Overview of PSR DEGs in pdr3 root tips, with an annotated function in the indicated GO terms. 

Response to bacterium 
(GO:0009617) 

Response to fungus 
(GO:0009620) 

Response to chitin  
(GO:0010200) 

Gene ID Gene name log2FC Gene ID 
Gene 
name 

log2FC Gene ID 
Gene 
name 

log2FC  

AT5G10380 ATL55 5.05 AT4G11393 - 9.38 AT3G44350 anac061 6.15  

AT1G53940 GLIP2 4.82 AT4G29305 LCR25 6.75 AT2G17040 anac036 5.10  

AT5G26920 CBP60G 3.99 AT1G17420 LOX3 5.90 AT5G10380 ATL55 5.05  

AT5G47220 ERF2 3.61 AT5G61890 ERF114 5.87 AT2G46400 WRKY46 3.66  

AT3G14210 ESM1 3.12 AT2G02120 PDF2.1 5.61 AT5G47220 ERF2 3.61  

AT1G20160 CRSP 2.84 AT3G06490 MYB108 5.15 AT1G51700 DOF1.7 3.52  

AT1G02920 GSTF7 2.71 AT5G10380 ATL55 5.05 AT2G44840 ERF13 2.81  

AT3G49120 PER34 2.20 AT5G26920 CBP60G 3.99 AT1G34180 anac016 2.43  

AT1G73805 SARD1 2.17 AT1G02920 GSTF7 2.71 AT4G35480 ATL45 2.14  

AT5G46350 WRKY8 2.08 AT2G02100 PDF2.2 2.49 AT3G56400 WRKY70 1.98  

AT3G50930 HSR4 2.07 AT3G49120 PER34 2.20 AT3G23250 MYB15 1.95  

AT3G56400 WRKY70 1.98 AT5G46350 WRKY8 2.08 AT1G27730 ZAT10 1.80  

AT4G02520 GSTF2 1.90 AT3G59930 - 2.07 AT4G17490 ERF6 1.74  

AT4G09950 IAN13 1.84 AT3G56400 WRKY70 1.98 AT4G18880 HSFA4A 1.67  

AT2G05940 RIPK 1.83 AT4G02520 GSTF2 1.90 AT4G31800 WRKY18 1.61  

AT1G61340 - 1.76 AT2G35940 BLH1 1.80 AT4G33050 EDA39 1.60  

AT3G44300 NIT2 1.73 AT5G38280 PR5K 1.72 AT4G17500 ERF1A 1.60  

AT5G64810 WRKY51 1.66 AT5G64810 WRKY51 1.66 AT5G51190 ERF105 1.59  

AT4G31800 WRKY18 1.61 AT1G15010 - 1.65 AT5G03720 HSFA3 1.57  
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AT4G24180 TLP1 1.43 AT5G61600 ERF104 1.64 AT3G55980 SZF1 1.57  

AT1G33970 IAN9 1.43 AT4G31800 WRKY18 1.61 AT3G15356 LEC 1.50  

AT3G26830 CYP71B15 1.40 AT5G20230 BCB 1.56 AT3G56770 
BHLH10

7 
1.25  

AT1G33560 ADR1 1.34 AT1G75380 BBD1 1.55 AT3G50260 ERF011 1.21  

AT2G39730 RCA 1.33 AT1G12200 - 1.52 AT2G23320 WRKY15 1.19  

AT3G52430 PAD4 1.31 AT3G10190 CML36 1.51 AT4G01250 WRKY22 1.18  

AT4G19700 BOI 1.27 AT3G15356 LEC 1.50 AT4G33940 - 1.17  

AT5G46050 NPF5.2 1.23 AT3G26830 
CYP71B1

5 
1.40 AT4G26400 - 1.09  

AT4G12720 AtNUDT7 1.21 AT3G50970 XERO2 1.38 AT4G37260 MYB73 1.09  

AT3G50260 ERF011 1.21 AT3G10985 SAG20 1.30 AT3G45640 MPK3 1.07  

AT5G61420 MYB28 1.18 AT2G39660 BIK1 1.28 AT2G40140 CZF1 1.06  

AT2G22300 CAMTA3 1.16 AT4G19700 BOI 1.27 AT2G26150 HSFA2 -1.25  

AT4G39950 CYP79B2 1.16 AT2G31865 PARG2 1.25     

AT3G45640 MPK3 1.07 AT5G61420 MYB28 1.18     

AT3G53180 - 1.06 AT2G22300 CAMTA3 1.16     

AT5G06320 NHL3 1.05 AT3G09260 BGLU23 1.16     

AT5G04720 ADR1-L2 1.03 AT2G02130 PDF2.3 1.14     

AT5G44510 TAO1 1.01 AT1G37130 NIA2 1.14     

AT4G20260 PCAP1 -1.27 AT5G09440 EXL4 1.06     

AT4G18760 RLP51 -1.34 AT2G40140 CZF1 1.06     

AT5G52640 HSP90-1 -1.35 AT3G25780 AOC3 1.05     

AT2G26330 ERECTA -1.45 AT3G48990 AAE3 1.01     

AT5G03760 CSLA9 -1.65 AT4G38540 MO2 1.00     

AT4G23670 - -1.85 AT5G16590 LRR1 -1.23     

AT2G19190 SIRK -1.86 AT2G26330 ERECTA -1.45     

AT4G33220 PME44 -1.98 AT1G61560 MLO6 -1.75     

AT1G02205 CER1 -2.13 AT1G27950 LTPG1 -1.84     

AT1G53130 GRI -2.30 AT1G02205 CER1 -2.13     

   AT1G64670 BDG1 -2.37     

Pdr3 seedlings were germinated on +Pi media and transferred to +Pi and -Pi conditions; root tip material was collected 1DAT and 
transcriptional analysis was performed with RNA-seq. Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences in mean 
expression of the genes between pdr3 -Pi and pdr3 +Pi across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 150-200 root tips, 
with negative values signifying lower transcript levels in pdr3 +Pi. All of the above-mentioned genes showed statistically significant 
adjusted p-values (padj<0.05), after adjustment for multiple testing using FDR. 

 

Suppl. Table 12 List of GSL-related DEGs in pdr3 shoots at control conditions.  

Locus 
Gene 
name 

Full name log2FC padj Function Pathway 

AT1G62540 FMO-GSOX2 FLAVIN-
MONOOXYGENASE 
GLUCOSINOLATE S-
OXYGENASE 2 

-2.20 2E-07 Biosynthesis Aliphatic 
GSL 

AT5G23020 MAM3 METHYLTHIOALKYMALAT
E SYNTHASE-LIKE 3 

-2.03 2E-14 Biosynthesis Aliphatic 
GSL 
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AT1G54040 ESP EPITHIOSPECIFIER 
PROTEIN 

-1.77 2E-05 Catabolism 

AT5G07700 MYB76 MYB DOMAIN PROTEIN 76 -1.34 5E-03 Regulation Aliphatic 
GSL 

AT1G16410 CYP79F1 CYTOCHROME P450, 
FAMILY 79, SUBFAMILY F, 
POLYPEPTIDE 1 

-1.14 2E-04 Biosynthesis Aliphatic 
GSL 

AT1G66280 BGLU22 BETA-GLUCOSIDASE 22  1.84 7E-06 Catabolism 

AT1G66270 BGLU21 BETA-GLUCOSIDASE 21 3.16 7E-06 Catabolism 

AT1G47600 TGG4 MYROSINASE 4 4.73 5E-05 Catabolism 
WT and pdr3 seedlings were germinated on +Pi media and transferred to +Pi media; root material was collected 1DAT and 
transcriptional analysis was performed with RNA-seq. Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences in mean 
expression of the genes between pdr3 and WT roots across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 25 shoots, with 
negative values signifying lower transcript levels in the mutant. Adjusted p-values (padj) signify statistically significant changes 
after adjustment for multiple testing using FDR. 

 

Suppl. Table 13. Overview of DEGs in pdr3 root tissue, related to GSL metabolism and regulation. 

Gene ID Gene name log2FC padj Function Pathway 

AT5G61420 MYB28 -1.18 4.41E-15 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT5G14200 IMD1 -1.36 2.06E-14 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT2G25450 GSL-OH -1.39 5.19E-13 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT4G12030 BAT5 -1.5 2.27E-14 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT5G23020 MAM3 -1.55 9.10E-15 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT2G43100 IPMI2 -1.62 1.58E-04 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT1G74090 SOT18 -1.64 1.06E-13 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT1G16400 CYP79F2 -1.64 1.82E-04 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT1G18590 SOT17 -1.66 1.28E-15 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT3G19710 BCAT4 -1.81 2.80E-05 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT2G31790 UGT74C1 -1.89 1.46E-17 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT5G23010 MAM1 -1.99 1.15E-04 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT3G58990 IPMI1 -2.02 1.22E-05 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT4G13770 CYP83A1 -2.41 4.68E-12 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT1G62540 FMO-GSOX2 -2.95 7.94E-03 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT1G62560 FMO-GSOX3 -4.32 3.82E-23 Biosynthesis Aliphatic GSL 

AT4G39950 CYP79B2 -1.04 2.51E-06 Biosynthesis Indolic GSL 

AT4G37410 CYP81F4 -1.33 6.03E-13 Biosynthesis Indolic GSL 

AT1G21100 IGMT1 -2.66 6.80E-11 Biosynthesis Indolic GSL 

AT1G27130 GSTU13 -1.03 4.62E-12 Catabolism Aliphatic GSL 

AT3G16390 NSP3 -1.57 1.69E-03 Catabolism Aliphatic GSL 

AT5G28510 BGLU24 -1.52 3.25E-02 Catabolism Unknown 

AT1G18570 MYB51 1.38 2.53E-04 Regulation Indolic GSL 
5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi growth medium were transferred to fresh +Pi media. Root tips were harvested 1DAT and 
were used for RNA extraction and transcriptional analysis via RNA-seq. Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences 
in mean expression of the genes between pdr3 and WT roots across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 50 roots, with 
negative values signifying lower transcript levels in the mutant. Adjusted p-values (padj) signify statistically significant changes 
after adjustment for multiple testing using FDR. 
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Suppl. Table 14 Overview of absolute GSL content in roots of 6-days-old Arabidopsis seedlings. 

1 DAT WT pdr3  

Analyte Pi Mean Abs. Conc. SD Abs. Conc. n Mean Abs. Conc. SD Abs. Conc. n 

4MTB 
+Pi 0.03 0.01 4 0.13 0.06 4 

-Pi 0.06 0.04 4 0.08 0.03 4 

5MTP 
+Pi 0.01 0.00 8 0.02 0.00 7 

-Pi 0.01 0.01 8 0.02 0.00 7 

6MSOH 
+Pi 0.03 0.01 8 0.02 0.01 8 

-Pi 0.04 0.02 7 0.02 0.01 8 

6MTH 
+Pi 0.06 0.01 7 0.04 0.01 7 

-Pi 0.04 0.01 7 0.03 0.01 8 

7MSOH 
+Pi 0.18 0.04 7 0.12 0.03 8 

-Pi 0.19 0.06 8 0.12 0.01 8 

7MTH 
+Pi 0.39 0.11 7 0.28 0.07 8 

-Pi 0.20 0.07 7 0.19 0.05 7 

8MSOO 
+Pi 1.30 0.39 8 0.80 0.10 7 

-Pi 1.36 0.40 7 0.70 0.17 8 

8MTO 
+Pi 1.31 0.28 8 0.84 0.21 7 

-Pi 1.12 0.33 8 0.52 0.11 8 

I3M 
+Pi 0.24 0.07 8 0.25 0.06 8 

-Pi 0.23 0.09 8 0.20 0.04 8 

1MOI3M 
+Pi 0.96 0.20 8 0.47 0.15 8 

-Pi 0.72 0.25 7 0.35 0.11 8 

4MOI3M 
+Pi 0.05 0.02 8 0.05 0.02 8 

-Pi 0.04 0.01 7 0.06 0.02 8 
        

Total SA 
+Pi 0.04   0.15   

-Pi 0.07   0.10   

Total LA 
(MTH) 

+Pi 1.75   1.16   

-Pi 1.35   0.74   

Total LA 
(MS) 

+Pi 1.52   0.94   

-Pi 1.59   0.84   

Total Indolic 
+Pi 1.25   0.77   

-Pi 0.98   0.60   

5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi growth medium were transferred to +Pi or -Pi conditions; root tissue was harvested 1 DAT 
and was used for GSL extraction and HPLC-MS analysis. For each sample, the absolute GSL concentration was normalized to the 

fresh weight (μg/mg). The mean content of each GSL compound from two independent experiments (±SD) is presented here, 
consisting of 3-4 technical replicates, each containing a pool of ~8 roots. Abbreviations: Abs. Conc., Absolute Concentration; 
SD, Standard Deviation; n, number of samples; SA: Short Aliphatic GSLs; LA (MTH), Long Aliphatic methylthiolalkyl GSLs; 
LA (MS), Long Aliphatic methylsulfinyllalkyl GSLs. 
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Suppl. Table 15 Overview of absolute GSL content in roots of 9-days-old Arabidopsis seedlings. 

4 DAT WT pdr3 hdc1 OxP3 

Analyte Pi 
Mean 
Abs. 

Conc. 

SD 
Abs. 

Conc. 
n 

Mean 
Abs. 

Conc. 

SD 
Abs. 

Conc. 
n 

Mean 
Abs. 

Conc. 

SD 
Abs. 

Conc. 
n 

Mean 
Abs. 

Conc. 

SD 
Abs. 

Conc. 
n 

4MTB 
 +Pi 0.01 0.00 20 0.04 0.02 20 0.02 0.00 20 0.01 0.01 16 

 -Pi 0.01 0.01 20 0.07 0.05 20 0.26 1.07 20 0.01 0.01 16 

5MTP 
 +Pi 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.01 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.00 0.00 16 

 -Pi 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.01 24 0.05 0.20 23 0.01 0.00 16 

6MSOH 
 +Pi 0.03 0.01 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.02 0.01 24 0.03 0.01 16 

 -Pi 0.06 0.02 23 0.03 0.01 24 0.05 0.04 23 0.05 0.02 16 

6MTH 
 +Pi 0.06 0.01 24 0.03 0.01 24 0.05 0.02 24 0.06 0.02 16 

 -Pi 0.06 0.03 24 0.04 0.01 24 0.07 0.09 23 0.06 0.02 16 

7MSOH 
 +Pi 0.19 0.06 24 0.05 0.03 23 0.09 0.04 24 0.16 0.06 16 

 -Pi 0.47 0.16 23 0.17 0.06 24 0.36 0.24 23 0.42 0.14 16 

7MTH 
 +Pi 0.40 0.10 24 0.17 0.08 23 0.31 0.13 24 0.38 0.12 16 

 -Pi 0.37 0.19 24 0.17 0.08 24 0.38 0.38 23 0.39 0.14 16 

8MSOO 
 +Pi 1.20 0.34 24 0.31 0.17 24 0.51 0.16 24 1.13 0.44 16 

 -Pi 2.53 1.02 24 0.92 0.35 24 2.07 1.39 23 2.66 1.41 16 

8MTO 
 +Pi 1.73 0.46 24 0.71 0.39 24 1.29 0.28 24 1.71 0.68 16 

 -Pi 1.20 0.48 24 0.59 0.27 23 1.18 0.68 23 1.35 0.47 16 

1MOI3M 
 +Pi 1.01 0.30 24 0.36 0.11 24 0.47 0.14 24 0.89 0.23 16 

 -Pi 0.98 0.53 24 0.72 0.18 23 0.78 0.37 23 0.91 0.26 16 

4MOI3M 
 +Pi 0.06 0.02 24 0.10 0.04 24 0.10 0.05 24 0.13 0.08 16 

 -Pi 0.07 0.03 24 0.09 0.07 24 0.12 0.13 23 0.30 0.74 16 

I3M 
 +Pi 0.22 0.07 24 0.19 0.09 24 0.17 0.05 24 0.18 0.06 16 

 -Pi 0.46 0.25 24 0.54 0.16 24 0.39 0.11 23 0.39 0.09 16 
              

Total SA 
+Pi 0.02   0.05   0.03   0.01   
-Pi 0.02   0.09   0.32   0.02   

Total LA 
(MTH) 

+Pi 2.19   0.91   1.64   2.14   
-Pi 1.63   0.80   1.64   1.80   

Total LA 
(MS) 

+Pi 1.42   0.37   0.62   1.32   
-Pi 3.06   1.11   2.48   3.14   

Total 
Indolic 

+Pi 1.30   0.64   0.74   1.19   
-Pi 1.50   1.34   1.30   1.60   

5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi growth medium were transferred to +Pi or -Pi conditions; root tissue was harvested 4 DAT 
and was used for GSL extraction and HPLC-MS analysis. For each sample, the absolute GSL concentration was normalized to the 

fresh weight (μg/mg). The mean content of each GSL compound from four-six independent experiment (±SD) is presented here, 
each consisting of 3-4 technical replicates, containing a pool of ~8 roots. Abbreviations: Abs. Conc., Absolute Concentration; 
SD, Standard Deviation; n, number of samples; SA: Short Aliphatic GSLs; LA (MTH), Long Aliphatic methylthiolalkyl GSLs; 
LA (MS), Long Aliphatic methylsulfinyllalkyl GSLs; DAT, day after transfer. 
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Suppl. Table 16 Overview of absolute GSL content in shoots of 9-days-old Arabidopsis seedlings. 

4 DAT WT pdr3 hdc1 OxP3 

Analyte Pi 
Mean 
Abs. 

Conc. 

SD 
Abs. 

Conc. 
n 

Mean 
Abs. 

Conc. 

SD 
Abs. 

Conc. 
n 

Mean 
Abs. 

Conc. 

SD 
Abs. 

Conc. 
n 

Mean 
Abs. 

Conc. 

SD 
Abs. 

Conc. 
n 

3MSOP 
+Pi 0.04 0.01 20 0.02 0.01 20 0.02 0.01 20 0.03 0.01 16 

-Pi 0.04 0.01 20 0.03 0.01 20 0.04 0.02 20 0.04 0.01 16 

3MTP 
+Pi 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.00 16 

-Pi 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.00 16 

4MSOB 
+Pi 0.60 0.17 24 0.45 0.20 24 0.41 0.15 24 0.56 0.18 16 

-Pi 0.83 0.30 24 0.72 0.31 24 0.71 0.28 24 0.77 0.36 16 

4MTB 
+Pi 1.46 0.26 24 1.67 0.28 24 1.24 0.28 24 1.20 0.30 16 

-Pi 1.75 0.52 24 2.20 0.48 24 1.59 0.68 24 1.49 0.42 16 

5MTP 
+Pi 0.23 0.06 24 0.26 0.06 24 0.22 0.05 24 0.20 0.06 16 

-Pi 0.28 0.09 24 0.36 0.08 24 0.32 0.14 24 0.26 0.08 16 

6MSOH 
+Pi 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.01 0.01 16 

-Pi 0.02 0.01 24 0.01 0.00 24 0.02 0.01 24 0.02 0.01 16 

6MTH 
+Pi 0.11 0.03 24 0.10 0.03 24 0.12 0.03 24 0.11 0.03 16 

-Pi 0.12 0.04 24 0.13 0.04 24 0.16 0.06 24 0.12 0.03 16 

7MSOH 
+Pi 0.03 0.01 24 0.02 0.01 24 0.03 0.01 24 0.03 0.01 16 

-Pi 0.07 0.02 24 0.05 0.01 24 0.09 0.04 24 0.06 0.01 16 

7MTH 
+Pi 0.40 0.12 24 0.38 0.11 24 0.48 0.12 24 0.37 0.15 16 

-Pi 0.47 0.14 24 0.53 0.16 24 0.66 0.24 24 0.44 0.14 16 

8MSOO 
+Pi 0.15 0.05 24 0.06 0.03 24 0.08 0.03 24 0.14 0.06 16 

-Pi 0.22 0.07 24 0.24 0.07 24 0.36 0.23 24 0.20 0.05 16 

8MTO 
+Pi 0.58 0.16 24 0.47 0.14 24 0.63 0.16 24 0.54 0.23 16 

-Pi 0.59 0.18 24 0.71 0.22 24 0.91 0.32 24 0.57 0.18 16 

1MOI3M 
+Pi 0.38 0.14 20 0.15 0.05 20 0.15 0.06 20 0.38 0.12 16 

-Pi 0.28 0.09 20 0.18 0.12 20 0.23 0.13 20 0.29 0.07 16 

4MOI3M 
+Pi 0.22 0.07 24 0.17 0.05 24 0.17 0.05 24 0.31 0.16 16 

-Pi 0.27 0.07 24 0.26 0.11 24 0.22 0.06 24 0.45 0.11 16 

I3M 
+Pi 0.83 0.15 24 0.71 0.22 24 0.54 0.15 24 0.78 0.21 16 

-Pi 1.15 0.33 24 1.08 0.28 24 0.90 0.35 24 1.30 0.29 16 
              

Total SA 
+Pi 2.32   2.41   1.90   2.00   
-Pi 2.91   3.32   2.66   2.56   

Total LA 
(MTH) 

+Pi 1.09   0.95   1.23   1.01   
-Pi 1.18   1.38   1.73   1.13   

Total LA 
(MS) 

+Pi 0.20   0.08   0.11   0.19   
-Pi 0.31   0.31   0.47   0.28   

Total 
Indolic 

+Pi 1.43   1.03   0.85   1.47   
-Pi 1.69   1.52   1.35   2.04   
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Suppl. Table 16 Overview of absolute GSL content in shoots of 9-do Arabidopsis seedlings (cont.). 

5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi growth medium were transferred to +Pi or -Pi conditions; shoot tissue was harvested 4 DAT 

and was used for GSL extraction and HPLC-MS analysis. For each sample, the absolute GSL concentration was normalized to the 

fresh weight (μg/mg). The mean content of each GSL compound from four-six independent experiment (±SD) is presented here, each 

consisting of 3-4 technical replicates, containing a pool of 3-4 shoots. Abbreviations: Abs. Conc., Absolute Concentration; SD, 

Standard Deviation; n, number of samples; SA: Short Aliphatic GSLs; LA (MTH), Long Aliphatic methylthiolalkyl GSLs; LA (MS), Long 

Aliphatic methylsulfinyllalkyl GSLs; DAT, day after transfer. 

 

Suppl. Table 17 Overview of the expression of genes participating in regulation of glucosinolate biosynthesis in pdr3 roots. 

Locus Gene name log2FC padj 

AT3G09710 IQD1 0.88 2E-11 

AT1G32640 MYC2 -0.83 2E-07 

AT5G60890 MYB34 -0.57 7E-06 

AT1G18570 MYB51 1.38 3E-04 

AT5G46760 MYC3 -0.42 2E-03 

AT2G46830 CCA1 0.31 1E-01 

AT3G06250 FRS7 0.24 1E-01 

AT1G07640 OBP2 -0.36 1E-01 

AT3G23590 MED33A 0.20 2E-01 

AT4G17880 MYC4 -0.21 2E-01 

AT5G11260 HY5 0.20 2E-01 

AT5G48850 SDI1 0.41 3E-01 

AT1G25540 MED25 0.14 4E-01 

AT2G22300 CAMTA3 -0.16 4E-01 

AT5G18960 FRS12 0.12 5E-01 

AT1G73730 EIL3 0.13 5E-01 

AT1G74080 MYB122 -0.17 8E-01 

AT1G04770 SDI2 0.10 9E-01 

AT5G07690 MYB29 NA NA 

AT5G07700 MYB76 NA NA 
    

AT1G73730 EIL3 0.13 0.51 

AT4G36730 GBF1 -0.44 0.01 

AT3G17609 HYH 0.20 0.40 

AT2G35530 BZIP16 0.20 0.30 

AT1G75390 BZIP44 0.15 0.37 
5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi growth medium were transferred to fresh +Pi media. Root tissue was harvested 1DAT and 
was used for RNA extraction and transcriptional analysis via RNA-seq. Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences 
in mean expression of the genes between pdr3 and WT roots across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 50 roots, with 
negative values signifying lower transcript levels in the mutant. Adjusted p-values (padj) signify statistically significant changes 
after adjustment for multiple testing using FDR. Significantly differentially expressed genes according to cutoff thresholds (1< 
log2FC< -1, padj< 0.05) are marked with bold. NA values signify absence of detected transcripts. List of genes participating in this 
GO term were obtained from TAIR, while the 5 genes at the bottom of the table are participating in SDI1/2 regulation as described 
in Rakpenthai et al., 2022.  
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Suppl. Table 18 Overview of the expression of DEGs in pdr3 roots, with a function in transcription (GO:0006350). 

Locus Gene 
name 

log2FC padj 
 

Locus Gene 
name 

log2FC padj 

AT5G25470 - 2.36 3E-02 
 

AT4G25400 - -1.01 4E-05 

AT3G02150 TCP13 2.18 4E-03 
 

AT4G18130 PHYE -1.05 6E-08 

AT1G75250 ATRL6 2.04 3E-03 
 

AT4G21750 ATML1 -1.10 4E-04 

AT3G16980 NRPB9A 2.01 2E-07 
 

AT5G10970 - -1.11 2E-05 

AT4G33280 - 2.00 4E-02 
 

AT5G03680 PTL -1.11 4E-04 

AT2G46400 WRKY46 1.99 1E-02 
 

AT1G62975 BHLH125 -1.11 2E-06 

AT5G58610 - 1.79 1E-09 
 

AT4G05100 AtMYB74 -1.15 2E-03 

AT1G05230 HDG2 1.55 1E-04 
 

AT3G50410 DOF3.4 -1.18 1E-02 

AT2G36270 ABI5 1.49 3E-04 
 

AT5G61420 MYB28 -1.18 4E-15 

AT4G38340 NLP3 1.43 2E-10 
 

AT5G23000 RAX1 -1.18 4E-02 

AT5G65330 AGL78 1.41 7E-03 
 

AT2G20180 PIF1 -1.21 5E-02 

AT1G18570 MYB51 1.38 3E-04 
 

AT1G30210 TCP24 -1.30 7E-04 

AT2G22540 SVP 1.36 6E-09 
 

AT2G46680 ATHB-7 -1.36 1E-13 

AT5G62165 AGL42 1.36 4E-07 
 

AT5G57980 NRPB5L1 -1.37 1E-11 

AT1G70920 ATHB-X 1.33 1E-03 
 

AT5G53980 ATHB-52 -1.40 3E-03 

AT1G22490 - 1.30 3E-04 
 

AT2G39250 SNZ -1.43 7E-05 

AT5G64810 WRKY51 1.23 1E-05 
 

AT1G48000 MYB112 -1.45 6E-03 

AT1G26680 - 1.20 4E-06 
 

AT3G25990 GT-4 -1.46 5E-02 

AT3G02790 MBS1 1.16 9E-16 
 

AT3G61890 ATHB-12 -1.51 9E-04 

AT1G02580 MEA 1.12 7E-03 
 

AT1G46768 RAP2-1 -1.58 2E-04 

AT5G65320 BHLH99 1.11 2E-08 
 

AT5G51190 ERF105 -1.69 2E-02 

AT1G06170 BHLH89 1.10 2E-03 
 

AT4G25410 BHLH126 -1.73 8E-11 

AT2G40340 DREB2C 1.09 6E-03 
 

AT4G04450 WRKY42 -1.78 1E-04      
AT5G67180 TOE3 -1.79 5E-02      
AT5G52260 AtMYB19 -1.87 3E-03      
AT5G51790 - -1.91 2E-06      
AT4G00050 UNE10 -2.18 1E-03      
AT4G25480 DREB1A -2.29 5E-02      
AT4G16610 - -4.44 2E-15 

5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi growth medium were transferred to fresh +Pi media. Root tissue was harvested 1DAT and 
was used for RNA extraction and transcriptional analysis via RNA-seq. Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences 
in mean expression of the genes between pdr3 and WT roots across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 50 roots, with 
negative values signifying lower transcript levels in the mutant (columns on the right of the table). Adjusted p-values (padj) signify 
statistically significant changes after adjustment for multiple testing using FDR.  
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Suppl. Table 19 Overview of the expression of genes participating in regulation of chlorophyll biosynthesis (left) or 
photosynthesis (right) in pdr3 root tips. 

Regulation of chlorophyll metabolic process Regulation of photosynthesis 

Locus 
Gene 
name 

Log2FC padj Locus 
Gene 
name 

Log2FC padj 

AT4G14690 ELIP2 0.98 0  AT2G47400 CP12-1 0.96 0 

AT3G22840 ELIP1 0.74 0.01  AT2G30570 PSBW 1.92 0 

AT5G40850 UPM1 0.45 0.01  AT1G55670 PSAG 1.36 0.01 

AT2G20570 GLK1 -2.8 0.1  AT1G71500 - 0.67 0.07 

AT5G56860 GATA21 -2.12 0.12  AT1G67740 PSBY 0.87 0.12 

AT1G27320 AHK3 0.39 0.29  AT3G03380 DEGP7 -0.36 0.16 

AT5G35750 AHK2 -0.44 0.35  AT4G00630 KEA2 -0.38 0.2 

AT3G04060 anac046 0.36 0.4  AT1G61800 GPT2 1.69 0.25 

AT5G58270 ABCB25 -0.27 0.5  AT1G68890 PHYLLO -0.77 0.3 

AT1G20780 PUB44 0.19 0.54  AT1G32070 NSI 0.35 0.32 

AT2G42810 PAPP5 -0.17 0.57  AT3G15850 ADS3 0.31 0.39 

AT1G69935 SHW1 -0.5 0.57  AT1G77510 PDIL1-2 0.27 0.45 

AT4G31920 ARR10 0.16 0.62  AT4G04020 PAP1 -0.38 0.45 

AT3G22690 - -0.28 0.63  AT5G01920 STN8 0.32 0.47 

AT5G50920 CLPC1 0.16 0.64  AT1G76560 CP12-3 0.35 0.49 

AT4G11910 SGR2 -0.94 0.69  AT5G65810 CGR3 -0.22 0.51 

AT4G26150 GATA22 1.48 0.71  AT3G61320 - 0.32 0.53 

AT2G35260 - 0.38 0.71  AT5G52520 OVA6 -0.15 0.66 

AT2G25180 ARR12 -0.13 0.79  AT5G66570 PSBO1 0.28 0.66 

AT2G41680 NTRC 0.09 0.89  AT1G75540 BBX21 -0.16 0.67 

AT3G16857 ARR1 0.07 0.91  AT1G01790 KEA1 -0.24 0.7 

AT3G57180 BPG2 -0.06 0.95  AT1G67840 CSK -0.26 0.73 

AT5G44190 GLK2 0.06 0.95  AT1G64860 SIGA 0.19 0.75 

AT5G47110 LIL3.2 0.01 0.98  AT5G57050 ABI2 -0.16 0.82 

AT4G31390 ABC1K1 0.02 0.99  AT4G26160 ACHT1 0.17 0.83 

AT3G19290 ABF4 -0.01 0.99  AT1G68830 STN7 0.18 0.84 

AT4G17600 LIL3.1 -0.01 1  AT3G49720 CGR2 -0.1 0.85 

AT1G56200 NA NA NA  AT3G11670 DGD1 -0.12 0.85 
     AT4G27800 PPH1 -0.19 0.87 
     AT4G04850 KEA3 -0.08 0.91 
     AT5G50950 FUM2 -0.17 0.91 
     AT2G30950 VAR2 0.04 0.93 
     AT5G42270 FTSH5 0.04 0.93 
     AT4G30950 FAD6 -0.04 0.94 
     AT4G01800 AGY1 -0.06 0.95 
     AT3G50820 PSBO2 -0.05 0.98 
     AT4G31390 ABC1K1 0.02 0.99 
     AT3G62410 CP12-2 -0.04 1 
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     AT2G45870 - 0 1 
     AT4G37230 - NA NA 
     ATCG00300 PSBZ NA NA 

5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi growth medium were transferred to fresh +Pi media. Root tips were harvested 1DAT and 
were used for RNA extraction and transcriptional analysis via RNA-seq. Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences 
in mean expression of the genes between pdr3 and WT roots across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 150 root tips, 
with negative values signifying lower transcript levels in the mutant. Adjusted p-values (padj) signify statistically significant 
changes after adjustment for multiple testing using FDR. Significantly differentially expressed genes according to cutoff thresholds 
(1<log2FC<-1, padj< 0.05) are marked with bold. NA values signify absence of detected transcripts. List of genes participating in 
each process were obtained from TAIR. 

 

Suppl. Table 20 Overview of the expression of genes participating in cellular response to phosphate starvation (GO:0016036) 
among different tissues and Pi regimes. 

  Log2FC 

Locus Gene name 

pdr3_RT 
+Pi vs 

WT_RT 
+Pi 

pdr3_RT 
-Pi vs 

WT_RT 
-Pi 

pdr3_S 
+Pi vs 
WT_S 

+Pi 

pdr3_R 
+Pi vs 
WT_R 

+Pi 

WT_RT 
-Pi vs 

WT_RT 
+Pi 

pdr3_RT 
-Pi vs 

pdr3_RT 
+Pi 

AT1G27320 AHK3 X 0.84 X X X X 

AT2G01830 AHK4 X X 0.55 X -0.54 X 

AT2G02470 AL6 X X X X X X 

AT1G18420 ALMT3 X X X X X X 

AT5G03545 AT4 X X X -1.59 4.09 4.04 

AT1G66270 BGLU21 X X 3.16 X 0.47 X 

AT3G25710 BHLH32 X 0.76 X X X X 

AT3G27740 CARA X X X X X X 

AT1G29900 CARB X -0.57 X -0.26 X X 

AT1G20630 CAT1 1.28 1.85 X 0.62 X 0.93 

AT4G35090 CAT2 0.47 0.76 -0.56 X X X 

AT1G20620 CAT3 X 1.35 0.62 X X 0.97 

AT4G00550 DGD2 X X X X X X 

AT3G08040 DTX43 1.36 3.25 X X X 1.46 

AT3G51770 ETO1 X X X X X X 

AT5G21040 FBX2 X X X X X X 

AT5G38480 GRF3 X X X X X X 

AT3G25790 HHO1 X 0.56 X X X X 

AT1G25550 HHO3 X X X X 0.84 X 

AT1G13300 HRS1 X X X X X X 

AT3G09922 IPS1 X X X X X X 

AT2G22240 IPS2 X X X -0.53 X X 

AT1G23010 LPR1 1.18 1.94 X X X X 

AT1G71040 LPR2 X 0.86 0.52 X X 1.03 

AT5G20410 MGD2 X -2.21 -0.93 X X -2.19 

AT2G11810 MGD3 X X X X X X 

AT2G25095 MIR156A X X X X X X 

AT4G31877 MIR156C X X X X X X 
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AT5G10945 MIR156D X X X X X X 

AT3G13405 MIR169A X X X X X X 

AT5G24825 MIR169B X X X X X X 

AT1G19371 MIR169H X X X X X X 

AT3G26815 MIR169K X X -3.30 X X X 

AT2G03445 MIR398A X X X X X X 

AT5G14545 MIR398B X X X X X X 

AT5G14565 MIR398C X X X X X X 

AT1G77235 MIR402 X X X X X X 

AT4G27765 MIR828A X X X X X X 

AT2G47190 MYB2 X X X X X X 

AT3G03520 NPC3 X X X X X X 

AT3G09560 PAH1 X X X X X X 

AT5G42870 PAH2 X X X X X X 

AT2G16430 PAP10 0.96 0.86 X 0.55 X X 

AT2G27190 PAP12 X -0.40 X X 0.50 X 

AT4G37870 PCKA X 0.98 X X X 0.70 

AT5G23630 PDR2 X X X X X X 

AT3G52190 PHF1 X X X X X X 

AT3G24120 PHL2 X 0.67 X 0.49 X 0.66 

AT3G23430 PHO1 X 1.25 X -0.34 X 0.96 

AT1G14040 PHO1;H3 X X X 0.41 X X 

AT1G68740 PHO1-H1 X 2.53 X X X 2.77 

AT1G69480 PHO1-H10 X X X 1.05 X X 

AT2G03260 PHO1-H2 X X X X X X 

AT4G25350 PHO1-H4 X X X 0.79 X X 

AT2G03240 PHO1-H5 X 1.27 X X X 1.43 

AT1G26730 PHO1-H7 X 2.95 X X X 2.18 

AT1G35350 PHO1-H8 X X X X X X 

AT4G28610 PHR1 X X X X X X 

AT5G43350 PHT1-1 X X 1.30 X 0.95 X 

AT5G43370 PHT1-2 X X X X 3.47 X 

AT1G55180 PLDALPHA4 X X X -0.54 X X 

AT3G16785 PLDP1 X X X X X X 

AT3G05630 PLPZETA2 X X X 0.56 X X 

AT3G03710 PNP1 X X X X X X 

AT1G53310 PPC1 X X X X X X 

AT3G04530 PPCK2 X X X X X X 

AT3G20330 PYRB X X X 0.36 X X 

AT3G54470 PYRE-F X -0.94 X X X X 

AT5G60810 RGF1 X 2.93 X X X X 

AT1G13620 RGF2 0.93 0.94 X 1.12 X X 

AT4G02270 RHS13 X 1.28 3.02 X X 1.17 

AT2G02990 RNS1 1.21 0.77 1.62 1.12 1.87 1.40 

AT1G58250 SAB X X X X X X 
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AT5G60410 SIZ1 X X X X X X 

AT5G20150 SPX1 X -1.38 X X 3.09 1.33 

AT2G26660 SPX2 X X X X 0.73 X 

AT2G45130 SPX3 X X X X X 5.22 

AT5G15330 SPX4 X X X X X X 

AT4G33030 SQD1 0.65 X X 0.50 0.99 X 

AT5G01220 SQD2 X X X X X X 

AT3G25795 TAS4 X 3.63 X 1.13 X 3.07 

AT3G62980 TIR1 X X X X X X 

AT2G33770 UBC24 X 0.82 X X -1.03 X 

AT3G03250 UGP X X X -0.25 X X 

AT3G53900 UPP 0.56 X 0.41 0.60 X X 

AT1G62300 WRKY6 X X X X 0.57 X         

AT1G08430 ALMT1 3.38 3.51 5.52 X X 1.49 

AT1G08650 PPCK1 X -1.38 X -0.45 1.02 X 

AT2G42600 PPC2 -
0.64056 

-0.74 X -0.45 X X 

AT3G14940 PPC3 X X 0.997342 X X X 
5-days-old seedlings germinated on +Pi growth medium were transferred to fresh +Pi media or to -Pi media. Root tips were 
harvested 1DAT from seedlings grown at +Pi or -Pi conditions; shoots and roots were harvested only from +Pi media. Tissue samples 
were used for RNA extraction and transcriptional analysis via RNA-seq. Logarithmic fold change (log2FC) values indicate differences 
in mean expression of the genes between pdr3 and WT roots across 3 biological replicates, each containing a pool of 150-200 root 
tips or 25 shoots or 50 roots. Adjusted p-values (padj) were calculated after adjustment for multiple testing using FDR; in the table, 
genes marked with X did not show statistically significant difference in their expression within the indicated comparison (genotype 
and/or condition). Significantly differentially expressed genes according to cutoff thresholds (1< log2FC< -1, padj< 0.05) are marked 
with bold. The genes at the bottom of the table (ALMT1, PPCK1, PPC2, PPC3) do not belong in the indicated GO term but have 
important functions in phosphate starvation responses. 
Abbr.: RT, root tips; S, shoot; R, root. 

 

Suppl. Table 21. List of oligonucleotides used in genotyping and in qPCR reactions.  

Name 5'->3' Sequence Purpose 

Primers for genotyping 

pdr3 Fw GCGCAGAGAGATCTTTAGGC genotyping of pdr3, after digest with HinfI: 
WT=199bp + 108bp/pdr3=307bp pdr3 Rev TCAGGGTCCTAAGAGTGACAGG 

hdc1 LP CAAGGACTGGTGCTGAGAAAG 
genotyping of GABI_054G03 

hdc1 RP GCAGCCAAAATCTCAAGTAGC 

wrky46-1 LP GAGTCTCTTCTCGAAGCTGGG 
genotyping of SALK_134310 

wrky46-1 RP GATCCTTCCCTTTTCGAAGTG 

wrky46-2 LP GAGTCTCTTCTCGAAGCTGGG 
genotyping of SAIL_1230_H01 

wrky46-2 RP GATCCTTCCCTTTTCGAAGTG 

myb28-1 LP TTTTTCATTATGCGTTTGCAG 
genotyping of SALK_136312C 

myb28-1 RP CTCTTTCCACACCGTTTCAAC 

GFP Fw TTCTTCAAGGACGACGGCAA 
genotyping of pdr3/PDR3p::PDR3-GFP 

GFP Rev TCGATGTTGTGGCGGATCTT 
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LBb1.3 ATTTTGCCGATTTCGGAAC 
genotyping of SALK lines (left border 

primer) 

LB1 GCCTTTTCAGAAATGGATAAATAGCCTTGCTTCC 
genotyping of SAIL lines (left border 

primer) 

Primers for qPCR 

HDC1 qRT F GAAGGAGCTACCGAGAGGGA 
HDC1 (AT5G08450) 

HDC1 qRT R GACACCTCTGACTTGCCTTG 

MYB28 qRT F AGGAAACTTCGAGGGATGGTC 
MYB28 (AT5G61420) 

MYB28 qRT R GCGAGTCTGAGTCGGTGTC 

MYB51 qRT F CCCTTCACGGCAACAAATGG 
MYB51 (AT1G18570) 

MYB51qRT R GTCGGTACCGGAGGTTATGC 

MAM1 qRT F GGCAGGTCGGACAAGGATTT 
MAM1 (AT5G23010) 

MAM1 qRT R TGGCATGTTGATCCCTACCG 

MAM3 qRT F AGAGGCCGAGGGTAATGCTA 
MAM3 (AT5G23020) 

MAM3 qRT R CACGGCCATCTCGATCACTT 

CYP79B2 qRT F CCGCCGATGAAATCAAACCC 
CYP79B2 (AT4G39950) 

CYP79B2 qRT R CGAGTCTCTCTTTCCCGACG 

CYP83A1 qRT F AGAGAGTCAAGCCCGAAACC 
CYP83A1 (AT4G13770) 

CYP83A1 qRT R CCCGCCACTACAATATCCAAGA 

BCAT4 qRT F CCTCTTCCTGTGAGTGTTTCG 
BCAT4 (AT3G19710) 

BCAT4 qRT R CTCCATGATTGCACTTCGCA 

IPMI1 qRT F GAGAGACTTTCCACGGCCTC 
IPMI1 (AT3G58990) 

IPMI1 qRT R CGTACTCGGCGGGGATTATT 

SOT18 qRT F GCCCCTGATCGAGTATGGTG 
SOT18 (AT1G74090) 

SOT18 qRT R GAGGAAGTCACTGGGTCGTG 

FMO-GSOX3 qRT F GGCGGGTTCTTGGAAGATGA 
FMOGS-OX3 (AT1G62560) 

FMO-GSOX3 qRT R ATATCGGCACCACTCGCAAA 

GSL-OH qRT F ATTGGCGTGAAAGGACTCGT 
GSL-OH (AT2G25450) 

GSL-OH qRT R TGCTACGTTAACATGCGGGT 
Abbr.: Fw, forward; Rev, reverse 
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